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 10 The	Hot	Four
  ● The	Micro	3D
  ● Honda	NM4	Vultus
  ● Android	Wear
	 	 ● Amazon	Fire	TV	
	 16 Vital	statistics	Nokia	Lumia	930

The best Windows phone ever has finally  
flapped its way across the pond

 18 Gigapixel	Playmobile
An entire Audi TT stretched out on a rack

	 22 Apps
Packing, cooking, cleaning? No thanks.  
Get an app to do all that…

   28 I	made	this	Wolfenstein:	The	New	Order
The games designer who slays Nazis

	 32 Games
Spiders in Chicago: first play of Watch_Dogs

 36 Best	of	Baselworld	Watch	Show
The finest tickers from the Swiss wrist-fest

 40 Choice	Bicycle	helmets
Protect your head – you may need it one day

	 42 Our	month
How we’ve been shutting out the pain

	 44	 	Your	month
May is a time of David Tennant,  
bearded bikers and Mario	Kart	8

 66	   First	test	Samsung	Galaxy	S5
Another month, another massive 
smartphone release – this time for  
Samsung. But where will the S5 rate?  
Only one way to find out…

 68	   		App:roved	Stuff-certified	apps	for…
Shareable lock screens, Cornetto Trilogy 
trivia and browsing the virtual newsagent 

 71	   		5	of	the	best	Budget	tablets
Smart but affordable tabs slug it out 

 86 Versus Hi-res	audio	players
Goodbye, iPod: the Astell & Kern AK100 MkII 
faces the Sony NWZ-ZX1

	 88 Long-term	test	Pebble	Steel
Our favourite indie smartwatch has spruced 
itself up with a swankier ‘Steel’ suit – we 
tried it on for a whole month

 98	   Tested	Games
● Titanfall 
● inFamous: Second Son

 102	   Tested	Fujifilm	X-T1
Thinking of moving to a compact system 
cam? We check out Fujifilm’s new contender

 110	  Reviews	Sensory	snacks
The best things to watch, listen to and read… 
especially if you’re from American Samoa
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	 51  Kickstarters	vs	the	megacorps
We’ve seen a huge shift in tech innovation 
as crowdfunding campaigns have taken on 
the big boys – but can the likes of Oculus 
Rift and Pebble really compete? 

	 75 �Stuff’s	guide	to	the	World	Cup
Hooray, our boys are off to Brazil! And 
they’re probably not going to do very well! 
But don’t let that stop you enjoying the 
most tech-packed World Cup ever

 91  Stuff	picks…	Summer	sports
Fly a mega kite or start a water fight

 105  Design	Tools
Serious hardware to make you feel all big 
and grown-up and that. Next, just work out 
how to actually use it…

	146 Next	big	thing?	VRcades
With virtual reality, your trip to the seaside 
will never be the same again

	 116 Beta	Yourself	iPad	art
Create digital delights on your tablet,  
with a little help from some arty apps

	 118 Playlist	Audiophile	albums	
High-quality productions to amaze your ears 
(oh, pity, Guns N’ Roses didn’t make the cut)

	120 Super	Geek Classic	cars
The man behind the London Motor Museum 
gives us an introduction to the greats 

	122 Instant	Upgrades	Mountain	biking
Let’s off-road! But make sure you’ve got  
the right kit for you and the bike first, eh? 

 124 Gadget	Doctor
Stuff helps an old man find his way home 
without falling into the sea

	125 5-minute	hacks	
	 	 If	nothing	else,	at	least…
	 	 Embrace visual search ● Speed-read 
  the web ● Solve scientific mysteries

OUR	PRICES
Prices in Hot Stuff 
are RRPs. Prices in 
features, tests and 

Top 10s are the best 
we could find from 
a reputable online 
retailer at the time 

of going to print.

Been away for a 
while? There are 
three more Stuff 

Top 10s nowadays:  
Games machines, 
Wearable tech and 
Connected home. 
Check them out 

from p127

WIN!
p47
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hands up if you’d heard of crowdfunding before 2012. 
thought not. Yet now it’s where innovation happens.
While many of the tech old guard are still throwing 
bigger numbers and more power at their new, 

incrementally improved thingies, the entrepreneurs are on 
Kickstarter and Indiegogo, reinventing the wheel. Smartwatches, 
virtual-reality gaming, 3D printing and the thingternet are all 
evolving thanks to the combined faith (and cash) of hordes of 
geeks who want to take the future into their own hands. It’s an 
innovation war, and the big guns are fighting back with tech clearly 
inspired by crowdfunding trends. To find out how the conflict is 
playing out, flick to Kickstarters vs the megacorps on p51.

Innovation is also, finally, affecting the beautiful game. It’s almost 
samba time, with Brazil 2014 just a few weeks away, and we’ve 
picked the ideal starting line-up of apps and other accompaniments 
to get the best out of what will be the techiest football tournament 
ever. Head to our geek guide to the World Cup on p75.

For footiephobes, we’ve picked alternative summer sports kit on 
p91, plus there’s hardcore diY hardware (p105), and the definitive 
samsung Galaxy s5 test on p66. Something for everyone, see?
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hot 
four

#1

fu f

Kickstarter has brought about some 
amazing stuff. You can read all about 

the greats in our crowdfunding feature, 
starting on p51. But could this 3D printer 

be about to join them? It hit its 
US$50,000 funding goal in just 11 

minutes, and surpassed two million 
greenbacks in three days. But what’s 
the big deal? Weren’t 3D printers, like, 

so yesterday? Yes, but things have 
moved on. The Micro 3D will be US$300 

and comes ready to rock. It can make 
things 116mm tall, despite only being 
185mm tall itself. It’ll be Mac, PC and 

Linux-compatible and it’ll finish its run 
on the day this mag comes out. Will it 
break the Pebble’s US$10m record? 

As hot as… the ‘back this’ button 
US$300 / themicro3d.com

fastest 
KicKstarter 

ever
the Micro 3D

28 PAGES 
of thE BIGGESt 
StorIES froM 
PLANEt tECh

$2,437,429 
oculus rift total, 

reached in 31  
days

25 
hours taken

for Micro 3D to  
pass $1m

$10,266,845 
Pebble smart 

watch’s 38-day  
record

$2,749,648 
raised by Micro 3D 

after 10 days  
out of 31

11 
Minutes taken for  
Micro 3D to reach  

its $50k goal

PrINtING 
MoNEY

that’s number  
wang!
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Four

#2

Honda is the Sony of the motorcycle world: 
its bikes are always well engineered and 

make money. And like Sony, it seems happy 
to put some of that revenue straight into 

the hands of its younger designers. Which 
gives you bikes like the CTR1300 (Google 
it) or the snappy MSX125 on p92. And this. 

The NM4 looks great… but was anybody 
asking for a manga-inspired street bike 

with games-controller-style triggers to 
change gear? Let alone one that has a 

750cc engine – a bizarre low-revving lump 
made from half a car engine. We weren’t, 

but having seen it, we’re glad they did.
As hot as… your leathers in the sun

£tba / honda.co.uk

cartoon  
cruiser

Honda nm4 Vultus
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The finger bone’s connected to the hand 
bone. The hand bone’s connected to the 

wrist bone. The wrist bone’s connected to 
the bank accounts of various tech megacorps 
right now. Well-to-do pinstripers are getting 

the train to work with a Fitbit tucked under 
their double cuffs. Mums are calorie-logging 

the school-gate cupcakes. And now – 
somewhat suddenly – Google’s in on the  

act, while everyone thought it was putting  
all its eggs into glasses. Motorola’s  

Moto 360 (1) and LG’s G Watch (2) are  
the launch products of Android Wear, a  

platform that’s set to rival Samsung’s Gear 
watches, the Pebble, the Garmin Vivofit – all 
of those fellas. These look rather handsome 
and, if sub-£200 rumours are true, they will 

be well worth a look. 
As hot as… pink towelling sweatbands
£tba (due July) / android.com/wear

tHere’s gold  
in tHem tHere 

wrists
android wear

“OK Google”
The now standard   

voice command will spur 
your watchputer into 

smartphone-channelling 
action.

Contactless
Early shots of the back 
of the Moto 360 show 

no visible contacts, 
suggesting that it has 
wireless charging (but 
no heart-rate sensor).

Appy chappy
Developers have been 

encouraged to download 
an Android Wear SDK 

to fold watch 
notifications into their 

smartphone apps.
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When your TV left the factory it looked like  

a supermodel: an unnecessarily skinny body 

adorned in a ridiculous outfit of polystyrene 

and cardboard. At home it shed those 

accoutrements and relaxed into normality. 

But now it’s going through its post-catwalk 

rebellious phase: tattooed with fingerprints, 

bruised at the edges and wearing 

preposterous accessories. Roku boxes and 

PS3 controllers hang off it; it’s pierced by a 

Chromecast dongle in a blush-inducing place. 

And now it’s about to get another adornment: 

Amazon has announced its TV setcessory, 

the Fire. It’s a quad-core box with a discreet 

graphics chip and a Kindle-esque Android 

build. It has a microphone-equipped remote 

for voice search, an optional games controller 

and, like all the best fashions, isn’t available in 

the UK yet. It’s clever. But it’s also another way 

to make your once-lovely TV look shameful.  

As hot as… um, fire?

£tba / amazon.co.uk

next top 
model? 

Amazon fire tV

Accessorise

The optional 

games controller is not 

just one-upmanship over 

Apple’s TV box: Amazon has 

set up Amazon Game Studios 

and uploaded to it some 

decent human 

designer talent.

24/7

TV streamers 

are only as good as 

their content, and Fire has 

immediately nicked all of 

Kiefer Sutherland’s 24 from 

Netflix. Platform exclusives: 

tweaking consumer 

emotions since last 

millennium.
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V I t A L s t A t s

Until recently we had to fly 
to the USA to see the best 
Windows Phone yet, as it 
was only available there. 
Well, not no more it ain’t

● Looks real purdy.
Doesn’t it just? It’s an Icon by 
another name, and looks just  
as good in its black, white, green  
or orange hues – Nokia’s binned 
yellow this time around, as orange 
and green are the zeitgeist, 
apparently. Its metal belt adds 
attitude and some bulk. But it's 
the innards people are giddy about.

● What’cha talkin’ 
about, pilgrim?
OK, can you stop the American 
voice thing? It’s not working.

● Right-o. So is it chock full 
of jolly super silicon?
Um. English? Whatever. Yes, the 
930 is pretty powerful, but it’s the 
OS that’s new: Windows Phone 
8.1, complete with Cortana voice 
assistant, customisable Live Tile 
wallpaper, a new Action Center 
notification panel and the IE11 
browser. See panel over yonder.

● Cortana? The girl from Halo? 
Wow, that’s… geeky
Saddening, isn’t it? But the Nokia  
side is powerful with this one,  
too. Inside is a (slightly last year) 
2.2GHz quad-core Qualcomm 
Snapdragon 800 processor, 
backed up by 2GB of RAM and 
32GB of (non-expandable) 
storage. The screen’s a doozy:  
a 5in, 1920x1080 LCD with  
a resolution of 441ppi – only  
the 2K screen-equipped Oppo 
Find 7 tops it for now. Inside is a 
2420mAh battery, and there’s  
a Qi wireless charger in the box.

● And a good camera, if I know 
those Finnish lens-fanciers?
Not so Finnish any more, not after 
joining the Microsoft machine. But 
still, it’s a 20MP PureView camera, 
with Carl Zeiss optics and optical 
image stabilisation. 

Nokia Lumia 930
£tba (due June) / nokia.co.uk

Best (WIndoWs) 
PHone (8.1) eVer
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1 Cortana
Microsoft’s Siri keeps a 
‘notebook’ of your search 
terms and preferences locally, 
rather than all on the server.

2 Swipe keyboard
You like Swype and Switfkey, 
so now you will also like similar 
fingers-on functionality for your 
Windows typage.

3 Live Tiles
These can now be made clearer 
so they seem to float over your 
wallpaper. Pretty, if perhaps less 
distinctively Windows.

4 Developer tools
Behind the consumer face of the 
finished OS, Windows Phone 8.1 
is built to make it easier for app 
devs to do cool stuff.

5 Synchronicity
Internet Explorer 11 and 
8.1-optimised apps will work 
seamlessly across Windows 
platforms and Xbox.

6 Action Center
It’s the notification drop-down 
that WinPho shouldn’t need 
because of the Live Tiles. But 
WinPho users wanted it. 

1

2

5

3

6

4

Wood you hear them out?

Acorn E1 

So long as you’re not short of a few bob to spend, there’s no lack of  
street-smart ear-adornments out there. If, however, you are not sold  
on spending hundreds of quid on something that you’re likely to lose or 
break, then your choices are fewer. These E1s have a lot going for them. 
They’re from a small but determined British company, they’re made of 
wood and they sound quite good. Despite costing a tenth of the price of 

some headphones, they should stand up to peer review. Unless your peers  
are the type who might say: “Wot you got twigs in your ears for, bruv?”  

At which point, it’s off to the Beats shop with you. Innit. 
£30 / acornaudio.co.uk

You are the exception that proves you rule

PhiliPs 239c4QhWAB MirAcAst DisPlAy

For every hundred people for whom Product X is feasible, there’s one person 
who’s after something just a little different. It’s you, isn’t it? Well, this is for 
you, then. While a hundred people happily bought a small consumer TV for 

their kitchen or study or whatever, you’re going to want the 239C4QHWAB. 
You’ll love the quality and colour of its impressive, professional 1080p display 
panel, and you’ll also love the Android smartphone-to-TV Miracast system 

that allows you to wirelessly upsquirt full HD content – in addition to 
accepting wired MHL-HDMI input like all those consumer TVs. Oh, you.  

£250 / mmd-p.com 

thE 930’s 
PArty tricks
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The bigger picture in tech

plAymobile
Deep in the heart of Audi’s Ingolstadt 
factory, behind locked doors, there’s  
a new Audi TT being pretty tested. Not 
on a track, though that’s happening 
elsewhere. Nor in an anechoic sound 
chamber, though there’s a few of 
those. This one is on a rack. It’s like  
a giant Arduino breadboard on which  
the entire car’s systems are laid  
out. There’s the Nvidia-powered 
dashboard with its full-screen Google 
Maps and smooth 60fps animations, 
the gesture-recognising MMI 
controller, and the drinks holder.  
It all works: perched on top of the  
rack, indicators strobe when you  
move the stalk; disconnected window 
wipers wave dutifully; the horn honks. 
This might be the best present you 
could buy for a teenager, ever.
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A smAll piece of pi
Because the problem with 
the Raspberry Pi was that  
it was ginormous, the team 
have developed a new 
Compute module that 
squeezes the processor, 
memory and 4GB SSD onto 
a 68x30mm board. You’ll 
have to wire up inputs and 
outputs, but this paves the 
way for yet more geekery.

GooGle plAy 
comes to sonos
A new Android app for 
Sonos reveals within its 
more tasteful environs an 
exciting new functionality: 
access not only to your 
own cloudy music stored  
in Google Play, but also to 
the many oodles of albums 
available via its All Access 
subscription service.  

phAntom flies 
fAster, smoother
DJI has announced an 
upgraded version of the 
Phantom snapper drone. 
The US$1100 Vision+ model 
has a three-axis stabilising 
gimbal for the camera, 
straight-down shooting 
and the GPS-guided ability 
to remain stationary in up  
to 25mph winds.

h so t ft u f
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Canvas opinion

Brooks Dalston

Ross and Hugo Turner are twin brothers currently 
trekking across the Arctic tundra. So far, so what.  
But the twist is that, while one of them is wearing 

cutting-edge polar gear, the other is wearing similar  
kit to that worn by Shackleton and his crew almost  

100 years ago. They tossed a coin for it, live on TV, and  
the one lumbered with the antique gear didn’t look too 

crestfallen. Why? Because he was probably planning to 
employ a similar technique to what Brooks has done 

with this rucksack: lining the interior with a waterproof 
coating. Hip and retro on the outside, dry on the inside. 

£165 (13in laptop); £175 (15in laptop)
/ brooksengland.com

Always believe in your soul

happy plugs earBuD golD

There was an iPhone app making headlines for a while, 
entitled I Am Rich. It did next to nothing but cost £600, 
the point being that even having the icon on your 
homescreen showed that you were a fool. What, you 
might be thinking, does this have to do with these 
relatively harmless-looking earphones from Swedish 
design house Happy Plugs? Oh, just that there’s an 
18-carat solid gold version of them that costs £9500. 
Handmade by a jeweller in Old Town, Stockholm, they 
are technically identical to the gold-not-actual-gold 
version. Mind-blowing, isn’t it? Hooray for humanity. 
£20 / happyplugs.com

Chop chop

tefal fresh express 
CuBe & stiCk

You know what’s stuck between you and a 
healthy lifestyle? Well, yes, there is the 3-for-2 
on Creme Egg Ice Cream at the local 24/7 shop. 
And that guy in the office who’s filled the hole in 

his life with baking… but no, we mean TIME. Of 
course, you could get home every evening and 

prep a load of vegetables or salad. But in that 
time, you could already have eaten a microwave 

meal and watched one episode of House Of 
Cards, right? Well, here’s the Tefal cuber, sticker 
slicer and shredder. It does the dreary bit in one 

buzzy moment while you’re getting on with your 
super-healthy life. (PS: It’ll make great chips as 

well – just get yourself a deep fat fryer.) 
£120 / tefal.co.uk

Kuvings WHole 

sloW Juicer

‘Whole’ because  
you stick entire 

fruits into it; ‘slow’ 
because it runs at 

just 60rpm, keeping 
all the goodness in.

£380 / ukjuicers.com





1 Monument Valley
£2.49 / iOS
A thing of beauty that also tests 
the brain. Each level screen of this 
surreal princess puzzler has been 
designed so it could hang on your 
wall as a work of art. Coupled 
with its dreamy music, this is an 
essential download. 

4 Sesame – 
Recipe Manager
£2.99 / iOS
Recipe apps are popular but tend to 
be either celebrity money-makers 
or Americanised guff. With Sesame, 
you can search by any number 
of useful variables and it’ll pull 
something relevant from the web.

7 Blink
£free / Windows
Creative shootography app Blink 
has just got itself a major upgrade, 
with a new UI, tap-to-focus 
and more distinct still-shot and 
animation modes. With Nokia’s 
Windows phones having such good 
cameras, this is all good news.

2 Mopp
£free / iOS
Apps continue to brighten up even 
the darkest, dirtiest corners of our 
lives, or homes in this case. Mopp is 
a cleaner-on-demand service and 
it’s rolling out across the UK, with 
background-checked scrubbers 
from £10 an hour.

5 e-Cal
£free / Android
At any point, about ten million 
people on the planet are furious 
at their calendar app. Dashed 
tricky thing to do on a small screen, 
a calendar. Does e-Cal have what 
it takes to become the default 
Android choice?

8 iPacking
£1.49 / iOS
Whether you’re a road warrior or 
a one-holiday-a-year type, there’s 
some kind of fog that descends 
upon a right-thinking human when 
it comes to packing stuff. This app 
helps by letting you create custom 
lists for all types of adventures.

3 Strava
£free / iOS, Android
Love it or loathe it, Strava 
continues to be the go-to 
app for competitive segmenteers. 
This new version combines run 
and ride activities into one app, 
as well as adding Instagram 
photo uploads. 

6 Crowds
£2.99 a month / iOS
You and your ‘crowd’ of football 
cronies probably do what this app 
does already, except over a mess 
of emails, texts and Facebooks. This 
gathers you together along with all 
the stats and results, so you can get 
with the bants.

9 Amp Circuit Calculator
£0.69 / iOS
Maybe you actually need to create 
and test circuits for work or school. 
Maybe, like us, you just like to have 
intriguing apps on your devices that 
make it seem like your life is more 
interesting than it actually is. Either 
way: Amp Circuit Calculator.

a p p s

This month’s mobile must-downloads

£free / iOS

People suck. They suck in 
the virtual world, all over your 
‘news’ feeds with their banal 
posts. But they also suck 
when you meet them for 
real. Cloak tracks Foursquare 
and Instagram to warn you if 
people you know are nearby, 
so you can avoid them and get 
the shopping done without 
unwanted social interaction.

22
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APP SPOTLIGHT
Cloak 
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win a tv see the world cup

How to enter
Go to stuff.tv/win 

and answer this:

How many england 

games will be on 

freeview Hd?

A … The odd one
B … All of them
C … None of them

Terms & conditions 1 One entry 
per person 2 Entries close on 4 June 
2014 3 Prize as stated 4 Open to UK 
residents only 5 No cash alternative. 
Prize is non-transferable 6 For full 
terms and conditions visit stuff.tv 

7 The Promoter: Haymarket Media 
Group, Teddington Studios, Broom 
Road, Teddington, Middlesex TW11 9BE

Hurry! 
Competition 

Closes 
4 June  
2014

Because without a telly, you’d miss out on 2014’s biggest sporting event

Of all the years to get a new TV, 
2014 is the year to get a new 
TV. And if there’s one good 
way to get a new TV, using 
your nous to win a TV is a fine 
way to get a new TV. 

To be honest, 2012 was 
quite a good year to get a new 
TV because of the Olympics. 
And in 2013 another British 
chap won the Tour de France. 
But 2014 is the World Cup, and 
sporting events just don’t 
come much bigger than the 
World Cup. Or further away,  
as this one’s in Brazil. 

Which is why this LG TV, 
with its Full HD 42in screen, 
Freeview HD tuner, Wi-Fi 
Smart TV and USB hard-drive 
recording, would be the best 
way to watch the World Cup. 
On a new TV. 

For tandem access memories

CirCe Helios
Another brave warrior steps up to become champion 
to the fickle Gods of Versatile Biking. Helios hails from 
the oft-maligned land of the tandem, but his 20in 
wheels make him compact, and nimble, and storable. 
What’s more, that low-slung stance means anyone 
from an ankle-biter to an adult can sit up back. Or 
Helios can ditch his second seat and replace it with a 
megaplatform, from which pannier bags can be hung 
or child seats installed. With more storage options at 
the front, Helios is up for anything from continental 
touring to ice-cream runs. Enter the arena, would-be 
champion – the Gods will judge you now…
from £1300 / circecycles.com
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Neither phone nor the other

FujiFilm instax share sP-1

You’re adrift on a sea of indecision. It’s not so bad, 
though, for the destinations between which you cannot 

decide are many and near. You’ve got a drink in your 
boat and the sun is warm. But where to? The familiar, 

too-easy stop would be the one where you take photos 
on your phone and share them digitally, maybe mixing it 

up with Instagram filters or some such. A little further 
away, and not nearly so popular, is an instant-printing 

digital camera. Big and toy-like, they are. In between  
the two is this new choice, already attracting a few  

like-minded consumers. The Instax Share is a  
battery-powered portable photo printer that, in 

conjunction with an app, lets you take a picture on  
your phone but have it in your hand in 16 seconds.  

Yep, time to start paddling in that direction. 
£140 / fujifilm.com

A local soundbar

WharFedale Vista 100

All those guys and gals in the Far East and Americaland 
certainly know how to make excellent-sounding 
electronics. But what do they know about Britain? 
Wharfedale is a British company, and that’s why its 
soundbar makes more sense over here. It doesn’t  
come with a separate subwoofer, because we all live in 
close-quarters tenement housing, and it’s waterproof 
because most of our living rooms are flooded. Just 
kidding. It is, however, at exactly the right price point  
for those wanting to upgrade their TV sound without 
too many bells and whistles. It doesn’t have HDMI, but  
it does have optical digital and Bluetooth. And, with 
Wharfedale’s decades of speaker-building experience, 
it’ll sound spiffing. As we Britishers say. 
£150 / wharfedale.co.uk

Good bikers always have the right gear

Garmin edGe 1000

Road bike fiends, you have a new Igor. The 1000 is 
bigger, but thinner, than Garmin’s previous flagship 
cycle computer, with a 3in, 240x400-pixel screen. It 

will accept signals from Shimano’s gear position  
sensor – presuming, of course, that you have 

Shimano’s fancy-pants Di2 electronic gears. You’ll 
know what gear you’re in, but the data it collects is 

essential for post-ride stat-munching. The Edge 1000 
also introduces Strava-esque segments, but  

with the emphasis on competing with your co-fiends 
rather than internet superheroes. This is done via your 

smartphone, natch, and you’ll now get call and text 
notifications on your Edge screen. These are just the 

headlines – as you’d expect from a device of this type, 
there’s a million other features and functions. Suffice to 

say: what you’re riding with, that’s last year’s sidekick. 
from £440 / garmin.com
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Wobble free
Olympus stylus sH-1
The first of our two similarly titled products clearly 
has failings in the personal transport department. But  
it has some other features that wouldn’t sound out  
of place on a bicycle, including five-axis stabilisation. 
Your ups and downs, your rolls and judders are  
all smoothed by the tech, which debuted on the 
Olympus OM-D E-M5. Plus, similar to its spokey  
name-sharer that looks pretty good for an electric 
bike, the Olympus SH-1 looks surprisingly dapper for 
what is essentially a 16MP, 25x big-zoom compact.  
£350 (approx) / olympus.co.uk

Long zoom
Ave sH1

Our second SH1 model lacks any kind of tangible  
or electronic stabilisation, but the less athletic  

among you need not fear. Gyroscopic physics will 
keep you upright, while its clever electronics will give 

you a much more useful long zoom. Approximately  
100 miles, in fact, thanks to its Bosch 36v motor and 

400Wh battery. Mind you, that’s in ‘Eco’ mode, where 
you’re doing most of the pedalling. Still, even in ‘Turbo’ 

mode, you should still have enough to get somewhere 
with a view worth a picture or two.

£2300 / ebco-ebikes.co.uk

the month’s best concepts, start-ups, 
crowdfunded projects and plain crazy ideasstart menu

Things rarely stay where they’re put, do they? 
Perhaps it’s a result of everything oscillating at 
an atomic level. Or maybe it’s the pixies. Little 

Sammy here is bravely taking on the chaos. 
Attached to a biscuit tin lid, rucksack or child, it’ll 

audibly scream if moved, and trigger alerts on 
a Bluetooth-connected phone. We’ve seen 

other devices with this function, but none that 
look so endearingly agitated about the situation.

The Mogee sensor is like a doctor’s stethoscope 
that picks up the groove in any object. Its app 

(iOS or Android) turns this raw groove into 
noise, either freely or, in Song Mode, by letting 
you play along to a track just by hitting some 
fruit, a pan, or whatever. You can save noises 
as samples and, with the more sensitive Pro 

version’s sensor, do clever stuff with software 
such as Ableton Live. Looks like a hoot. 

It must have been confusing being a 
caveperson. From atop a hill, watching another 

caveperson striking a rock with a bone, and not 
knowing why the sound happened after the 
visible action. Imagine showing them this and 
explaining that, in addition to the difference in 

the speed of light and sound, there’s the slight 
Bluetooth lag between the app and the lightbulb 

with changing colours and wireless speaker. 

airBulB
US$70 / kck.st/1cZyASn

mogees
£40 (Classic), £60 (Pro) / mogees.co.uk

sammy screamer
US$65 / bleepbleeps.com

seeking funding (Kickstarter) funded (Kickstarter) funded (Kickstarter)

White noise Balloon boogie Alarm-ing

status status status
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I started in the games industry in 
1998, at a studio called Starbreeze. 
We made a number of games while  
I was there – most notably The 
Chronicles Of Riddick: Escape From 
Butcher Bay and The Darkness – 
but in 2009 a few of us left to form 
MachineGames, where I’m creative 
director. Wolfenstein 3D was the 
game that got many of us into 
developing games in the first place, 
so when we were acquired by 
Bethesda in 2010 we asked if  
we could have a crack at it. We’ve 
been making Wolfenstein: The New 
Order ever since.

It’s an action adventure that 
takes place in an alternate version  
of the 1960s, where the Nazis have 
won World War II and taken over  
the world. They have access to this 
great scientific knowledge, though 
it’s a bit of a mystery where it came 
from. We’ve taken direct inspiration 
from things like Mecha-Hitler to 

honour the outlandish nature of the 
series. Nothing is based on real Nazi 
technology but it’s certainly rooted 
in it. I think if the Nazis had known 
how to make robot dogs, they  
would have!

You play as the classic 
Wolfenstein protagonist BJ 
Blazkowicz but, while he used to 
fight for an army, now it’s basically 
just him against a global force. When 
id Software made Wolfenstein 3D 
in 1992 it was very clear that they 
were inspired by the action heroes 
of the day. We wanted to play off 
that archetype and find a depth in 
that character.

There’s a lot of Nazi ideology 
that’s so bizarre it feels like fiction, 
which definitely inspired what  
kind of story we wanted to tell and 
the world we created. Tarantino’s 
Inglourious Basterds is a helpful 
example because it shows that you 
can tell a story on a very sensitive 

topic and still infuse it with humour. 
There are scenes in there that are as 
tense as any movie you’ll ever see, 
and at other times it’s funny and 
playful. We didn’t want to shy away 
from the over-the-top craziness 
that makes Wolfenstein what it 
is, but the last thing we wanted to  
do was make light of the immense 
suffering the Nazis caused.

Any first-person shooter is 
incredibly fast-paced in terms of  
the gameplay, so the story has  
to be very efficiently delivered. 
Thankfully, we had the experience 
to know where we could stretch it 
and where it had to be condensed.  
It goes from incredibly intense 
gunplay to sections where it’s about 
interacting with characters and 

exploring. We’re very passionate 
about not only creating a compelling 
story but also merging that with the 
gameplay in an unobtrusive fashion. 
Quite often, either the gameplay is 
amazing and the story is lacklustre, 
or vice versa. I think Naughty Dog 
are really good at merging the two, 
and we’re very focused on making 
sure that both dimensions sing in 
harmony and the whole game is as 
strong as it can be.

As a team we’ve never made  
a sequel to a game before, so that 
would be fun in itself, but we’re in 
sync with the Wolfenstein world 
now, with so many ideas on how we 
can develop the story and gameplay 
in the future. To make another one 
would be magnificent.

28

“some nazi ideology is so bizarre it 
feels like fiction; tHat inspired tHe 
kind of story we wanted to tell”

tHe original fps gets a next-gen reboot 
wolfenstein: the new order by Jens matthies

i made tHis     

ingeni-o-meter ●●●●● Light-hearted Nazi-killing? What’s not to like?
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Wtf is 

CromatiCa?

?

Cromatica? That’s a fancy word.
Here’s another. Synaesthesia is a 
rare medical condition in which the 
information coming from a person’s 
senses gets mixed up, so they might 
experience a smell as a noise. Imagine 
biting into a juicy burger and hearing 
birdsong. Or experiencing a Curtis 
Stigers saxophone solo as the smell 
of an angry horse.

So... what does that have to do 
with this thing?
It has synaesthesia. Well, sort of. It’s 
a swanky wireless Bluetooth speaker 
with a 7W amp, a 3in woofer and a 1.5in 
tweeter, but also an app-controlled light, 
a bit like a tabletop Philips Hue. 

So you can turn it blue when you 
listen to John Coltrane’s Blue Train?
Exactly, or you could have it fade between 
colours while listening to Baroness’s Yellow 

& Green. And if you’re listening to Simply 
Red, it’ll douse you in acidic seagull vomit.

What, really? 
No, not really, although it is open-source 
and Arduino-based, so in theory you’d 
be able to rig up the Cromatica to do 
something unpleasant when Mick 
Hucknall starts mewling. But there are 
nicer things the Cromatica could do.

Such as?
Well, there’s the alarm function, which 
fades up a warm, bright light to wake you 
in the most pleasant way. And there’s the 
home cinema mode: link two Cromaticas 
together either side of your TV and they’ll 
provide superb sound from the front and 
lighting from the back, shifting colour and 
intensity with the picture.

So where do I get one?
It’s the very first product to be launched 
by a new crowdfunding site called 
Crowdrooster, dedicated to tasty tech.

Be the envy of Margate

Sea-Doo Spark 

Those childhood holidays in Margate were a tawdry affair. Mother and 
sister lost in Jilly Cooper and Just 17. Father asleep, despite the crack of 
the windbreaker as it fights off the North Sea gusts. Suddenly, a noise!  
Is it a helicopter? A hovercraft? A man rounds the headland riding some 
kind of sea-scooter. It leaps, turns and growls like a dolphin stallion and 
you are smitten. But never since have you had the means to ride such a 

machine. Until now. Powered by a Rotax 900 engine, the vibrant Sea-Doo 
Spark comes in two-man (40mph) and three-man (50mph) versions 
and weighs just 185kg, making it easily trailerable and manoeuvrable. 

from US$5000 / uk.sea-doo.com

A roundabout way of playing music

SpaceD360

No-one knows where their sweet spot is any more. And what’s more, 
they don’t care. This shocking news refers, of course, to sitting in front of 
a proper hi-fi, with your left and right speakers perfectly aligned so you 

are sitting in the ‘sweet spot’ of perfect audio. The Bluetooth speaker 
generation don’t do this, says Spaced360, and so a traditional left/right 

speaker configuration is redundant. It’s developed its speaker with 
patented ‘airSOUND’ tech: three 2in drivers with bass radiators in 

between. Once you’ve connected your tunes by NFC’d low-latency aptX 
Bluetooth or 3.5mm jack, it will just fire sweet spots all over the shop.  

£250 / spaced360.com
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A family affair

Stanforth Kibo
Yes, we know. There’s no end of retro bicycles in the 

windows of Britain’s bike shops. But this one is a little 
different. This bike is made in Britain, as a tribute to the 

Saracen bikes that brothers Richard and Nick Crane 
used to climb Kilimanjaro way back in 1984. Simon 
Stanforth is the son of Paul Stanforth, who ran the 

Saracen brand for the years after that adventure. Now 
Simon is selling this, hand-made in Reynolds 631 steel 

by frame-builder Lee Cooper. This is no marketing 
exercise; these are real people. Go and meet them. 

Shake their hands. Get a bit of history under you, and 
cock a snook to the people riding wannabes. 

£1400 / stanforthbikes.co.uk

The third channel is joy 

Yamaha a-S2100, CD-S2100
We know what you’re thinking. This apparently  
old-school two-channel hi-fi must have some amazing 
hidden functionality. It must be a 3D printer, or a drone. 
Well, it’s not. What it most definitely will do, though, is 
bring a smile to your face, and it does that principally 
through the joy of use. Switches that go ‘clunk’,  
and buttons that go ‘click’, and dials that go ‘oooh’…  
you could play with this for ages without actually 
running any music through it. And when you do,  
more happiness – this range being Yamaha’s hi-fi  
showcase. If you still demand some kind of hi-tech 
justification for ownership, it does have a 32-bit USB 
DAC built into the CD player.
£1700, £1600 / uk.yamaha.com

Which would you go for?

Denon ah-C50, ah-C120
With respect… in your face, Denon. You probably  

spent a goodly amount of R&D time working out  
a compelling package: a combination of specs and  

price points that would enable good sales of both pairs 
of remote-equipped headphones. There was difference 

in sound quality between the 9mm drivers in the C50 
and the meatier 11.5mm numbers in the C120; the fact 

that the latter has a resonance-managing metal 
housing and mangle-reducing carry case. These, 

thought you, were enough to justify the price 
differential. And what did we do? Ignore the price 

completely and fall for the retro ribbing cable design  
on the C120. Never predictable, us consumers. 

£40, £90 / denon.co.uk
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 firSt plAy WAtch_doGS PS4, Xbox One, Wii U, PC

duE
MAy

We knew we’d be able to hack 
the city’s infrastructure, jamming 
traffic lights and stopping trains  
in their tracks. We knew we’d be 
able to hoon stolen cars along the 
freeway at inadvisable speeds. 
But before we sat down to play 
Watch_Dogs on PS4, no-one 
told us about the spider tank. 
That only made the surprise 
more delightful. 

It’s not like Watch_Dogs isn’t 
enormous fun. It’s a visual feast, 
set in a near-future Chicago 
that’s grimy, mean, atmospheric 
and enormous. The painstaking 
detail makes it feel endlessly 

explorable and it looks especially 
good in the rain.

It’s also compulsively playable. 
OK, the story doesn’t break any 
rules with its troubled vigilante 
antihero, but it’s well written and 
acted, and the main mission is 
compelling enough that our first 
four hours with it whipped by  
in a blur of dirty streets and  
car chases. There’s something 
for everyone, whether you  
like to lay your traps in the  
dark and wait, or run around 
throwing explosives.

But while the main game itself 
is big, serious and proper, it’s nice 

to take the occasional break, or 
‘digital trip’ from a street dealer. 
Suddenly you’re leaping around 
in a huge mechanical spider, 
stamping on police cars , spraying 
tanks with your Gatling gun and 
enjoying the supervillain life. And 
then, once your lust for fire and 
screaming is sated, you can 
return to your mission. 

It’s a nice touch of Titanfall 
in a game that’s already part 
Assassin’s Creed, Deus Ex, GTA 
and a tiny bit Saints Row. If you 
like even one of those games, 
you’re going to have a blast  
with Watch_Dogs.
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thE hAt MAn: ShAdoW WArd
Hardcore gamers aren’t supposed to get 
the heebie-jeebies – they’re aware that 
a game’s designed to tweak emotional 
response – but early reports about The 
Hat Man are that it’s getting under people’s 
skin. It’s a supernatural creep-’em-up 
with dark, constantly-changing locales. 
It sounds, frankly, too much for us.

coSMochoriA
Elements of Super Mario Galaxy, Asteroids 
and, well, Ground Force combine to make 
this cutesy space blaster. Plant seeds 
on planetoids to bring them to life, while 
defending them from aliens: what Sunday 
evenings were made for. Kickstarter 
stretch goals were being nailed as we 
went to press, so the prospects look good.

thE hEro trAp
This looks like a cross between Secret 
Of Mana and R-Type. It’s a top-down 
dungeon game, but with the emphasis 
firmly on fast-paced action. Weapons 
and spells slash and crackle all over 
the shop and you need to keep moving 
to stay alive. Turn-based this isn’t, but 
multiplayer larks it very much is.

WArhAMMEr 40,000: 
cArnAGE

iOS, Android

Ah, we can almost hear the rolling fludder of D20s and 
the hardening arteries of young ’uns spending all their 
lunch money on Coke and crisps. Except that this is a 
mobile game, not a tabletop in a Games Workshop in 

Chorley. And nor is it a sprawling turn-based strategy, 
but a side-scrolling actioner where you – a slick Space 

Marine – take on the green, and therefore bad, Orks. 
Boltguns and chainswords will be familiar to those who 

had an imaginative, rather than sporting, youth. 

hEArthStonE:  
hEroES of WArcrAft
PC, iPad

We were there, too, when World Of Warcraft launched. 
And had you asked us then whether its MMORPG formula 
was strong enough to reach the numbers it commands 
today, then we would have shrugged. Because we’re not 
easily drawn to opine. Many moons later, Blizzard continues 
to expand its world with a PC and iPad card-vs-card game. 
(Did someone just say Magic: The Gathering?) Hearthstone 
lets you build your team of the nine Warcraft character 
classes, and pit them against other combatants.

JunE: 

● MurdErEd: Soul SuSpEct

● EnEMy front

● EA SportS ufc

AuGuSt

● thE Evil Within

● SAcrEd 3

SEptEMbEr

● StArdrivE 2

WhAt WE’rE WAtchinG on… StEAM GrEEnliGht

2-up GAMES WorkShop vS blizzArd
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4K for kicks

Panasonic HX-a500
You’re the kind of shootographer who kickflips a kayak 
on a raging Zambezi river. What Red Bull-sponsored 
athletes are doing today, you were deleting off your 
hard drive five years ago. You sleep on a bed of discarded 
GoPro cameras and while you sleep you dream of this: 
the Panasonic HX-A500. Because the stunts you pull 
often involve the kind of rotational force that would 
decapitate a ‘norm’, the lightweight 31g external lens 
unit is essential, and the separate processor box is thus 
empowered to capture 4K at 25fps. That’s going to look 
way better than the top-of-the-range GoPro’s mere 
15fps 4K when you’re doing the world’s first plug-in 
hybrid corkscrew jump across the Grand Canyon. 
£380 / panasonic.co.uk

4K for killer flicks 

sony alPHa a7s
You’re the kind of shootographer who sees the tiny 

droplets of dew cascading off a butterfly’s bodice. You 
see faces in the synchronised flocking of birds; ballet  

in the sparks of a bonfire. And now you can actually 
capture all this beauty, because this new member of 
the Alpha series holds within its tiny body the ability  
to record 1080p video at 60fps or, if you connect an 

external recorder via HDMI, 4K video at 30fps. No 
digital trickery-pokery; actual full-frame 4K sucked  

in and thrown out in the new, clever XAVC S format. 
What’s more, the added ‘s’ in the name stands for 

sensitivity: this camera has a maximum ISO setting of 
409,600. It can make out the fear that furrows the 

brow of a bat in the dark of the deep cave. 
£tba / sony.co.uk

infants: inevitable, involuntary, incontinent. They’re also indispensable because we’ll need 
them to look after us when we’re too old to update our own drivers. Right now, though, 
they’re a burden on our time and that’s why we’re going laa-laa over this new TV and 
games app. The first to be classed by the BBFc, it has thousands of episodes of healthy, 
developmental sprog progs. subscribers get full access plus offline viewing, so you can 
lock your future super-geeks into an iPad-equipped bouncy thing and leave them to it. 

Drop everytHing 
anD DownloaD...

Hopster tv iPad / £3.99 per month
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Zenith Pilot Type 20  
Grand Feu
You, boy! Take this shiny sixpence and 
place a deposit on yonder timepiece  
for Victorian gents. And have this eighth  
of a turnip and a pickled egg for your 
troubles. But while the Grand Feu  
looks like a faux-antique pocket watch 
conversion, it’s far more ostentatious 
than that. The massive 60mm case has 
been hewn from a solid block of sapphire 
before being fitted with white-gold strap 
lugs, bezel and crown, as well as a delicate 
enamel dial. Zenith has limited production 
to 10 pieces – presumably because only 
10 people in the world can actually afford  
a solid sapphire watch. 
£poa / zenith-watches.com

Seiko Astron GPS Solar 
Chronograph
While the rest of the world is frantically 
working out what a smartwatch is  
and should do, it’s easy to forget that 
Seiko has been unrelentingly busting  
out smarter-than-average watches  
for decades. The clever Astron  
range receives GPS signals to keep  
super-accurate time in 40 time zones, 
automatically adjusting the hour hand 
when it moves between them. This  
new chronograph version has a coated 
titanium case and ceramic bezel, which 
not only helps to keep the smarts safe 
from any backpacking harm, but makes  
it look jolly smart, too. 
From €1800 / breva-watch.com

Breva Génie 02 Air
We’ll let you in on a secret – not all flyboys 
wear Breitling watches. Breitlings might 
have screamed “I’M A PILOT!” once upon  
a time, but they just don’t cut it in today’s 
cologne-fogged cockpits. The 02 Air,  
on the other hand (or wrist), features a 
fine-scale mechanical altimeter at the 
two o’clock position, allowing Top Guns  
to check their altitude up to 5000m. 
That’s pretty low for a flight ceiling, but 
should help you to keep above the hard 
deck so you don’t have a run-in with  
Viper about the rules of engagement. 
Maverick watch fans may need to sell 
their motorbike, leather jacket and
Ray-Bans to afford one, though. 
US$132,000 / breva-watch.com 

The most cuckoo wristwear  
from Switzerland’s annual 

gathering of cog-botherers

BaSElwOrld 
waTch ShOw



Don’t you wonder sometimes 
’bout sound and vision?
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● If Kevin Spacey is Netflix’s 
very own superhero, Sony’s 
video-on-demand service has 
responded with one of its own. 
PlayStation Network’s first 
exclusive content will come in the 
form of Powers – an adaptation of 
a comic about a pair of detectives 
who investigate super-powered 
crimes. Think Heroes mixed in with 
a bit of CSI. It’s no Judge Dredd or 
Batman, but that doesn’t mean it’s 
rubbish; Powers has won an Eisner 
Award, which is basically the comic 
equivalent of a Pulitzer Prize. And 
I don’t see one of those clogging 
up Spacey’s mantelpiece, do you? 

● Meanwhile, in standard def 
news, Sky has introduced Buy 
& Keep. Based on the name, it 
doesn’t sound like a revolutionary 
concept – I keep stuff I buy almost 
every day – but you can now 
download films to your Sky+ box 
forever, not just for short-term 
rental, with prices starting at 
£7.99. What makes it different 
from other movie download stores 
is that Sky will also send you a 
DVD copy a few days later, just in 
case you need to free up space on 
your box and don’t want to delete 
anything. Blu-ray would be nicer, 
but it’s an interesting approach to 
digital ownership.

tom Wiggins 

meDia 
HoarD

Clearly different

Nokia asha 503

It’s minutes before the UK launch of the Nokia 930 (see p16). The 
crème de la crème of the UK’s technology press, and us, have been 

herded into a small ante-room in Nokia’s London media studio. 
While the primed hacks circle and sniff, we wander off and find the 

Asha 503 unnoticed in a display cabinet. It’s the opposite of the 
930: affordable, tiny and low-res. It runs Nokia’s in-house Asha OS. 

It has a natty design with clear plastic corners and we kinda want 
one as a backup phone. Which just goes to show, when everyone’s 
looking up at the amazing new tree, you should look down and find 

the flowers at its base. Or something.
£90 / nokia.co.uk

Hi-ho, poncho… and away!

JuJu x kiJu

We don’t often proffer fashion advice in these humble pages. The 
odd phone cover with some kind of cleverness, perhaps a pair of 
sunglasses or two. But, with festival season upon us, it’s time to 

stick our neck out – or in, rather, and say that this awesome 
poncho/wellies combo is the thing, come the first soggy songs-

and-sausage fest of the season. We know this because there is an 
‘x’ in the name. We know this because they only come in adult sizes, 

despite their childlike demeanour. And we think they’ll make you 
look just a little like a character from Battle Of The Planets. The 

only thing we can’t make a call on is this: parrot or duck?
£30 (poncho), £40 (wellies), due May / jujushoes.co.uk
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The hold steady

StayblCam

Quiz! What spins at 1000mph and at 0.42mm/hour  
and at all speeds in between, all at the same time? Why,  
it’s the Earth! On which, on unsteady tectonic plates, in a  

pair of Crocs, on two spindly legs, stands you. Trying to  
film a cat chasing a squirrel up a Swing Ball. What’s not  

likely in this scenario? Steady footage is what’s not.  
But about such whatnot this wotsit is concerned: the 

StayblCam. Weighted at one end, gimballed in the  
middle and with attachments for camphone, tripod  

mount or GoPro, it counteracts the wobbly world  
and weebly you for a rock-steady view. 

£tba (due June) / stayblcam.com

Life’s a playground

me-mover

In the early times, if the roundabout got too crowded, 
you were quick to get yourself on the swings. It was  
a race to reach fun-state maximum before Mum called 
home-time, and there was no ice cream for second 
place. Now somewhat more grown-up, you still need  
to live by the same principles. The trains are crowded, 
the roads are grid-locked and the bike lanes are jammed 
up, but you still need to get to work first to get one over 
your co-workers. And so, take to the pavement using 
the Me-mover. It might look toy-like but, as the price 
suggests, there’s engineering here. It’s powered by a 
step-movement, each pedal progressively geared to 
allow a bike-rivalling top speed, and specially designed 
linkages let you lean through corners like a skier.  Looks 
like you might earn yourself that ice cream. 
€1200 / me-mover.com

Consciously decoupling

Nagra HD DaC

That price demands justification. And depending  
on which audiophile level you have achieved, you can 

get it. The HD DAC has no fewer than 32 decoupling 
capacitors, for example. It has 25 internal power 

supplies and its circuits operate at a level 128 times 
superior to that of an ordinary CD. More imaginable 

perhaps, will be that its output, matched with a 
suitable source, amplifier and speakers, will be  

digital music that wraps itself around your soul  
like a boa constrictor covered in mink fur.

£15,000 / audiolounge.co.uk
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3 Cratoni C-Loom
There’s a sci-fi look to the C-Loom, 
no doubt due to Cratoni designing  
it for the new generation of electric 
bike riders. They don’t need so many 
vents, because they’re not working 
so hard. Lucky future blighters. 
£85 / hotlines-uk.com

4 Overade Plixi
Overade believes more urban 
cyclists and Boris Bike users might 
be persuaded to wear helmets  
if they were more packable – so  
the Plixi collapses to about half its 
working size. Smart. 
£80 / upgradebikes.co.uk

1 Abus Kranium
Nothing Krushproofs your Konk  
like the Kranium, with its Killer 
Kardboard Konstruction! Actually, 
there’s good science here: the 
cardboard ribs dissipate lots of 
impact force, and repeatedly.  
£80 / velorution.com

2 Lazer Z1
Your temples are weak. And not  
just yours; everyone’s. The Z1 – in 
addition to being one of the lightest 
road-specific helmets – has special 
temple protection. It’s called T-Pro, 
so it must be good.  
£200 / cyclesportsuk.co.uk

5 Bern Allston
A favourite among snowsporters 
the world over, Bern’s bike helmet 
incorporates more cooling without 
losing the distinctive design and 
light weight. Comes in a whole 
peloton of colours, too.
£75 /evanscycles.com

6 Casco SPEEDster
There comes a point in cycling when 
the aerodynamic advantage of 
tight Lycra outweighs looking like  
a tool. After that, every little gap 
must be plugged; in this case, by  
a built-in eye-shield. 
£150 / evanscycles.com

bIkE
HELmEts

because 
alive is the 
new dead
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Let me guess. In an accident, does 
it upload your mindstate for reboot 
in a cloned body?
Read some non-fiction every now 
and then. No, it’s a collaboration 
between Lazer and Israeli fitness 
sensor company Lifebeam to 
measure a cyclist’s heart-rate.

There’s a joke here somewhere 
about the head ruling the heart. 
You keep working on that. There’s 
an optical heart-rate sensor built 
into the forehead strap, and a box o’ 

tricks built into the back processes 
the data and sends it to any ANT+ 
or Bluetooth 4.0-equipped cycle 
computer. The kit adds only 30g to 
the helmet weight – not bad.

But riddle me this: why?
No need for an extra chest strap! 
Lifebeam actually developed  
this tech for military pilots, who  
are prone to blacking out in key 
moments of their day. 

£150 / life-beam.com
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7 Bluegrass 
Golden Eyes HES
Designed for super-hip-right-now 
enduro mountain-bike racing, which 
is a combination of cross-country 
and timed downhill sections: big 
coverage for big crashes. 
£90 / bluegrasseagle.com

8 Catlike Vacuum
‘Designed by cats, for cats’ might  
be the poster quote for this. But  
it isn’t. It’s that it has a distinctive 
design with big vents and a mesh  
of hidden air-filled tubes that keep 
it together in a crash. 
£80 / i-ride.co.uk
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I took a 
rIde WIth 
the stIg
The proper one, 
being rally ace Stig 
Blomqvist. Having 
spent the day at 
the Audi factory 
seeing all the 
futuristic wizardry 
that goes into the 
new S1, brawling 
through the 
Swedish woodland 
in a 30-year-old 
rally car driven by 
a mild-mannered 
68-year-old was 
eye-opening.

I toured 
northern 
england
…in Honda’s new 
CR-V Black Edition. 
Well, if you’re going 
to follow a football 
team around for 
five days, you might 
as well do it in style, 
right? Just a shame 
the team weren’t 
quite there yet.

I Went 
round the 
olympIc 
velodrome
…on foot. The iconic 
oval was host to 
the Bespoked 
bike show, where 
everything from 
tweed bar bags 
to gearboxes could 
be found. And, of 
course, loads of 
bespoke bikes – 
not everything is 
made by robots.

I got 
scared by 
a sat-nav 
(company)
Wearing TomTom’s 
new heart-tracking 
watch, I was 
suddenly dragged 
from a car and 
chased through  
a dungeon. It was 
meeting Victoria 
Pendleton that sent 
my heart-rate to 
141bpm, though. 
Big Strictly fan.

I knItted 
some 
traIners
Well, I designed a 
pair using Nike’s ID 
service, available 
for its Free Flyknit 
range. With the 
option to customise 
everything down 
to the words on 
the tongue, I felt 
like an egocentric 
footballer – only 
without all those 
pesky sponsorship 
deals, of course. 

Fraser Macdonald
consulting editor/ 
silent navigator  

Tom Wiggins
deputy editor /
chief scout

Chee-Chiu Lee
app art editor / 
wannabe bikesmith

Mark Wilson
features editor / 
sneaker tweaker

I bumped 
Into a 
frIendly 
lamp-post
…and thanked it for 
its fine work. The 
Hello Lamp Post 
project, where you 
communicate with 
street objects, is 
part of the Designs 
Of The Year show 
at London’s Design 
Museum. I also met 
a tactile Bradley 
watch designed for 
the blind, although 
it sadly ignored me.

Sophie Charara
reviewer / 
objet observer

Tom Parsons
reviews editor / 
scared of exercise
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Bloody love 
Shakespeare.  
He’s the boy, ain’t 
he? Bloody love 
David Tennant 
too, though. Best 
Doctor Who since 
wossisname. And 
did you see his 
Hamlet? Mag-
bloody-nificent, 
wunnit? Bladdy 
Richard II, though, 
that’s gonna be 
summat and no 
mistake.

Monaco GP
The cars might be 
abnormally quiet 
this year, but they 
certainly aren’t any 
less crashy. And as 
tracks go, the city 
streets of Monaco 
are super-smashy. 
With frustrated 
veterans and 
enthusiastic 
rookies in the field, 
this could be a race 
to remember. 

MaRio KaRt 8
Hi, thanks for coming 
round. I thought you 
could help me re-wire 
the halogens in the 
bathroom ceiling? And 
if we get done with 
that, maybe level 
up the dishwasher 
legs. It’s not draining 
properlyyy…aaaah! 
Just kidding. 
MARIO KAAART! 

coMic-con 
at ExcEl, 
london
Reasons for going 
to Comic-Con are 
manifold. For one, 
it’s a chance to go 
on Britain’s only 
urban cable car, 
which sort of leads 
to ExCeL. For two, 
you can see all the 
crazy dressed-up 
people – which 
means, for three, 
you too can wear 
whatever you like. 

Godzilla
Apparently director 
Gareth Edwards  
got so excited 
about having  
a proper budget  
– as opposed  
to the £300,000 
with which he shot 
Monsters – that 
he’s made Godzilla

really, really big. So 
big that, if you don’t 
see it at the IMAX, 
the creature’s head 
is lopped off. That’s 
the rumour anyway.

BiKE ShEd 
BSMc iii at 
toBacco 
docK, 
london

Bikes. Beards. 
Beards, bikes and… 
burgers. Burgers, 
bikes, beards and… 
bomber jackets. 
Bikes, beards, 
burgers, bomber 
jackets, and a 
great day out 
for all. Boom! 

how to fill the next few weeks with monsters, motorbikes and manic plumber action

YoUR Month MAY
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Hi-fi sound for your TV: Bring full-theatre hi-fi 
sound to your TV with Playbar.
All the music on earth: Go from streaming radio to 
Spotify to iTunes to everything else you love.
Simple to set up: Playbar connects to your TV 
with a single optical cable. 

Of course it would be nice to have 5:1 surround 
sound at home, turning every film into such an 
engrossing experience that you’d swear you were 
in that cave/spaceship/lavatory yourself. But 
hey, you could just as easily pay a bunch of people 
to stand around your sofa creating sound effects 
with bits of old metal and half-coconuts.

In case that won’t quite do, Stuff has teamed 
up with UK Sonos dealer Smart Home Sounds 
to offer one reader a full wireless 5.1 setup: one 
Sonos Playbar, one Sonos Sub subwoofer and 
two Sonos Play:1 speakers. All you have to do to 
be in the running is answer one simple question…

How to enter
For your chance to win this giant barrel of 

speakery splendour, go to stuff.tv/win 
and answer this question:

wHicH of tHese is an example  

of wireless tecHnology? 

A … A speaker without a cable
B … A donkey without a tail
C … A cup of tea without a biscuit

Find out more about Sonos wireless 
hi-fi gear at smarthomesounds.co.uk

Hurry! 
Competition 

Closes 
10 June  

2014

WIN a full sonos wireless
5:1 souNd setup Worth £1575

Terms & conditions 1 Open to UK residents aged 18 or over. 
2 Entries close: 11.59pm on 10 June 2014. 3 Prize is as stated. 
4 Prizes are non-transferable. 5 Only one entry per person. 
6 For full Haymarket terms and conditions see: www.stuff.tv/legal 
Promoter: Haymarket Media Group, Teddington, Middlesex TW11 9BE

w i n
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KICKSTARTERS

mEgACoRpS
vs the

Model picture David Venni
Styling Red Represents
Hair & makeup Michelle Marsh 
Model Melanie @ Storm
Art direction Alex Fanning

Kickstarter, Indiegogo and other crowdfunding sites are taking  
on the big boys – but who will win the Innovation War?

3Doodler
$2.3m funded



● While the Pebble Steel 
itself wasn’t the direct result 
of a Kickstarter campaign, 
Pebble’s second smartwatch 
certainly wouldn’t exist 
without it. The original Pebble 
attracted over US$10m in 
funding – and while it was  
a more-than-decent first  
stab at the smartwatch, its 
plasticky chassis meant it 
looked more toy than serious 
timepiece. As the first example 
of wearable tech for the real 
world, with its leather or metal 
strap and Gorilla Glass face, 
the Steel gets the styling 
spot-on. Compatible with  
iOS and Android, it delivers 
message notifications to  
your wrist, while the new 
Pebble app store means  
you can turn it into a fitness 
tracker, remote control, or 
even a tiny wrist-mounted 
games console. Yep, it even 
has its own Flappy Bird clone.
getpebble.com / US$250

● Samsung’s sophomore 
smartwatch isn’t a vast 
departure from the first 
attempt, with only a few 
grammes knocked off  
the original’s bulky case  
and a couple of hundred 
megahertz added to the 
800MHz chip inside. The 
camera has been effectively 
incorporated into the strap and 
it now comes with a built-in 
heart-rate monitor, plus the 
OS has been switched from 
Android to Tizen, promising 
longer battery life – crucial for 
a smartwatch. Unfortunately 
it’ll still only work with a 
selection of Samsung phones, 
but it will run third-party apps 
from the likes of Feedly, eBay 
and Evernote. The problem  
is it still looks like something 
designed by Samsung rather 
than Rolex, Seiko or even 
Citizen. And until that changes, 
it will only appeal to geeks.
samsung.com / £300

SmartwatcheS

The Gear 2 is smart first and watch second, 
but the Pebble combines the two superbly
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innovation war

● Wacom’s Inkling has a more 
two-dimensional approach to 
drawing, taking the traditional 
pen ’n’ paper and adding  
an extra element of tech.  
It combines a digital pen with  
a special 2GB receiver, which 
clips to the top of the paper 
you’re drawing on and tracks 
every pen stroke you make 
underneath, including how 
much pressure you used,  
with new layers added at  
the press of a button. USB  
it into your Mac or PC and  
you can download the finished 
article ready for any editing  
in Photoshop, Illustrator or 
Sketchbook. You can also  
use the pen as an input device 
for your computer, much like 
Wacom’s tablet and stylus 
products. The Inkling might 
not give you any physical 
object at the end like the 
3Doodler does but it’s handy 
for digitising your drawings.
wacom.com / £85

creativity

The Inkling is neat but the 3Doodler’s   
new spin on 3D printing just edges it
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3DooDler

wacom 
inkling

vS

● If the idea of setting up a 
production line of egg-cups 
and spare washing machine 
parts hasn’t sold you the idea 
of 3D printing, the 3Doodler 
just might. Rather than loading 
a CAD file for it to mechanically 
churn out perfect replicas, the 
handheld 3Doodler spouts  
a stream of molten plastic, 
which cools quickly enough  
to allow you to draw in the air, 
trace shapes, and generally  
be a bit more creative with 
your 3D modelling. There’s a 
community developing on the 
company’s site where people 
can upload stencils for other 
3Doodlers to copy, with 
everything from Christmas 
decorations to boomerangs. 
Its freeform approach means 
your washing machine parts 
might not fit perfectly but  
you will have the most ornate 
egg-cup this side of Antoni 
Gaudi’s breakfast table. 
the3doodler.com / US$100

stuff says
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● Despite being in our gadget 
consciousness since June 
2012, the Oculus Rift is still  
only available to buy as  
a development kit. Since 
reintroducing the idea of 
virtual reality after the tech 
world seemed to give up on  
it in the ’90s, Oculus Rift has 
shown glimpses of a very 
exciting future for gaming – 
most recently with its new 
DK2 incarnation, which adds  
a low-persistence, hi-def 
OLED display to reduce blurring 
and sickness, plus a camera  
to track your head position. 
While we still might not have  
a release date for the final  
Rift hardware, compatible 
games are coming thick and 
fast, including Eve: Valkyrie,
Surgeon Simulator and Star 
Citizen, an RPG from the 
makers of Wing Commander. 
No wonder Facebook has just 
paid US$2bn for it.
oculusvr.com / US$350

● Sony flirted with bonce-
based tech when it launched 
the HMZ-T1 ‘personal 3D 
viewer’ in 2011. It was less 
virtual reality and more a 3D 
TV for your face – something 
that nobody wanted – so  
while Project Morpheus  
looks broadly similar to Sony’s 
previous offering, it works  
very differently, tracking  
your head through a full 360º. 
It’s designed to be used with  
a PS4 and its Eye camera, while 
the motion-sensitive Move 
controllers are also compatible. 
There’s even a second-screen 
app, enabling another person 
to interact with what is usually 
a very solitary experience. 
PlayStation bosses have  
also mentioned using Project 
Morpheus for ‘virtual tourism’, 
but it’s the exposure to 
millions of console gamers 
that might give it the edge 
over the PC-only Oculus Rift.
sony.com / £tba

virtual reality

Oculus got there first but Sony could be the 
one that takes VR to mainstream success

oculus 
rift

sony 
project 

morpheus

vs

stuff says
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● While you’d look like a bit of 
an oddball wearing your Dash 
earphones to bed, Fitbit’s Flex 
is designed to almost become 
part of your bodily furniture. 
Worn on the wrist, this nosy 
bangle tracks steps, distance 
and calories burned during  
the day, and your sleeping 
patterns during the night,  
with a gentle vibration to get 
you up in the morning. Each 
light represents 20% of your 
daily target, so you can check 
your progress at a glance, and 
it will reward you for passing 
certain milestones – a bit like 
levelling up in Call Of Duty
(but without having to  
shoot anyone in the face  
with a machine gun). It’ll 
automatically send your stats 
wirelessly to your PC, Mac  
and phone, from where  
you can compare your 
performance with those of 
your Fitbit-wearing friends. 
fitbit.com / £70

fitness

Convergence comes good for the Dash:  
this is the future of fitness trackers

the dash

fitbit 
flex

vs

● While the weight of your 
phone is unlikely to mean you 
miss out on that four-minute 
mile, it’s still an inconvenience 
to run with. What if you could 
ditch it altogether but still 
track your run and pump 
tunes into your ears while  
you pound the pavement?  
The Dash does exactly that, 
packing health tracking smarts 
and 4GB of music storage into 
a set of earphones that weigh 
just 13.8g each. Basic music 
controls are on the right  
ear, with workout controls  
on the left. Sensors inside  
can measure vitals such as 
heart-rate, body temperature 
and calories burned, with  
pace, distance and altitude 
tracked. Carry your phone 
with you and they’ll also  
let you make hands-free  
calls. Well, you’ll need to brag  
to somebody about that 
four-minute mile, right?
bragi.com / US$300

stuff says
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● The big problem with virtual 
reality is that living-rooms  
are rarely large enough to  
take the place of a football 
pitch, or the surface of a 
distant alien planet. They’re 
also full of stuff you’re likely  
to kick while wearing a helmet, 
like tables, lamps and children. 
Most importantly, it’s difficult 
to trick your brain into thinking 
you’re walking around when 
you never leave the sofa. 
Enter Omni – a VR plinth 
that’s like a combination  
of a treadmill and a dance  
mat. Combined with a 
headset, it translates your 
actual paces into in-game 
movement, allowing you to 
turn your lounge into any size 
you want. Sure, you’re going  
to need a pretty spacious 
house to accommodate it,  
but who’s got time to sit down 
at a dining table when there’s 
fragging to be done? 
virtuix.com / US$500

● While the Xbox One’s 
Kinect sensor is small enough 
to sit in front your TV, it still 
requires a decent amount of 
carpet space to use (although 
it’s nothing compared to the 
Omni). Where its previous 
incarnation often struggled  
to track the more minute 
movements of your flailing 
limbs, this upgraded, 1080p 
camera can now see individual 
finger movements. It can even 
see in the dark. It might lack 
the complete immersion of 
the Omni but Kinect’s ears 
also add to its roster of talents, 
with voice commands allowing 
you to turn on and navigate 
the console’s menus, even  
if that element can be a bit  
hit and miss. And with Xbox 
Fitness, featuring the likes  
of Shaun T (Insanity), all that 
jumping around could actually 
be put to good use. Now, off 
the sofa and give me 20. Go!
xbox.com / £400

motion control

Virtuix 
omni

microsoft 
xbox one 

Kinect

Vs
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Kinect’s tech is undoubtedly smarter, but 
Omni offers a more immersive way to playstuff says
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● Sony’s PS4 has had 
a relatively easy ride in  
the console war so far,  
beating the Xbox One in  
our head-to-head test  
with a convincing knockout.  
Where the Xbox One’s 
Windows 8-style interface  
is muddled, the PS4’s is simple 
and intuitive, and the 1080p 
visuals it pumps out are also 
superior. Its camera might  
not be as advanced as Kinect, 
but you’re not forced into 
having it, and it works every 
time. So does Remote Play, 
which might not be essential 
right now, but hints at a bright 
future of multi-screen gaming. 
We’re also starting to see 
games make the most of  
the DualShock 4’s touchpad 
and motion control, meaning 
the PS4 isn’t just the best 
games console you can buy 
right now – it’s also getting 
better all the time.
uk.playstation.com / £350

consoles

ouYa

sonY Ps4

Vs

● One of Kickstarter’s earliest 
successes, the Ouya raised 
US$8.5m back in 2012. It has 
very little in common with 
Sony and Microsoft’s home 
consoles. This isn’t about pure 
processing power, 4K graphics 
or motion-tracking cameras; 
it’s cheap and hackable,  
and fits in the palm of your 
hand. Inside it’s essentially  
a mobile without the phone:  
a quad-core Nvidia Tegra 3 
processor, 1GB RAM, 8GB 
storage, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. 
The games are mobile-quality, 
but that doesn’t mean they’re 
no good. Towerfall, League 
Of Evil and Super Crate Box
are all brilliant, plus apps  
such as Plex and XBMC enable 
the Ouya to stream video, 
something the Xbox One and 
PS4 still can’t do. Just don’t 
expect to be ditching Titanfall
for this tiny box of tricks any 
time soon.
ouya.tv / £100
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Proof that the big boys haven’t lost it: the 
Ouya just can’t compete with the PS4stuff says
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● Star Citizen PC

With David Braben’s Elite reboot 
also coming via an injection of 
crowdfunding, it seems space  
trading is all the range on Kickstarter. 
Fortunately Star Citizen is more 
than just an intergalactic Lidl, 
offering a whole evolving universe  
to explore from your hangar  
of ships, including everything  
from single-seat dogfighters  
to crew-carrying frigates.

Sick of COD clones? 
Kickstarter helps create 
games you want to play

top KicKstarted games

● Octodad: Dadliest Catch 
PC, Mac, PS4

With its lack of bones, and tentacles 
instead of arms and legs, you’d think 
it’d be impossible for an octopus  
to disguise itself as a human, but 
Octodad’s giving it a good go. It’s up  
to you to control his floppy tendrils as 
best you can, without knocking over 
too much furniture and arousing 
suspicion from your human family.

● Sir, You Are Being Hunted 
PC, Mac, Linux

If you want to know what it’s like to 
be mercilessly hunted by a gang of 
dead-behind-the-eyes toffs, you 
can either ask a fox or play Sir, You 
Are Being Hunted. Stalked by robots 
in top hats, the aim is to escape the 
procedurally generated island you’re 
stranded on. Collect provisions from 
the countryside to keep you going.

● 7 Days To Die PC, Mac

If you took the zombies from 
Resident Evil and nailed them to 
the core foundations of Minecraft, 
you’d have 7 Days To Die. At night 
they get faster (think 28 Days Later
or Left 4 Dead) so you’ll need to 
spend the daytime hunting for food 
or building a shelter for when the  
sun goes down. Consider it essential 
training for the apocalypse.

● Carmageddon: 
Reincarnation 
PC, Mac, Xbox 360, PS3

Broken Sword isn’t the only classic 
game making a Kickstarter-funded 
comeback. Early access to the 
pedestrian-squashing racer game
is already open via Steam, and while 
it’s not much of a looker, it allows 
eager dangerous drivers to test it  
for crashes of both kinds.

● FTL: Faster Than Light 
PC, Mac, iPad

In FTL you are responsible for 
running a spaceship. Fortunately, 
that doesn’t mean restocking the 
anti-gravity toilet rolls and making 
sure there’s enough moon rock salt 
in the staff canteen; it means doing 
the cool jobs like maintaining and 
upgrading the engines, managing 
the crew and dealing with hostiles.

● The Banner Saga PC, Mac

The Banner Saga has already 
won plenty of fans with its  
beautiful anime-style graphics, 
uncompromising old-school RPG 
gameplay and a story so epic it  
makes Game Of Thrones look 
like a fairytale. It will force you  
to think about your choices, with 
severe consequences for making  
the wrong decisions. 
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vs

Neither invented hi-res audio, but Pono’s 
store makes it a more complete packagestuff says
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● Less than a year ago the 
standalone music player was 
all but extinct. With everybody 
using Spotify on their phones, 
even Apple had sent its iPods 
to a home for elderly tech. Then 
Sony unveiled the Rolls-Royce 
of MP3 players: the Android-
powered, brushed aluminium 
NWZ-ZX1. Mind you, filling it 
with puny MP3s would be like 
fitting that Rolls with neon 
underlights and a phat exhaust, 
so the ZX1 lives to play lossless 
24-bit/192kHz files, hence 
the roomy 128GB capacity. 
Sony doesn’t have its own 
hi-res audio store but you can 
download files from HDtracks 
or Qobuz. If an MP3 or other 
compressed digital file does 
sneak onto the ZX1, its sound 
enhancement tech will polish 
it up to sound as close to the 
original as possible. Not bad 
for something that looked 
obsolete last year.
sony.co.uk / £550

● Neil Young’s ears aren’t 
happy. In his 2012 book 
Waging Heavy Peace, the 
Canadian rocker wrote about 
how he didn’t think the quality 
of digital music was up to 
scratch. Young is a contrary 
old bugger but he might have  
a point. His solution is the 
PonoMusic store and this 
Toblerone-shaped 128GB 
player. It uses an audiophile-
friendly DAC, feedback-free 
circuitry and a digital filter  
to minimise pre-ringing,  
plus it will play the store’s  
studio-mastered ultra-hi-res 
192kHz/24-bit FLAC files. 
Everyone from Dave Grohl to 
Mike D has voiced support for 
Pono, with many musicians 
comparing it to listening to 
vinyl. And all the major labels 
are onboard, so there will be 
more than just Young’s mighty 
back catalogue available. MP3, 
your days are numbered.
ponomusic.com / US$400
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● Belkin’s WeMo might look 
like an old battery charger, but 
it’s much smarter than that. 
Plug a WeMo Switch into the 
wall and whatever you plug 
into it can be turned on and  
off using an iOS or Android 
app. You can also set up 
schedules for your lamps  
to put off potential burglars 
without having to resort to 
Home Alone-style cardboard 
cutouts and booby traps.  
The system can be expanded 
with more switches, motion 
sensors and webcams, plus 
it’s also compatible with IFTTT, 
meaning it can be triggered 
with location data, emails, 
Yahoo’s weather channel  
and even Instagram uploads. 
WeMo is a good introduction 
to the internet of things; but 
while installation is easy, it 
doesn’t feel as integrated  
as the automated home of  
our dreams should be.
belkin.com / from £40
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smart 
things

Belkin 
Wemo

vs

Both approaches to the ‘thingternet’ have 
their advantages… We’ll call this one a drawstuff says
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● While we might be able to 
track our pets using hi-tech 
collars and bark orders at our 
phones to tell us the football 
scores, the sci-fi dream of 
living in automated homes still 
hasn’t quite arrived – but it’s 
not for lack of trying from 
SmartThings. Funded with 
1.2m Kickstarter bucks in 
2012, it’s a modular system 
that allows you to connect as  
much or as little as you want 
to the internet via a central 
Sonos-style hub, from light 
switches to motion detectors, 
with iOS and Android apps  
to control it all. It works with 
other ZigBee and Z-Wave 
tech plus other third-party 
apps, so you’re not limited to 
SmartThings’ own kit. It’s the 
kind of open-source approach 
that’s needed if the internet  
of things is ever going to take 
off – and for that, SmartThings, 
we applaud you. 
smartthings.com / from US$200
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● Before leaving the house, 
any self-respecting gadget 
fan must perform the 
traditional check of wallet, 
keys, smartphone, unmanned 
aerial vehicle – which now 
doesn’t always have to fly 
behind you like a levitating 
dog. AirDroids might be slightly 
optimistic about the size of 
your trouser panniers but its 
PocketDrone – Kickstarted by 
nearly US$1m – folds to barely 
bigger than the GoPro camera 
(not included) that it carries 
underneath its triple rotors 
and carbon fibre hull. Not quite 
pocketable but certainly small 
enough for a bag, and it makes 
aerial photography accessible 
to people who don’t have  
the salary of an Airbus pilot. 
Controlled via an Android phone 
or tablet, it has a range of 5000 
feet, plus a Follow Me mode  
if you’d prefer that genuine 
hovering hound experience.
airdroids.com / US$500

● While the AR.Drone’s natty 
paintjob might make it look 
like a toy, Parrot’s UAV 2.0 has 
evolved into something much 
more sophisticated. Sure, you 
can fly it around using the feed 
from its onboard camera for 
navigation, pulling off flips 
with a tap of your phone’s 
screen, but that same camera 
can also be used to record 
720p footage, with the  
AR.Freeflight app’s Director 
Mode (a £2.49 in-app 
purchase) used to execute 
pre-programmed crane, 
tracking and panning shots. 
Add the GPS Flight Recorder 
(£100) and it’ll enable you to 
direct it to a specific point  
on a map at a set speed  
and altitude, automatically 
return to its take-off point  
like a sci-fi boomerang and 
even record detailed data  
of its flightpath like a proper 
black box recorder.
parrot.com / £320
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2.0
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A close call, but the AR.Drone’s slicker 
presentation makes it more appealingstuff says
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[ Words: Will Dunn ]

the 6 worst 
crowdfunding 
ideAs ever
Kickstarter has produced an Oscar-winner and launched 
satellites into space. But through exhaustive scrolling, 
we found some truly awful ideas from people who really 
want to be rich but just haven’t thought it through...

● Cards that let people know 
you’re a scumbag
Too angry or drunk to lecture the 
waiting staff in a restaurant on how 
they’re failing at their job? Well, here’s 
a solution. Instead of the tip any 
normal person would leave to help 
supplement their barely-liveable 
wages, you can leave a little card with 
some clip art and a perky message 
that tells them off for exposing you 
to an inconvenience. Just make sure 
they don’t smudge it with their tears!
Asked for £500
Got £47 (9.4%)

● The iPhone case that’s 
a cigarette lighter
Tired of searching your pocket for  
a lighter? Sad that your hands aren’t 
covered in burns? Time for a Firecase. 
It contains a metal coil that heats  
up, letting this century’s go-getters 
enjoy last century’s respiratory 
diseases. Worried? Don’t be. The 
Firecase automatically shuts off 
after five seconds, and it takes most 
things waaaay longer to catch fire. 
Except cigarettes. And human hair.
Asked for US$20,000
Got US$734 (3.7%)

● Craptris
The guy who invented Tetris has 
never made another game that came 
close to its elegant simplicity. And 
neither has Andrew Herzman. Where 
Tetris has a confusion of different 
shapes, Qopel has falling squares. 
They do change colour as they 
descend jerkily down the screen, but 
the background is a dark grey-blue. 
Some of the blocks are grey, some 
are blue. Most are quite difficult to 
see. Anyone fancy a game of Tetris?
Asked for US$3000
Got US$0 (0%)

● The iPhone case that’s 
a cigarette
You’re at a party, or just hanging 
around at the bus stop. Some people 
have iPhones. Is anyone impressed? 
Nope. You whip out your iPhone 5s. 
There’s a couple of glances – you  
got the gold one, obviously – but 
what happens next blows people’s 
minds. Fixing an attachment to  
the Vapecase’s built-in 510 eCig 
connector, you begin smoking your 
phone. Yeah, people are looking now.
Asked for US$50,000
Got US$911 (1.8%)

● The narcissist-stick
The problem with selfies is that 
taking pictures of your own face is 
moronic. But the other problem is 
that they’re taken too close to your 
face. So obviously the solution is to 
carry around a telescopic golf club 
with a Bluetooth button that lets you 
hold your phone another three feet 
away, to take slightly better terrible 
pictures. Because otherwise you’d 
have to ask someone else to take it, 
and that would just be awful.
Asked for £8000
Got £1088 (13.6%)

● The ‘magic’ pebble
The TARC aims to replace your 
smartphone but, according to its 
Indiegogo page, this is not another 
electronic device. It has no operating 
system, or transistors, or battery. 
Instead, this magic bean “amplifies 
and focuses thought waves”, allowing 
you to send telepathic messages  
to other TARC users. It even offers 
“mind shielding against psychic 
attacks”; and battery life is indefinite, 
as it runs on gullible people’s money.
Asked for CAD$15,000
Got CAD$1166 (7.8%)

innovation war
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Can crowdfunding survive  
the megacorp fightback?

y
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For a lot of people, 
the first time 
they ever heard 
of an Oculus  

Rift was when 
Facebook bought it for $2billion. 
As far as they’re concerned, 
Oculus’s life began at $2bn,  
not the $2.5million it raised on 
Kickstarter. To them, the virtual 
reality headset will forever  
be associated with Mark 
Zuckerberg’s blue ’n’ white 
army and, far from stealing its 
thunder, the deal should give 
Oculus the opportunity to be 
bigger than ever. 

What was destined to be  
a cool add-on for hardcore 
gamers, loved by geeks but 
ignored by the masses, could 
now go on to become a real 
game-changer, up there with 
the Walkman or iPad. 

Let’s not forget that the 
money these Kickstarter 
campaigns are raising isn’t 
pocket change – it’s funding 

that allows them to compete  
on their own. Pebble had $10m 
to play with, Ouya $8.5m, and 
with two weeks still to go, Neil 
Young’s Pono had sailed past 
the $5m mark. That’s nothing 
compared with the marketing 
budget of a company like 
Samsung, but no amount of 
money can buy actual ideas. 
Samsung’s Gear came after the 
Pebble, and despite the financial 
David-and-Goliath battle, it’s 
the Kickstarted smartwatch 
that’s leading the way in 
wrist-based tech. Just because 
a megacorp gets involved 
doesn’t mean they’re going  
to do it any better. 

And smaller companies  
can often afford to take bigger 
risks. When those risks pay  
off they’re rewarded with 
outright success or a few  
billion dollars. If that’s thunder 
theft, I’d be leaving my  
doors unlocked. 
Tom Wiggins

Outside of the 
geek community, 
who’s actually 
heard of Oculus 

Rift, even after the 
headline-grabbing Facebook 
buy-out? By Christmas, 
everyone will want Sony’s 
Project Morpheus VR headset. 
Would Morpheus have 
happened if the Rift hadn’t 
revived gamers’ excitement  
in virtual reality? I doubt it. But 
rather than working with Oculus 
to bring the Rift to the PS4, Sony 
just made a me-too product 
– and its massive marketing 
budget will hype Morpheus up 
for mainstream success. 

Similarly, Pebble stirred  
up a storm of interest in 
smartwatches and wearable 
tech in general, but its thunder 
is being stolen by Samsung, LG 
and Motorola, who can give this 
new product type the exposure 
that Pebble can’t. And fuelled by 

the power of Google’s  
Android Wear OS, that  
gulf may well widen. 

In a way, it’s good that 
mega-companies can use 
crowdfunding as a barometer 
for geek interest and act upon 
that to make the gadgets we 
really crave, rather than taking 
us down routes we never really 
wanted to go – I’m looking  
at you, 3DTV. The trouble is  
that, if every Kickstarted trend 
just gets swallowed up by the 
big boys, will crowdfunding 
survive? Personally, I don’t 
want to slap cash down on 
some amazing innovation on 
Indiegogo if Sony et al are just 
going to release their own, 
possibly cheaper, facsimiles 
with better after-sales service  
a few months down the line.  
And if crowdfunding dies  
out, will the megacorps still 
remember how to innovate? 
Simon Osborne-Walker

opinion
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2 Display
It’s added 0.1in over the S4, but 
even better is how bright, vibrant 
and sharp the S5’s screen is, and 
how good the viewing angles are. 
It auto-switches between modes 
too, so you get homescreens and 
icons that really pop, but a more 
natural palette for movies. It’s the 
smartphone equivalent of having 
your cake and eating it. We like.
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8 hours with the 
Samsung Galaxy S5

Good
Meh
Evil

 1min 3mins 4mins 10mins 30mins 1.5hrs 2.5hrs 3hrs 3.5hrs 
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1 Design
It’s no secret that Samsung’s 
design falls behind the likes of 
HTC, and while the S5 closes  
the gap slightly it’s not there  
yet. The dimpled rear panel and 
Note 3-style metal-look ridges 
make this the grippiest Galaxy 
yet, and it’s waterproof, but the 
big bezel makes it larger than it 
needs to be. It’s still not classy.

You know what you’re getting 
with the Samsung Galaxy S5 
before you even unbox it, 
because this is a 2014 
superphone. Big, bright 
screen. Oodles of power. 
Brilliant camera.

We’d expect every one of 
the big smartphone players  
to get those bits right on their 
flagships – after all, they’ve 
been refining these models 
for years. From now on, it’ll be 
the little details that separate 
the best-in-class from the 
also-rans; those seemingly 
trivial aspects of everyday 
usability that make the 
difference between a phone 
that’s lovely to live with and 
one that’s merely a tool.

The question is: which 
category does the Galaxy S5 
fall into? Time to find out...
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3 Power
The Snapdragon 801 is the fastest 
chip out there, but Samsung’s 
also done a load of work on the 
software side and this is the 
smoothest version of Android 
ever to grace a Galaxy. It’s just shy 
of the flawless fluidity of the HTC, 
though, with just the odd pause 
creeping in. Battery life is about  
a day – enough, but not incredible.

Galaxy quest
With great popularity comes great expectation:  
Sophie Charara finds out if the S5 lives up to it

£540 / samsung.com/uk
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4hrs 5hrs 5.5hrs 7hrs 8hrs

Touching the ’droid

Tech specs

n Shifting focus
Like the HTC One M8,  
the S5 does Lytro-style 
refocusing. Unlike the 
HTC it’s purely software-
based and therefore more 
restrictive, but it can still 
produce some lovely 
bokeh picture effects.

n Finger security
Swipe from the screen 
and over the home button 
and the S5 reads your 
fingerprint to unlock the 
phone, pay for Samsung 
apps, authorise PayPal 
transactions and access 
private files. Neato.

n Blinkfeed who?
The S5 also has its own 
version of Blinkfeed, 
called My Magazine. It 
can’t handle RSS feeds 
or calendar entries, but  
it is an equally lively  
way to jump into the 
morning’s news.

n Finger fitness
S Health uses the LEDs 
under the camera lens  
on the back to check  
your heartrate. It’s  
very accurate and fairly 
addictive, but not as 
useful as the constant 
tracking of a sportswatch.

There’s plenty to brag about with the S5 –  
a glorious screen, superb camera, Multi Window 
apps, fingerprint scanning. And yet, while it 
does everything you would expect from a 2014 

flagship, it doesn’t quite go above and beyond to the same 
extent as the HTC One M8, which is that little bit slicker, 
more stylish and joyful to live with. @sophiecharara

With fingerprint reading, focus shifting and plenty 
besides, the S5 has fun-packed features to burn

OS Android 4.4.2 Screen 5.1in, 1920x1200, 432ppi 
Processor Qualcomm Snapdragon 801 @ 2.5GHz 
RAM 2GB Storage 16/32GB (expandable by up to 128GB) 
Connectivity USB 3.0, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, 3G/4G, NFC 
Camera 16MP, 4K@30fps (rear), 2MP, 1080p (front) 
Battery 2800mAh Dimensions 142x72.5x8.1mm, 145g

stuff says HHHHH

a bona fide superphone that 
samsung fans will love, the s5 is 
millimetres from true greatness

4 Camera
16MP is a lot of pixels for a phone 
camera and the S5 digs up loads 
of detail. It’s got great colours and 
contrast, and the autofocus is 
super-fast. It struggles a little 
indoors and in low light, though, 
and it’s odd that the night mode 
has been dropped. 4K video 
recording is a neat bonus, if you’ve 
got something to watch it on.

5 Pick and mix
TouchWiz has been a bit of a 
bastion of bloatware in the past, 
but on the S5 all of Samsung’s 
bundled apps are collected in the 
Galaxy Gifts and Galaxy Essentials 
widgets, leaving you free to pick 
and choose what you want to 
install. There are still too many 
settings to deal with, but this is  
a step towards a slicker Samsung.
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App:roved

● Delv
The ultimate night out 
algorithm: not an awesome 
Superbad sequel but in fact a 
real-time party radar app built 
by two genius 20-year-olds. 
And it really works, feeding 
social media mentions of club 
nights into said algorithm and 
spitting them out as glanceable 
‘hype bars’ for each venue.  
Just launched in Manchester,  
it’s rolling out across the UK 
through 2014 – an essential 
download for students. 

stuff says HHHHH

£free / iOS (Android coming soon)

● loklok
A simple but brilliant idea,  
LokLok is a lock screen  
that lets you draw on top  
of pictures – and when you 
change yours, it also changes 
the lock screens of other  
people in your LokLok  
group. So there’s potential  
for mischief, romance,  
or simply to remind your 
significant other to buy  
milk. It’s got a few bug issues 
and uses a fair bit of battery,  
but it’s still in beta.

stuff says HHHH✩ 

£free / Android

● beyond The screen 
Think you know Edgar Wright’s 
Cornetto Trilogy? Think again.  
A perfect sofa companion to  
the three Nick Frost and Simon 
Pegg comedies, this app picks 
up audio from the film you’re 
watching and pops up factoids, 
pics and maps as the action 
happens on the big screen. 
These include a beer-o-meter 
and trivia from cast interviews 
and production notes. We’d like  
a Beyond The Screen treatment 
for all films, please.

stuff says HHHHH

£free /iOS 

● readly
Assuming you’re a loyal Stuff
subscriber and had these pages 
delivered to your door, you may 
never have cause to frequent a 
magazine shelf. Luckily for you, 
Readly, the so-called ‘Spotify 
for magazines’, gives unlimited 
access to a newsagent’s worth 
of titles. In two minutes we saw 
everything from Nazi-stalking 
troops (Commando) to a huge 
growth on a poor woman’s neck 
(Chat). The only thing missing is 
Stuff – we’re working on it. 

stuff says HHHHH

£10/month / iOS, Android, Kindle

for  
cwazy  

nights out

for  
idle  

doodling 

for   
pegg/frost  

nerdism

for 
magazines 

galore
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mobile
movie-

mAkers

● Pinnacle studio
If iMovie is too basic, step it up  
to the next level with Pinnacle 
Studio, which adds more 
complex transitions between 
clips and some fancy picture-in-
picture effects (some are in-app 
purchases). You also get control 
over placing captions and titles 
and you can use imports. There’s 
a bit more waiting, so work your 
tea break around the rendering.

stuff says HHHHH 

£8.99 / iOS

● imovie
The benchmark video app, 
iMovie should have a home  
on every iOS device. It makes  
it ridiculously easy to splice 
together footage shot on your 
iPod Touch, iPhone or iPad. You 
can add titles, music, voiceovers 
and photos. If you want to 
cheese it up, take your pick from 
a bunch of TV-style templates 
and movie trailer themes.

stuff says HHHHH 

£2.99 / iOS

● movie edit Touch
This shows Windows 8 has the 
potential to hammer Android and 
even rival iOS in the app stakes. 
It’s a generously featured video 
editor that works much like 
iMovie, allowing you to make 
frame-by-frame edits, join  
clips up with neat transitions, 
add titles and soundtracks and 
export the results as HD movies. 
Fast, well behaved and powerful.

stuff says HHHHH 

£1.79 / Windows 8

● vidTrim
There’s nothing to worry iMovie 
or Pinnacle Studio on Android, 
but VidTrim works well with 
single clips from your device  
or elsewhere. You can trim  
clips, add music and retro  
or psychedelic effects and 
export the result as an MP4. 
There’s a free version, or pay 
£2.45 to remove the watermark 
and get 1080p support.

stuff says HHHH✩ 

from £free / Android

● videoFX live
This is just amazing. Try it  
for free but do get the in-app 
purchases, which turn this from  
a novelty into a superb tool. It’s 
rammed with awesome real-
time effects that are perfect for 
DIY music videos or in-yer-face 
extreme sports. You can even 
sync up devices, shoot the same 
scene from different angles and 
fade between the footage.

stuff says HHHHH 

from £free / iOS

● videoshow
There are some unusually 
precise editing features here, 
such as the ability to specify  
a particular section of a song  
for a backing track. We like  
the freedom you get with the 
size, style and positioning of 
titles, and the sprinkling of 
colour effects. The one major 
weakness is that there aren’t  
any transitions.

stuff says HHHH✩ 

£free / Android

Turn home movie clips into mini-epics 
with a few swipes. Or how about a music 

promo or sci-fi rom-com sing-along?

mini meme  
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You can buy a tab for pennies these days, but are they any good? 
We’ve rounded up five of the most promising to find out

Budget tablets

stuff says A premium feel and performance is let down by low resolution ★★★★✩

Tech

Processor Intel Atom Z2560 
1.6GHz dual-core  
Display 7.9in, 1024x768, 162ppi 
Storage 16GB + microSD, 1GB RAM 
Dimensions 203x138.4x8.2mm, 
380g Camera 5MP/1080p rear, 
2MP/720p front  
Battery life 7.5hrs (claimed)
Price £150 / acer.co.uk

What’s the story?
It seems less robust than some 
tablets in this price range, but 
the Acer has a distinctly premium 
feel that’s clearly inspired by 
older iPad designs. It’s solid, 
comfortably weighty and nicely 
finished. At 7.9 inches, the extra 
screen area over the 7in tablets 
has been used to give it a squarer 
shape – not so cinematic, 

perhaps, but we find the 4:3 
aspect ratio is much better 
for web browsing and most 
everyday tablet duties.

Any good?
This is the second-fastest tablet 
on test here – with an AnTuTu 
score of 19,043, the Acer is nicely 
zippy. That big screen is a little 
short on resolution, yet it’s 

certainly clearer than that of the 
Samsung over the page, which 
shares a similar pixel density. 
Its 5MP camera is reasonable 
if not exactly impressive, as it 
struggles for the finer detail, 
but has a reasonable dynamic 
range. The stereo speakers lack 
the power to make much of an 
impact, so we’d stick to plugging 
in our headphones.

Acer Iconia A1-830

Big-screen 
Browsing

best for...

5 of the best
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stuff says This bookworm needs to let the full Android experience in ★★★★✩

stuff says A well-built tablet that isn’t as good value as it seems ★★★✩✩

Tech

Tech

Processor 1.5GHz OMAP 4470 dual-core 
Display 9in, 1920x1280, 256ppi Storage 
16/32GB + microSD (up to 32GB), 1GB RAM 
Dimensions 240x163x11mm, 515g Camera n/a 
Battery life 9hrs video, 10hrs reading (claimed)
Price £130 (16GB) / nook.com/gb

Processor Dual-core 1.2GHz Display 7in, 
1024x600, 169ppi Storage 8/16GB, 1GB RAM 
Dimensions 188x111x9.9mm, 303g 
Camera 3MP (rear), 1.3MP (front) 
Battery life 8hrs (claimed)
Price £140 / samsung.com/uk 

What’s the story?
From the US’s Barnes & Noble bookstore 
comes the Nook HD+. It’s the largest tablet 
on test here, with a big, bright screen. It’s also 
the most heavily skinned of the lot; it has 
access to Play Store, but the rest of the user 
experience is different to a stock Android tab. 
It’s clearly aimed at first-time tablet users 
and family/shared tableteering, with multiple 
user accounts available. 

Any good?
The screen is spot-on, but the Nook’s UI feels 
claustrophobic. A 1.5GHz dual-core processor 
doesn’t sound impressive, but it never felt slow 
in use – this is a tablet geared to reading books 
rather than web use and gaming. It has no 
camera either, so snapping and Skyping are 
out. The old Apple 30-pin-style USB connection 
is an odd choice, and we’re not sure what the 
corner loop is for, unless of course you plan to 
read while rock-climbing.

What’s the story?
The Tab 3 7.0 follows Samsung’s Galaxy styling 
textbook – clean lines, rounded corners and 
a white plastic back. It’s not a very interesting 
or fancy finish, but it sits well in one hand and 
feels like it’s built to last. The Galaxy tablet 
range has been in the 7in market since the 
beginning and a slate for £140 from such 
a trusted name seems like great value, but 
it can’t rely on name alone…

Any good?
Switching on, the Tab 3’s screen stands out for 
all the wrong reasons. Viewing angles are OK, 
but its 1024x600 resolution is disappointing, 
while lumpy text and soft video definition give 
away the low price. Speed is also an issue, the 
Samsung achieving the lowest AnTuTu score 
(10,350) in this test. Performance is reliable, 
but it takes its time responding to commands.

Nook HD+

Samsung Galaxy
Tab 3 7.0

Perhaps most at 

home as a shared/

kitchen tablet, the 

Nook HD+ has the 

facility for multiple 

user accounts

Wondering about 

the Tab 4? There 

is a 7in version of 

the new range, but 

it costs too much 

for this test

everydAy 
Abuse

best for...

muLTipLe 
users

best for...
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stuff says A fine interface for avid readers, but it loses out on price here ★★★★✩

stuff says Lightning-quick, although a few corners were cut to get there ★★★★✩

Tech

Tech

Processor Nvidia Tegra 3 quad-core 
1.7GHz Display 7in, 1920x1200, 323ppi 
Storage 16/32GB, 1GB RAM Dimensions 
194x122x10mm, 340g Camera 1.3MP 
(front only) Battery life 8hrs (claimed)
Price £160 / whsmith.co.uk 

Processor Nvidia Tegra 4 1.8GHz 
quad+1 Cortex A15 Display 7in, 
1280x800, 215ppi Storage 16GB, 1GB RAM 
Dimensions 190x120x9.4mm, 320g 
Camera 5MP (rear), VGA (front) 
Battery life 10hrs (claimed)
Price £140 / nvidia.co.uk, pcworld.co.uk

What’s the story?
A good-looking tablet, the Kobo’s angular 
finish makes it stand out. Focusing on 
books and reading, it does away with 
a rear camera, though there’s still a 1.3MP 
front-facer for Skyping other members of 
your book club. Apart from the book-pushing 
aspects of the UI, the Android experience is 
all present and correct.

Any good?
It was unfailingly perky in operation, with 
an Nvidia processor keeping things ticking 
along nicely. The screen is beautifully sharp, 
rendering deliciously crisp text, so we 
don’t miss e-ink too much, while the Kobo 
Collections section and Pocket app integration 
make it great for catching up on reading from 
around the internet. It would be a tough choice 
between this and the Advent Vega Tegra 
Note 7, but the Kobo does have a higher price 
and slightly lower spec. 

What’s the story?
Built for speed, this tablet has Nvidia’s 
1.8GHz quad-core Tegra 4 processor stuffed 
inside. A 72-core GeForce GPU is also thrown 
in to ensure a great gaming experience. 
It’s the only tablet here with front-facing 
stereo speakers, too. Further enhancing its 
graphical prowess is the Micro HDMI port for 
hooking it up to a bigger screen.

Any good?
Performance is lightning-quick and the 33,998 
AnTuTu score bears this out. The included 
stylus is handy if you like to poke rather than 
prod, but the included Tegra Draw software is 
beyond basic. The screen is not great and build 
quality is a bit flimsy, but for movie-watching 
and gaming it excels, serving up a speed that 
shouldn’t be possible at this price.

Kobo Arc 7HD

Advent Vega
Tegra Note 7

The TegraZone app 

finds the games on 

Play Store that make 

the most of the 

Tegra processor’s 

extra graphical grunt

Pulling in tomes from 

ebook collections 

and articles from 

Pocket accounts, 

it’s the commuter’s 

best friend

speed 
freAks

best for...

book 
worms

best for...





It’s all kicking off! Literally! The great 
festival of fancy fitba has come around 

again and it’s going to be the best  
one ever for tech nuts. Here’s all  

you need to know to be on  
the ball (not literally)…

WORLD 
CUP

STUFF’S GUIDE TO 
THE

JaRGOn 

BUSTER PT1 
@FootballCliches

“BeacH BaLLs”
Aerodynamic match-ball hysterics 
peaked in 2010 with the fuss over the 
anti-gravity Jabulani. Read up on this 
year’s more promising ball on p77. 

“Dark Horses”
No World Cup is complete without 
them – and 2014 is Belgium’s turn. 
But, as ever, write off the Germans 
at your “peril”, whatever that is.

“WorLD cup fever”
Symptoms include a heightened 
tolerance for Andy Townsend plus  
sudden flushes of optimism and, in 
extreme cases, a red and white face.
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training camp
Watch these

The class of ’92 
2013
David Beckham, Ryan 
Giggs, Paul Scholes, the 
Neville brothers – which 
of Manchester United’s 
gifted early-’90s 
graduates did Pele 
pick as his star performer 
at the 2002 World 
Cup? The workmanlike 
midfielder Nicky Butt, 
of all people. This 
well-crafted cinematic 
documentary compares 
the careers of these 
varied personalities 
and covers the period 
1992-1999. The most 
painful bits are of course 
England-related – 
Beckham and Phil Neville 
were both vilified after 
tournament exits. It’s 
OK, it’s OK, it’s only a 
game, people.
£14 / iTunes, 
£10 (DVD) / tesco.com

shaolin soccer 
2001
Behold, the masters 
of kung-football. The 
admirably barmy Shaolin 
Soccer follows the exploits 
of Sing, a martial-arts 
missionary who brings 
his message by forming 
an ass-kicking football 
team who must 
ultimately face ‘team evil’. 
Gravity-defying volleys, 
mid-air tackles and 
flaming footballs – it’s the 
referees we feel sorry for.
Netflix or £9 (Blu-ray) /
amazon.co.uk

one night  
in Turin 
2010
England’s best World Cup 
since ’66 was overall a 
pretty awful tournament, 
and that’s not just post-
penalties sour grapes. 
This evocative Italia ’90 
documentary – based 
on Pete Davies’ excellent 
memoir All Played Out 
– omits the tedium and 
centres on the England 
campaign that helped 
make football great again. 
Without a happy ending. 
£5 / iTunes 

offside 
2006
Unique, insightful and 
surprisingly accessible, 
Offside is the story of an 
unnamed Iranian girl who 
dresses as a boy to sneak 
into the only-males-
allowed crowd at a vital 
World Cup qualifier. It 
doesn’t quite go to plan. 
Filmed on the hoof at 
a real qualifier, Offside
was banned in Iran and 
its director eventually 
imprisoned. A starker 
side of the global game.
£8 / amazon.co.uk

The Two 
escobars 
2010
The 1994 World Cup 
lacked England losing on 
penalties, but it did have a 
genuinely tragic moment: 
the murder of Colombian 
defender Andres Escobar 
after his own-goal and 
team’s loss to the USA. 
This weaves his story 
with the drug kingpin 
Pablo Escobar, whose 
laundering led to the rise 
of ‘narco soccer’ and cast 
a shadow over the team. 
£9 (DVD) / amazon.co.uk 
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KicK this

AdidAs BrAzucA
Previous official World Cup 
match balls have made some 
rather bold claims: ‘roundest ever’, 
‘most accurate’ and ‘best supporting 
actor’. Luckily, the superbly named, 
colourful Brazuca keeps things 
simple. Named by a public vote in 
Brazil, its only claimed innovation is 
the use of just six thermally bonded 
panels – the fewest on a World Cup 
ball yet. Combined with the use 
of deeper seams, this apparently 
improves grip, touch and (breathe 
a sigh of relief, goalies) stability. 
No ‘beach ball’ excuses this time.
£100 / adidas.co.uk

AdidAs TelsTAr 
Mexico, 1970
Now this is what you call 
a football, Jeff. The classic 
Telstar was a leather, 
hand-stitched beauty 
(no thermal bonding lark 
here) and had contrasting 
panels to help it stand out 
on black-and-white tellies. 

AdidAs AzTecA
Mexico, 1986
Signalling the end of 
pig bladders and leather 
panels, the Azteca was the 
first fully synthetic match 
ball. Look closely, and you 
can still see Maradona’s 
prints on the surface (not 
that we’re still bitter).  

AdidAs FevernovA
KoreA & JApAn, 2002
A radical break from the 
‘Tango’ triad pattern on 
match balls since 1978, 
the Fevernova had a foam 
layer filled with ‘micro 
balloons’ to help it travel 
faster. Keepers were, 
inevitably, not amused.  

WAnT chips WiTh ThAT?
Goal-line tech will use 14 cameras to tell the referee in less than a second if it’s a goal, so the ball 
itself doesn’t need smarts. But a brainy training ball, the Adidas miCoach Smart Ball (£tba, due this 
year) contains a magnetometer and will send speed, bend and trajectory info to your iOS device.

World cup special
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The Football Ramble 
Like eavesdropping on a pub 
chat between football geeks 
who frequently put the TV 
pundits to shame. This weekly 
independent podcast excelled 
during the 2010 World Cup, 
with features like Diego Corner 
(updates on the life of Maradona) 
and the Balotelli Basement 
(discussing the antics of Italy’s 
bonkers striker). The most 
entertaining viewpoint on  
the beautiful game. 
£free / thefootballramble.com

The Blizzard 
Inverting The Pyramid author 
Jonathan Wilson (see below) 
founded this high-quality quarterly, 
which cerebrally ponders global 
soccer. Recorded live with an 
audience, the occasional Blizzard
podcasts gather a panel of 
notable contributors and probe 
them for stories that wouldn’t 
fit into more traditional outlets. 
Forgotten games, obscure names, 
discussed by fine brains.
£free / soundcloud.com/
blizzard-podcasts

The Offside Rule
One season in and offering  
a refreshing change from the 
assumpion that football chat 
has to mean blokey bants or 
Partridge-style punditry, this 
weekly podcast is hosted by 
three female football reporters 
from TalkSport, Sky News and 
Sky Sports News. International 
reporters also chip in to make 
it a well-rounded look behind 
the scenes of tournaments 
and big broadcasters.
£free / offsiderulepodcast.com

Sky SpORTS 
WORld Cup 

FixTuRe 
CaleNdaR

bit.ly/1lFt7oS 
It might not have  

TV rights for the games, 
but Sky has chipped in 
with this handy World 

Cup fixtures list for your 
Google Calendar, Apple 

Calendar or Outlook. 
Head to the link above 

for instructions on how 
to import the 21st 

century equivalent of 
a wall-planner onto your 

tablet or phone so you 
never miss a game.

and Gazza Misses  
The Final
Now this is a weird but oddly 
wonderful approach to revisiting 
old games. Rob Smyth and Scott 
Murray’s minute-by-minute 
Guardian match reports have 
acquired such a cult following 
that they’ve now covered 20 old 
World Cup games too, including 
the infamous 1990 England vs 
Germany semi-final. A novel way 
to re-experience the agony.
£9 / amazon.co.uk

Futebol: The Brazilian 
Way Of life
As we’ll soon be tired of hearing 
this summer, football is pretty 
important to the Brazilians. Here 
Alex Bellos – a Rio-based Brit 
who also ghost-wrote Pele’s 
autobiography – explores 
the quirky, sometimes seedy 
underside of that passion, such 
as the cattle-like selling of players 
to autoball – soccer played with 
cars. All football life is here.
£7 / Google Play, amazon.co.uk

inverting The pyramid
Jonathan Wilson’s entertaining 
tome is a bible for tactics geeks 
– and those who only watch big 
World Cup games but want to chip 
in with some sensible-sounding 
soundbites. The newly updated 
version progresses from the 
gung-ho seven-strikers system 
of the 19th century to the tiki-taka
style of Barcelona and Spain, who 
sometimes use no strikers at all.
£9 paperback (out 8 June) 
/ waterstones.com

Messi
An exhaustive but enlightening 
profile of the Barcelona icon by 
Guillem Balague, a familiar face 
from Sky’s La Liga coverage. 
The well-connected journo 
gained official backing for this 
biography and explores the shy 
superstar’s road to glory, while 
also analysing his relative lack 
of success with Argentina. Will 
the real Lionel light up Brazil 
this summer?
£13 / amazon.co.uk

pre-match
Listen to these

read these

subscribe 

to this
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Nike Magista 
The height of boot desirability used to 
be a pair of Mitres stamped with your 
favourite player’s signature. But here 
to make you choke on your half-time 
orange is this sci-fi sock-boot, worn by 
World Cup wizards like Andres Iniesta 
and Mario Götze. The high-top design 
(sorry, ‘Dynamic Fit Collar’) and Flyknit 
upper are designed to replicate the 
comfort and feel of a sock. Though 
perhaps better suited to a bowling green 
than a Sunday League quagmire, the 
Magistas are also covered with Nikeskin, 
a breathable mesh layer for the wet. 
We’re waiting for the Magista IIs: boots 
that are pre-programmed with slick 
passing skills.
£230 / nike.com

puMa V.106 
Germany 2006

The mid-point between Nike’s 
Mercurials and Magistas, these 
boots used Aptolast tech to fit 

snugly around the feet. They’re 
still worn by some internationals.

Nike aiR MeRCuRial i 
France 1998

Popularised by the original Ronaldo, 
the Mercurials changed boot design. 

Instead of focusing on shooting 
power, these ‘ultralights’ answered 

the need for speed.  

adidaS aRGeNTiNia 
Switzerland 1954

West Germany’s 1954 boots were 
the first to include screw-in studs. 

It rained heavily for the final, so 
Adidas founder Adi Dassler gave 

them longer studs; they won 3-2.

wear these

ROBOTiC
WalkiNG SuiTS!

Opening ceremonies 
are usually dull affairs. 
But on 12 June the first 
kick will be made by a 

paralysed teen wearing 
a mind-controlled 

robotic suit.
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Deep Fried  
Chicken Wingers
By Brendan Flydes, 
executive Chef at Café Football

Ingredients (serves four)
● 20 whole chicken wings 
● 300g natural yoghurt 
● 175g breadcrumbs 
● 50g cornflakes 
● 35g sesame seeds 
● 50g dried chilli flakes

Method
1 Four hours before the match, 
mix the natural yoghurt with 
the chicken wings. Blend all other 
ingredients for five minutes, until 
the chilli flakes have turned the 
mixture pink. 
2 Fifteen minutes before kick-off, 
coat the chicken wings in the chilli 
breadcrumbs. If you don’t have a 
deep fat fryer, preheat your oven 
to 160°C.
3 Deep fry the chicken wings 
at 160°C for five minutes. If 
you’re using the oven, drizzle 
the wings evenly in sunflower 

oil and put them in the oven for 
25 minutes.
4 Leave the wings to stand for two 
minutes and season. Just before 
kick-off, serve with creme fraiche 
to a rousing round of applause.

Want to learn more football-themed 
dishes? Book a cookery class (£45 
per person) with Café Football’s 
chefs at cafe-football.com and 
you’ll soon be able to create a whole 
line-up of matchday delights.

FooTBaLL
phILoSophIeS

Wallcharts are a 
World Cup essential, 

but they’re not 
exactly beacons of 
modern art. Make 

sure yours is flanked 
by one of these fine 

A3 posters, which 
sum up classic team 

philosophies and 
might even be 
stylish enough 
to win a post-

tournament place 
in the living room.

£17 / etsy.com/uk/ 
shop/footynews

“The pLane”
The weeks leading up to  

a World Cup are spent 
speculating about The Plane, 
on which various Englishmen 
may or may not have booked 

a seat, depending on their 
form or metatarsals.

“CLamourIng”
One below-par performance 

is the trigger for armchair 
managers to “clamour” for 

the inclusion of a player in the 
starting lineup. France ’98 saw 

it for Michael Owen and the 
rest was jet-heeled history.

“WILTIng”
A curious phenomenon, 

where 11 burnt-out Premier 
League stars suffer in the 

35-degree heat of any 
hosting nation. They never 
drink, they “take on fluids”.

matchpint 
If you’ve taken the brave 
decision to give up home 
sofa advantage for pub 
atmosphere, your choice 
of venue is crucial. Use 
this excellent app to find 
breakdowns of watering 
holes in your area, including 
details about their screens 
and user reviews. You can 
earn points by ‘checking 
in’ and redeem them for 
pre-match drinks.
£free / Android, iOS

Where can I watch 
the World Cup 
in 4K?
There will be three World Cup 
matches filmed using Sony’s 
live 4K production tech: one 
on 28 June, a quarter-final 
on 4 July and the final on 13 
July. This live stream will be 
available to official broadcast 
channels and cinemas but, 
at the time of writing, no 
4K events were confirmed. 
Otherwise, go to Japan – it’s 
brought forward its first 4K 
TV broadcasts by two years 
to coincide with the World Cup.

matchday
home

away

line up  

your wall

Jargon 

Buster pt2  

@footballcliches
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England v Italy
14 June, 11pm (BBC)

  
FourFourTwo Stats Zone
Look for… passes

England’s last tournament finals game 
was against Italy at Euro 2012. Though 
it was a 0-0 draw (with an inevitable 
England loss on penalties), a closer 
look at the game reveals just how 
dominant the Azzurri were. In the 
second period of extra time, England 
made only seven successful passes 
compared to 111 from Italy. Monitor 
Brazil with Stats Zone, which will 
reveal if England are again suffering 
a fatal lack of possession. 
£free / iOS, web

England v UrUgUay
19 June, 8pm (ITV)

Squawka
Look for… take-ons

We are very familiar with Uruguay’s 
main threat. Luis Suarez has, at the 
time of writing, made 202 dribbles, or 
‘take-ons’, in the Premier League this 
season – and only five players made 
more than Suarez in 2010. Track 
where he attacks England’s defence 
with this free Opta-powered app. 
But also look for the likes of Rooney, 
Lallana and Sterling to (hopefully) 
carry a similar threat in what could 
prove the pivotal game in the group.
£free / iOS, Android, web

England v Costa rICa
24 June, 5pm (ITV)

Beamly
Look for… real-time stats

In their final group game, against 
outsiders Costa Rica, England 
will be either engaged in a furious 
qualification battle or playing for 
pride. Either way, you can guarantee 
there’ll be a generous portion of 
melodrama, so use Beamly’s Match 
Centre for real-time Opta stats, 
live polls, tournament trivia and 
commentary. Cue captioned pics 
of desolate England players and 
#theresalways2018 tweets.
£free / iOS, Android, web

goaL oF The DeaD (due august)
When the World Cup finishes, you’ll be a football-thirsty zombie: the perfect time to catch 
this two-part French flick about a tense away match that gets nasty when the townsfolk 
turn rabid. In other words, like drawing Millwall in the FA Cup. www.metrodomegroup.com

SuBS’ 
BenCh

World cup special

kick-off
what to look for                                                 By Duncan Alexander, Opta Sports

uLTImaTe  
Fan LIVe 
This real-time 
social game lets 
you pick three 
players you  
think will boss 
the match and 
compete with 
your rivals  
for points. 
£free (iOS)

CroWDS
Other than being 
great targets for 
water cannons, 
footie fans are 
also useful 
sources of 
transfer gossip 
and inside 
knowledge. Join 
in the debates.
£free (iOS)
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With official replica 
kits now costing 
more than a 
controlling stake  
in Coventry City, 
alternative football 
T-shirts are this 
summer’s World 
Cup must-wears

Stitch invaSion
2 Free KiCK STanCe 

€25 / footytees.com 

4 6 VS 10 
£28 / copafootball.com

5 THe CruyFF Turn 
£15 / theboydonegood.com

3 ValderraMa 
£22.50 / socceratees.com

1 adidaS Brazil 
indio grapHiC 
£22 / adidas.co.uk
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6 adidaS 2014 FiFa World
Cup HoST CiTieS 

£21 / adidas.co.uk

8 a BranCH oF SCienCe 
£20 / www.thatkidanth.com

10 piTCH inVaderS 
€25 / footytees.com

11 FreeKiCK Tee 
£28 / chunkclothing.com

9 andrea pirlo: 
THe arCHiTeCT’S 

perSpeCTiVe 
£25 / goalsoul.net

7 Mapping THe Modern 
FooTBall piTCH 

£17 / footballcliches.spreadshirt.co.uk
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It only does music: the interface is little more than a few 
folders. There is expandable memory, but only 32GB on 

board. Two 64GB microSD cards will get you to maximum 
capacity, but you’ll have to buy them separately.

The system runs on Android 4.1 Jelly Bean. It’s predictable 
but reliable, and that means you get Angry Birds with your 
tunes. There’s no expandable storage, but the 128GB on 
board means you get full capacity out of the box.

If you’re a vocals person, you’re in for a treat. The mid-range 
is dynamic and extraordinarily fluid, making for a direct and 
organic performance. Timing could do with a little tightening 

up, but there’s a relaxed presentation that some will love.

The Sony has awesome precision in the organisation of  
its spacious soundstage. It’s tonally balanced but a special 
mention goes to the solid, hard-slapping bass. The layers  
of detail mean you’ll spot bits in songs you never noticed.

The A&K is a subdued block of metal with little remarkable 
about it aside from a volume knob on the side. This has a 
nice retro vibe, but it can catch on clothing. The screen is  

tiny but good enough to navigate the simple menus.

An anti-iPod if ever there was one: this mixes aluminium 
and faux-leather with hard edges, physical buttons and  
an amplifier block so big its bum sticks out. It’s lovely to 
hold, and that 4in screen gives fingers space to roam.

Dimensions 122x60x14mm
Weight 139g
Screen size 4in (854x480)
Claimed battery life 32 hours
Storage 128GB, non-expandable
Connectivity WM-port, headphone 
out, Bluetooth, NFC

Dimensions 79x59x15mm
Weight 125g

Screen size 2.5in (320x240)
Claimed battery life 16 hours

Storage 32GB, expandable
Connectivity MicroUSB, headphone 

out, optical in, Bluetooth

● Price £700 / astellnkern.com ● Price £550 / sony.co.uk

neither is flawless, but if you’re going to splash out on one, the sony gives you more for your money 

Which hi-res audio player 
rules the soundwaves?
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Pebble Steel

“The Pebble Steel is the first real, 
hold-in-your-hand tech wristwear 
that looks like a regular watch”

one monTh wiTh The

US$230 / getpebble.com

The ‘indie’ smartwatch that slayed Samsung and Sony is back in new 
clothes. Sophie Charara gets attached to 2014’s first wishlist wristwear 

Day 01
I’m watching the near-future love 
story Her and wearing the Pebble 
Steel smartwatch. Spike Jonze 
should be making a film about  
me! I haven’t had any confusing 
feelings yet but I’m sure this counts 
as living in the future. 

Pebble’s second smartwatch is 
the first real, hold-in-your-hand 
tech wristwear that actually looks 
like a regular watch. This might not 
sound like a big deal but it is. I have 

been wearing the Steel for a couple 
of hours – at the office, on the 
street – and no-one has noticed. 
Flashback to when I wore the 
Galaxy Gear. This is better.  

I’m wearing the black leather 
strap to start; I’ll switch to steel 
soon enough. So how does it look? 
Sensible. And stylish but retro. It’s 
not heart-stoppingly gorgeous 
but it doesn’t need to be. Next to 
the original, toy-like Pebble, the 

Steel – with its metal (still 
waterproof) build and curved 
Gorilla Glass screen – is much 
more likely to make it into meetings 
that don’t involve Nerf guns. 

I’ve not worn a mechanical 
watch in a while but I still barely 
register the 56g Steel on my  
wrist, and the leather strap is 
super-comfortable. I pair the 
Pebble with an iPhone 5c (the 
Android app isn’t up and running 
yet) and the Bluetooth connection 
is nice and snappy. The metal 
buttons aren’t quite as satisfyingly 
clicky as the Pebble’s – a minor 
point, but there’s no touchscreen 
so they will be getting a lot of use. 

The screen is exactly the same 
as the original – a 1.26in 176ppi 
e-paper that’s easy on the eye 
compared to the LCDs I’m usually 
glued to. Contrast is brilliant and 
text looks crisp. I’d like a slightly 
bigger screen, though. 

As before, there are loads of 
awesome watchfaces to choose 
from – classy Aviator or animated 
Mario? – plus the music player to 
skip Spotify tracks on the move. 
And on the monochrome screen, 
everything looks charming. From 
the main app, there are plenty of 
others to download: the best, such 
as PebbGPS and Twebble, offer 
glanceable info/notifications. 
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sTuff says

future features 
meet a familiar 
watch form: the 
best smartwatch 
you can buy 
HHHHH

01

03

04

05

02

Donut of Truth™

01 Comfortable and looks 
like a real watch 
02 Can’t argue with a 
five-day battery life 
03 Pebble’s app store has 
bags of potential 

04 Wish the screen was a 
teensy bit bigger 
05 Android Wear concepts 
look slightly sexier

Screen 1.26in, 
144x168 memory 
LCD, 176ppi 
Processor ARM 
Cortex-M3,  
up to 80MHz
RAM 8MB
OS PebbleOS v2
Compatibility 
iOS, Android 
Storage 8 app/
watchfaces 
Battery 5-7 days
Connectivity
Bluetooth 2.1, 4.0 LE
Dimensions
46x34x10.5mm
Weight 56g (99g 
with metal strap)

a quick peek. Ooh, the Moto 360 
looks lovely and it should have 
Google Now tricks. The video 
looks very concepty but it’s still 
enough to dampen my love for the 
Pebble. Still, I bet the Moto won’t 
land for £140. Or last for five days. 

Day 23
Hello Huebble. Yes, you may  
join the other apps on the watch 
then connect up to my Philips Hue 
bridge and control the colour of 
my Wi-Fi lightbulbs. Ah, this is 
awesome. But no-one else is 
home to see my smartwatch/
home synergy. Spike, tell me 
you’re getting this? 

Day 27
OK, Huebble’s been bumped 
already. Just like the first Pebble, 
I’m restricted to eight essential 
watchfaces or apps at once. 
Luckily, clever devs have created 
tidy 3-apps-in-1 packages.  

Day 30
I’m smitten. Affordable, open and 
trustworthy with well thought-out 
features, the Steel is a blueprint for 
real-world wearable tech beyond 
the gimmicks and glassholes I’ve 
seen so far. If anything can take  
on an army of Google watches,  
it’s Pebble. 

Day 04
Bedtime and the Pebble Steel has 
only just conked out after four full 
days of excitable overuse – very 
impressive. I replenish it via the 
proprietary charger – I’ll definitely 
forget this on weekends away  
and trips home, but with this 
battery it won’t matter. 

Day 11
The Android companion app goes 
live so I pair the Pebble with my 
HTC One to set up notifications  
for phone calls, messages and 
WhatsApps. The full Pebble 
experience. Now seems as  
good a time as any to try the  
steel strap. Just one problem:  
none of my tiny screwdrivers are 
tiny enough. A quick trip to the 
local hardware emporium solves 
that but I have to enlist Stuff’s 
Fraser Macdonald to get the 
damned screws out. 

Day 15
Just as I’m dawdling out of the 
office, armed (literally) with the 
knowledge that the next bus is in 
seven minutes, thanks to the UK 
Transport Pebble app, the news 
hits. Google’s created an Android 
Wear platform for smartwatches 
and wearables, with Motorola and 
LG building the first devices. I have 
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You’ll need to 

budget for extra 
kite kit – suitable lines 

and handles – which 
will come to at least 

£40, depending 
on line strength 

and length

see it in 

action
bit.ly/1lFerBm
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stuff picks

summer
sports

To counteract World Cup fever, the Stuff team is 
getting ready for a season of alternative outdoor fun

 

Simon Osborne-Walker, editor
I loved flying kites as a boy. I’d take my stunt 

kite down by the sea and watch it soar, spin and 
stall – all under control, of course. With my son 

finally of flying age, I decided to invest in some new 
wind-wings… and found things have changed since 

I were a lad. Take this incredible quad-line kite, for 
instance, which can fly upside-down, spin 360 

degrees on the spot, and be generally very finely 
controlled through the four lines attached to 

a pair of special handles. Think hardcore 
Mary Poppins. Younger me would be 

saving up his tuppences.
£280 / kiteworld.co.uk

Revolution 
John Barresi 1.5
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The diddy 
12-inch wheels 

might look kinda cute, 
but their profile allows 
for sharp braking and 

direction changes. 
Stoppies? No 

worries

see it in 

action
bit.ly/1gKxpUj

Stuff pickS

 

Fraser Macdonald, consulting editor
Forget hipster kids playing bicycle polo: this is 

motorcycle football. You’ll need the following: an 
inflatable ball; an MSX125, a tiny, scooter-wheeled, 

motorcycle-shaped fun machine; a large open space 
away from children or fuddy-duddys. And Savlon. The 
MSX125 has proper gears and a clutch, but that makes 

it nippier and you can legally ride it after just one 
day’s CBT training. It’s light, turns on a sixpence 

and uses barely any fuel. Plus, it’ll be cheap to 
insure – don’t tell them about the football – 

and less than £20 to tax. Honda will do 
you one for less than £90/month. 

£2800 / honda.co.uk

Honda  
MSX125
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Each paddler 
can choose to ride 

the Tequila bareback, 
add a small backrest or, 

for those Great Lakes 
weekends, plumb in 

an air-cushioned 
seat

see it in 

action
bit.ly/1oxR3g1

Stuff pickS

Will Dunn, associate editor
Water. There’s lots of it about… and yet more 

of it to come if the doom-mongerers are to be 
believed. Now would be a good time to level up your 
aqua skills, and a sit-on-top kayak is a fine place to 

begin because they’re easy to use and relatively safe. 
This one’s modular: it comes in plug-and-play bits so 

you can fit it inside, not on top of, your car. And you 
can add as many mid-sections (the part that’s 
turned this from a solo kayak into a tandem) as 

you want. Get enough of them and, when 
the floods come, maybe you can paddle 

the whole village to safety.
£1000 / point65.com

Point 65 Tequila 
GTX Tandem
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see it in 

action
bit.ly/R2rPry

Mark Wilson, features editor
A British summer isn’t complete without 

destroying neighbourly relations in a brutal game 
of CoD: Splash Ops. Yes, kites and kayaks are all very 
pleasant, but I’d rather be outside playing the original 

FPS. These two flagship Super Soakers make for 
a fascinating tactical soak-off. The Barrage, a fine 
defensive choice, matches a 4-litre capacity with 

three shooting modes. But mavericks should 
go for the Tri Strike crossbow: this seemingly 

standard 1.2-litre gun unfolds two ‘blast 
arms’ that deploy a triple-soak shot.

£20/£25 / hasbro.com

Nerf Super Soaker 
Barrage & Tri Strike

With great 
soaking comes 

great weight. The 
Barrage is quite front-

heavy, so make sure 
your stronger arm’s 

working this  
blue pump
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This handle 

raises the cart’s 
back end. With a bit of 

practice, it’ll allow you to 
control drifts. Without, 
it’ll allow you to crash 

backwards into 
hedges

see it in 

action
bit.ly/1mPzs1s

Tom Wiggins, deputy editor
The Crazy Cart is like a cross between 

a dodgem and a shopping trolley – it handles 
like it, too. It’s powered by a single wheel at the 

bottom of the steering column, which spins all the 
way around to make up for the lack of a reverse gear. 
In a straight line it’s brilliantly nippy, but with casters 
on each corner of the cart, steering can be a slippery 
business. But that’s the point. You won’t be buying 
this to do the school run. Sure, you can buy cheaper 

used cars to wreak havoc in, but if you drive one 
of those like this you’ll end up in jail quicker 

than you can scream: “IF YOU VALUE 
YOUR SHINS GET OUT THE WAY.”

£500 / razor.com/uk

Razor Crazy Cart
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Titanfall

sTuff says  Hardly a revolution but Titanfall is still greater than the sum of its parts ★★★★✩

anding in a crater of hype 
bigger than any robot’s 
imprint, Titanfall is the 

biggest game of the new console 
generation so far. But does it live 
up to expectations? Just about.

It’s an online-only first-person 
shooter, with huge robots falling 
from the sky for you to climb inside 
and wreak havoc with – think 
Battlefield meets MechWarrior.
The Campaign mode attaches 
vague narratives to an extended 
online tutorial, introducing you to 
the basics of gameplay over nine 

different maps. However, once 
you’ve tried Classic mode, chances 
are you’ll never look back.

It lets you get straight down  
to business, adding Capture The 
Flag, Last Titan Standing and  
Pilot Hunter game types. Hardly 
groundbreaking, but if it ain’t  
broke, blast it to smithereens  
with a massive robot.

Titanfall’s biggest strength is its 
many opportunities to earn points. 
The squash-happy Titans are 
powerful but you’ll be rewarded 
handsomely for felling one, which 

makes it an exciting gamble. There 
are also challenges for kills, distance 
travelled and time played.

The balance between Titans’ 
power and vulnerability is spot-on. 
They’re big targets that attract 
attention and their shields wear 
out with surprising speed. The 
maps offer very few places to  
hide so boarding your Titan isn’t 
necessarily a huge advantage, 
just a different approach.

To be successful in Titanfall you 
need more than just a fast trigger 
finger. Using all the tools and 

power-ups is crucial; it’s all about 
varying your attacks.

Maps are designed to stop 
camping, so you have to keep 
moving to find targets. That means 
vertically, as well as laterally, with 
plenty of walls and windows to 
jump through and bounce off.

If you’ve been put off by shooters 
before, Titanfall is unlikely to turn 
you into a Red Bull-chugging FPS 
junkie. But for fans unconvinced  
by COD’s juvenile environment, 
it makes fragging fun again. 
@WiggoWiggo

L

Microsoft’s robot fighting sim has landed, hoping to make a titanic dent in the 
fortunes of the PS4. But is it the FPS revolution Tom Wiggins was hoping for?
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In contrast to most games, 
which finish a multiplayer 
match with an abrupt stop  
and victory/defeat screen, 
Titanfall’s matches end with 
a unique Epilogue feature, a 
brief and intense one-life-left 
scramble in which you must 
either reach a drop-ship to 
escape or stop as many of the 
opposition from doing so as 
possible. This offers one last 
chance for players to earn 
valuable points, no matter 
which side you’re on.

The Epilogue can actually 
make losing a match more 
entertaining: a mad dash to 
the drop-ship with the enemy 
holding up the main exits 
makes for a real challenge;  
and if you arrive at the landing 
zone before your chariot, 
there’s the tense countdown 
as you try to avoid being 
ambushed while you wait.  
As well as being an incentive 
not to quit, this also means 
you can at least save face by 
evacuating the scene.  

But if you’re on the winning 
team, you can rub it in a bit 
more by not letting anyone 
escape. Aim to destroy their 
shuttle with your anti-Titan 
weapon for maximum points 
– it certainly adds more 
opportunities for showing  
off. Leapfrogging a Titan into 
the waiting getaway vehicle 
(or shooting the enemy as 
they do so) is one of those 
“Did you see that?” gaming 
moments that Titanfall
seems to throw up with  
grin-inducing regularity.

The Epilogue

Large robots or ‘Titans’ fall 
from the sky for you to climb 
inside and wreak havoc with

To be successful in Titanfall
you need much more than 
just a fast trigger finger

Xbox One, 360, PC / titanfall.com/uk
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sTuff says  A gorgeous game with one big flaw – it’s a bit boring ★★★✩✩

inFamous: 
Second Son
Finally, a big-budget new game to play on your mighty PS4,  
and a beautiful one at that… So why isn’t Second Son more fun?

PS4 / suckerpunch.com

Why can’t 
Delsin swim? 
Fall in the water 
and he floats 
there waiting to 
be respawned 
on dry land

You can use the 
pad’s motion 
sensor to 
graffiti parts of 
the city – which 
is surprisingly 
good fun

hile the first two inFamous

games were fairly decent, 
there’s no way anyone was 

ever going to go deaf due to shouts 
for a third instalment. And yet that’s 
what we find ourselves with. What’s 
more, inFamous: Second Son has 
the unenviable task of distracting 
the PS4’s mass of early adopters 
from the robot-sized excitement 
taking place in the Xbox corner of 
the ring. Oh dear.

The good news is that this is  
a truly beautiful game – certainly 
more so than any of the launch 
titles on either of the next-gen 
machines, so perhaps the prettiest 
game to hit consoles yet.

Detail is sky-high, from clothes 
to faces to building brickwork, and 
the motion-captured animation is 
perfect. And the lighting – oh, the 
lighting – sunlight shimmering  
off water and metal is impressive 
enough, but the way your neon 
superpowers light up the city at 
night is endlessly entrancing.

The game’s storyline, however,  
is less spectacular. It’s the same 
chap-gets-superpowers-has-to-

decide-whether-to-use-them-
for-good-or-evil stuff that 
Marvel’s been churning out for 
many years, this time starring a 
roguish hipster with a chip on his 
shoulder. He’s never that appealing 
either, and his cop brother and 
vengeful sidekick remain on the 
wrong side of interesting.

In fact, there’s a deficit of interest 
running right through Second Son. 
The freedom to roam Seattle at  
will sounds fun, but the city never 
really feels alive, and the rewards for 
exploration are minimal. 

Combat is loose and unengaging, 
leaning too much on button-
mashing and pointing the analogue 
sticks in the direction you last saw 
the enemy, now off screen. There 
are impressive superpower effects, 
but they don’t feel as awesome  
as they need to and things quickly 
feel repetitive.

You’re probably desperate for a 
new game to play on your PS4, and 
inFamous will wow you for a short 
time, but this is not the triple-A 
thriller we’ve been waiting for.
@TomParsons
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The X-T1 is a pro-level CSC with ultra-fast AF, 
a weatherproof body and tons of control. But 
can it compete with the Olympus E-M1?

■ Fujifilm’s most SLR-ish X-series 
is solid in the hand without being 
too weighty, and there’s been 
plenty of consideration given to 
ergonomics. This isn’t a cam you’ll 
drop at the first hint of sweaty 
hand, thanks to a well-formed 
finger-grip and raised thumb-rest. 
The ports and controls have all 
been nicely weather-sealed, too.

■ You want controls? You got 
’em. There are even buttons on 
the dials, for those who like to 
lock their twiddly bits. The top 
plate is home to controls for ISO, 
EV compensation, shutter speed, 
light metering and various 
shooting modes. There are also 
front and rear jog-dials and a 
couple of customisable function 
buttons. What you don’t get is a 
touchscreen, however. 

■ The eye viewfinder on the X-T1 
is one of its best assets. Not only 
is it a little bigger and brighter 
than most, but when you turn the 
camera to portrait orientation the 
info readouts automatically move 
to the bottom of the EVF display. 
No more checking your settings 
sideways. Smart.

■ You may be surprised to find 
that the big pentaprism-esque 
lump on the top doesn’t house  
a flash. Like Olympus’s OM-D 
models, it comes supplied with a 
clip-on flash to fit in the hot shoe, 
but you’ll have to pay extra for  
a more versatile and powerful 
bounce flash. There’s also no 
in-body image stabilisation.

Maybe you’ve got a few SLR lenses, perhaps a flash. Moving to a compact system 
camera seems tempting… but it’s starting again, isn’t it? Yes, it is, and it’s worth 
checking that whatever system you’re looking at – Nikon, Micro Four Thirds (Olympus 
and Panasonic), Samsung, etc – has the lenses and accessories that suit your needs 
and budget. Fujifilm’s X-Series boasts some great lenses, but they don’t come cheap.

So I should be 
investing in 

another system?
Simon Osborne-Walker 

@simon_ow

Systematic success

stuff says A top snapper and a worthy alternative to the Olympus E-M1 ★★★★★

Fast focus
While we’ve found a few recent 
competitors could keep up with 
Olympus’s CSCs in decent light, 
their autofocus would slow down 
and hunt more in lower light. Not so 
with the X-T1, which keeps pace.

Tech

Sensor 16.3MP APS-C X-Trans 
CMOS II LCD 3in, 1040k dots
ISO range 200-6400
Burst shooting 8fps AF points 49
Dimensions 129x90x47mm, 440g 
Price £1050 body only / fujifilm.eu

Picture perfect  
Fujifilm’s X-Trans sensor captures 
terrific detail, great tonal range and 
very little noise up through the ISO 
range. It’s even on a par with Sony’s 
full-framers, but only marginally 
better than the Olympus E-M1.
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WD40 and duct tape will get you so far, but to demonstrate 
proper DIY credentials you need to tool up in style…

Worx WG307E JaWsaW
As hybrids go, it’s hard to imagine  
a more incongruous mash-up than  
a chainsaw and one of those grabby 
sticks favoured by litter-averse 
railway staff. But that’s just what 
Worx has built, and there’s method  
in the company’s madness. As well  
as sparing you a bit of backache while 
cutting branches on the ground, Worx 
reckons the Jawsaw could save you  
a trip to hospital with assorted small 
body parts on ice in the passenger 
seat. It’s not very butch, perhaps,  
but better than a lifetime of explaining 
your ‘missing hand’ story.
£100 / worx.com

shed
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stihl ts 420  
Cut-off saw
“That’s not a saw. This is a saw.” 
You’ll be able to misquote Mick Dundee 
at anyone who isn’t a professionally 
broad-shouldered Canadian lumberjack 
once you’ve stumped up close to a 
grand for Stihl’s two-stroke engined, 
300mm blade, water-cooled cut-off 
saw. Despite the TS 420’s brute 
credentials, it claims an anti-vibration 
system that’s kind to hands and  
an optional soft-start mechanism  
that takes nasty jolts out of the pull 
cord. Presumably in case Lawrence 
Lewellyn-Bowen wants one.
£930 / stihl.co.uk
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Ryobi one Plus  
18V CiRCulaR saw

When it comes to slicing up your next 
piece of two-by-four, ask yourself a 

question. Would you rather do it with a 
bendy saw that will slalom around the 

fat pencil guide you’ve drawn, or would 
it be better to select your laser-guided, 
battery-operated 150mm circular saw 
from the shed wall? Your laser-guided 

saw (4Ah battery sold separately) 
named after a character in Star Wars, 

no less. If you said “You had me at 
laser,” progress to level two.

£75 / diy.com
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DewalT Xr Dcr016-gB 
SiTe raDio 

No DIY scene is complete without  
the sound of Heart FM blaring out 

T’Pau’s China In Your Hand. Your radio 
needs to be slightly less fragile than  

the dreams crooned about in said 
ballad, though, so play it safe with this  

rollbar-equipped beast. It might lack 
Bluetooth or AirPlay, but an FM/AM 

radio and 3.5mm input are on hand to 
serenade your renovations with the 

world’s finest whistling songs. If you’re 
looking to go ‘full builder’ and work 

outside in a vest, it will also take 10.8V, 
14.4V or 18V batteries. 

£150 / screwfix.com
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1983 
● Leatherman
Swiss Army knife? 
Tim Leatherman 
knew he could outgun 
a pair of tweezers and 
a toothpick with a 
butterfly knife design 
that incorporated a 
pair of pliers. Tool win.

1936 
● Phillips screw
Although screws  
(and screwdrivers) 
date back to the 15th 
century, it was Henry 
F Phillips’ design that 
eventually prevailed. 
It was tested on the 
1936 Cadillac.

Tool Timeline

2.6m years ago 
● Oldowan
Prehistoric man didn’t 
waste much time 
setting up his shed. 
Oldowan tools include 
choppers, scrapers 
and pounders – and 
a bit of gaffa tape. 
Probably.

1784 
● Chainsaw
The first chainsaw 
(or osteotome) was 
devised by a pair of 
Scottish doctors 
for cutting bone. 
Its primary use was 
to widen the pelvis 
during childbirth. Ouch.

109 

milwaukee m12 
Thermal image 
camera
A resolution of 0.02MP is unlikely to  
net you many bragging rights down  
the pub, especially when you’ve forked 
out £2500 for your camera. But watch 
your mates eat their trilbies when you 
mention it’s a thermal imaging camera 
that can ‘see’ through walls and doors, 
taking 60 heat-mapped shots a second 
while looking a little bit like a gun. If 
they’re still not impressed, casually 
mention that it comes with a free 2GB 
SD card, worth up to five pounds. 
£2500 / uk.milwaukeetool.eu

●
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n 2011, having scored just 
twice in 17 years, American 
Samoa were the worst 

international football team on the 
planet. In fact, they were probably 
the worst team on any planet. With 
World Cup qualification looking 
unlikely to say the least, they hired 
Dutch coach Thomas Rongen,  
a man who had won trophies in 
America’s MLS… 

Rongen soon has the Samoans 
playing on the floor – making them 
a more forward-thinking footballing 
side than any of Tony Pulis’s teams 
– but they also work on last-ditch 
tackles, a symbol of the mental 
toughness needed to be part  
of the worst team in the world. 
Goalkeeper Nicky Salapu still 
carries the scars of a world-record 
31-0 defeat to Australia in 2001, 

many of the squad are overweight 
and transgender defender Jaiyah 
Saelua faces regular prejudice in  
her day-to-day life, let alone on the 
football pitch. But it’s Jaiyah who 
embodies the hard-working spirit 
of the squad, becoming a core part 
of the team under the new coach. 

While it doesn’t understate his 
role, Next Goal Wins never paints 
Rongen as a messiah. It’s an  
ode to the power of community, 
teamwork and the religion of 
football – and with such likeable 
characters you can’t help but root 
for them. American Samoa don’t 
make it to the World Cup. You 
already knew that. But that’s  
not what matters.
@wiggowiggo

stuff says ★★★★✩

I

A gloriously retro caper with 
plenty of grease, perms, 
cleavage and combovers. 
It’s a little long, and not as 
clever or slick as it wants to 
be, but it’s hard to knock a 
film with this much charm 
and some genuinely funny 
moments. There are some 
very strong performances, 
and Christian Bale’s 
transformations never 
cease to amaze.
@cedyuen

stuff says ★★★★✩ 

Chiwetel Ejiofor gives the 
performance of his career 
as a free man sold into 
slavery in this harrowing 
masterpiece of 
uncompromising brutality. 
It’s uncomfortable enough 
that you’ll only ever want  
to watch this once, but  
you won’t forget it. For  
an emotionally confusing 
afternoon, make it a double 
bill with Django Unchained.
@cedyuen

stuff says ★★★★★

We’ve kept it tight and given it 110% for the full 90  
minutes to bring you this month’s media highlights

Sensory snacks

Next Goal Wins_cinema

American 
Hustle_Blu-ray

12 Years A 
Slave_Blu-ray

watch
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Pop-up books are 
normally about trips  
to the zoo, not political 
intrigue, swordfights and 
gratuitous nudity. Think 
about it for a second, 
though, and a Game Of 
Thrones pop-up book 
makes sense – after all, 
that opening sequence  
is basically a pop-up 
rendition of the world  
of Westeros.

Designed by paper 
engineer Matthew 

Reinhart, this book  
is a gloriously elaborate 
creation, with the castles 
and cities unfolding like 
intricate origami. Pull-out 
tabs yield up yet more 
papercraft creations, plus 
background info on the 
warring Houses – handy 
for catching up on who’s 
killing whom as the new 
series gets underway.
@stephengraves

stuff says ★★★★✩

Some albums have the 
power to remove you from 
your surroundings and 
plunge you into a new 
world. Amphetamine 
Ballads, the debut album 
by Glaswegian trio The 
Amazing Snakeheads, is 
one such album. Wherever 
you listen to it – bus, office, 
kitchen on a sunny day – 
it’ll transport you to a dingy 
bar in the worst part of 
town, a bar made for 
knocking back something 

strong and making a play 
for the wrong kind of 
person. It’s musically 
sparse yet emotionally 
rich, pulsing with barely 
restrained fury that 
channels everything from 
The Clash in rockabilly 
mode to Joy Division at 
their most aggressive  
and The Birthday Party. 
Yes, that good.  
@marc_mclaren

stuff says ★★★★★

If you’re a fan of haute 
horlogerie (high-end 
watchmaking) this 
sumptuous, well-designed 
website is a treat. Not just  
another news blog, it also 
does a nice line in opinion 
and delves behind the 
scenes at renowned 
watchworks. Even if you 
can’t afford a new watch 
until you retire, there’s no 
harm in looking.
@simon_ow

stuff says ★★★★✩

Canada’s favourite electro-
funk duo are back with an 
onslaught of foot-tapping 
melodies, naughty lyrics 
and effortlessly cool style. 
And they’ve not forgotten 
the vocoder. Stand-out 
track Fall Back 2U drags 
disco into the modern day, 
while the lyrics to Over 
Your Shoulder verge on 
obscene. This could be 
Chromeo’s best work yet.
@maxlangridge1

stuff says ★★★★✩

Are the scientists definitely 
right about everything, and 
are the fact-blind fruitcakes 
definitely wrong? Well, yes, 
of course they bloody are, 
you credulous oaf. Storr 
thinks it isn’t so simple, 
however, and his search  
for the true nature of belief 
takes him on an odyssey of 
extremism in the style of a 
sharper, wittier and more 
honest Louis Theroux.
Richard Purvis

stuff says ★★★★★

Future Islands’ slot on 
David Letterman affected 
the veteran host so deeply 
that he retired. I was mildly 
horrified at the disjoint 
between frontman Samuel 
Herring’s bewitchingly  
odd vocals and his drunk-
dad-at-the-disco dancing. 
Nonetheless, Singles is 
lovely, if a tad too slick. I’m 
just going to listen to it with 
my ears, not my eyes.
@herebefraser 

stuff says ★★★★✩

Singles
_Future Islands

listen read

Game Of Thrones:  
A Pop-Up Guide To Westeros_Matthew Reinhart

Amphetamine Ballads
_The Amazing Snakeheads

Quillandpad.
com_webzine

White Women
_Chromeo

The Heretics
_Will Storr
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the tools

■ Brushes Open the settings 
menu for each brush to adjust 
size, opacity, spacing and (if 
you’re using a Bluetooth stylus) 
pressure sensitivity.

■ Mixing colour Select a 
colour ‘hue’ from the spectrum 
and use the ‘saturation’ slider 
for intensity. Finally, decide how 
dark or light it should be using 
the ‘brightness’ slider.

■ Layers Use these to keep 
different elements or stages 
separate. So, you might paint a 
flower on one layer and a sky on 
another. If you make changes to 
the sky, the flower will stay put.

ipad  art
You don’t have to own an easel, paint-splattered dungarees and  
a loft studio to be an artist these days. Wacom illustrator Kyle 
Lambert shares his tips for whipping up a masterpiece on your iPad

■ Which art app? Each has 
its own set of tools and features. 
ArtRage will give your artwork 
the appearance of a real painting, 
whereas SketchBook Pro will 
have a more digital quality.

■ Take a test drive Explore 
your app’s features. What canvas 
sizes are available? Can you 
record videos as you paint? 

■ Finger or stylus? If you find 
finger-painting a challenge, how 
about a stylus? Rubber-nib 
options include the Bluetooth-
equipped Wacom Intuos Creative 
Stylus (£85, wacom.com), while 

others like the Nomad Brush 
(from $18, nomadbrush.com) 
have real bristles. 

■ Experiment Rather than 
attempting a masterpiece 
right away, spend the first 
few days doodling and trying 
out different brushes and 
tools. This will help improve 

your technique and prepare 
you for creating more 
complicated artwork.

■ Develop a workflow Try 
to identify a method of working 
that consistently delivers good 
results. Don’t be afraid to switch 
between apps if they are better 
suited to certain tasks – for 
example, sketching in one app 
then adding colour in another.

■ Share your work Most 
art apps have built-in sharing 
capabilities for exporting to 
social network sites. Apps 
like Procreate also record your 
painting process as a video, 
which can then be uploaded 
to sites such as YouTube.

beta 
yourselF
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level
up with...

the tricks exercise masterclass

■ Blending colours can be 
a big challenge in digital art. 
Look for special ‘wet’ brushes 
that automatically blend as you 
paint. The smudge tool also 
smooths applied hues.

■ The opacity lock helps 
to maintain sharp edges. Paint 
the silhouettes onto a new layer 
and then select the ‘opacity 
lock’ option. This will only allow 
you to paint within the lines.

■ Sample colours by tapping 
and dragging colours you have 
mixed into the ‘swatches’ panel 
to use again. Or you can tap and 
hold anywhere to find one again.

1 Sketch a scene loosely 
using a pencil brush. Reduce the 
layer opacity then draw over the 
top of it on a new layer. This will 
allow you to refine your sketch 
each time until you’re happy.

2 Block colour layers by 
creating a layer per object. With 
the opacity lock enabled, begin 
blocking in the basic colours of 
each object with a large brush.

3 Paint details once the key 
colours are established. Hide 
the sketch layer and add details 
with a small brush. You can use 
photos for reference to help 
make realistic touches.

■ Select and transform 
areas of your painting by using 
the selection tool available in 
some apps to isolate, transform 
or delete. Use this to reposition, 
resize or scale sections.

■ ‘Blend’ modes such as 
‘multiply’, ‘screen’ and ‘overlay’ 
will blend layers in interesting 
ways, changing the luminosity 
and vibrancy of your painting.

■ Create brushes in the 
Procreate app, selecting from 
a range of textures and grains. 
These can be big time-savers 
when you’re painting textured 
surfaces such as rocks.

the blog

iPad Creative
www.ipadcreative.com 
This blog weaves together 
the best art, videos and 
music projects to have 
been created exclusively 
on iPads. A great place 
to get inspired (or see 
how much you’ve got 
to learn), it reviews cool 
new accessories and 
profiles exciting arty 
apps. Sadly, there’s still 
no app for making virtual 
formaldehyde sculptures.

the book 

ProCreate 

artists’ 

handbook 
£free, iTunes

This free ibook is essential 
reading for any artist 
looking to get the most 
out of the excellent 
Procreate app. Made 
by the developers 
themselves, it has over 
100 pages of tips and 
in-depth explanations  
of the app’s features.  
It also includes a gallery 
of amazing paintings 
created with Procreate 
– just in case you were 
getting over-confident. 

the brutal truth 

FliCkr iPad 

art Pool
bit.ly/ipadartpool 
For some daily iPad 
‘artspiration’, head to  
this Flickr collective.  
The group features 
creations from some 
of the biggest names 
in digital art (plus plenty 
from less well-known 
ones). Head to the 
discussions section 
for extra tips, and post 
your own work for 
confidence-boosting 
praise or helpfully 
‘honest’ appraisals.
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audiophile albums

playlist

AjA 

Steely DAn

If we had the 
space, we’d put  
all of Steely Dan’s 
albums on this list. 
Te New York 
jazz-rockers 
are slaves to 
perfection in 
recording, mixing 
and mastering. 
Tis record 
features about 40 
session musicians 
and seamless 
production.

WiSh you
Were here

Pink FloyD

An archetypal band 
for audiophiles, 
Pink Floyd serve 
up complex and 
immaculately 
produced albums 
with lengthy 
tracks – this only 
has fve but it runs 
over 40 minutes. 
Te noodly prog 
will give your 
speakers a full 
workout.

untrue 

BuriAl 

Barely 
recognisable as 
dubstep, this is a 
record about the 
lonely 3am bus 
ride home. Listen 
to this for its 
heavily textured 
yet spacious 
tunes, and 
samples that 
sound like coins 
or bullet casings 
falling to the cold 
pavement. 

AgAetiS Byrjun

Sigur roS

Before Iceland’s 
Sigur Ros became 
the go-to band to 
soundtrack every 
Attenborough 
documentary, 
they awkwardly 
sat on the edge 
of post-rock. 
Tis album creaks, 
moans and soars 
with the sounds 
of the band’s 
home, with even a 
hint of whale song.

rAnDom 

AcceSS

memorieS

DAFt Punk

Less an album 
than a love letter 
to disco, this 
exquisite piece  
of work sounds 
amazing: rarely 
has deep sub 
bass sounded, 
well, so bassy, so 
gigantic as it does 
on RAM. Tere’s 
a wide dynamic 
range here.

heArt oF  
the congoS

the congoS

Few producers 
have been so 
innovative as Lee 
‘Scratch’ Perry, 
and Te Congos’ 
1977 debut is his 
most consistently 
brilliant album. 
Recorded at 
Perry’s Black 
Ark studio in 
Kingston, Jamaica, 
it’s roots reggae 
at its fnest.

2001

Dr Dre

Te majority of 
rap albums are 
very compressed, 
lacking the  
range craved  
by golden-eared 
jazz-beardists. 
Not so 2001. 
Dr Dre exhibits a 
clean clarity that 
suits its sparse 
beats, bottomless 
bass, doomy 
string samples 
and g-funk synths.

Already invested in some high-end hi-f? Get the best 
out of it with these classic albums and bring out your 
inner chin-stroker. Your ears will thank you for it…
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2
Use your chosen program to 
convert into WAV files or the 

lossless FLAC format, which retains all 
of a CD file’s details but is about two 
thirds of the size. Streaming systems 
such as Sonos support both formats.

3 These ‘master’ rips are fine for 
home listening, but portable 

devices like smartphones or tablets 
will need smaller files. For these, use 
dBPoweramp or MediaMonkey to 
squish them into 320kbps MP3s. 

4 No room for CDs or no time for 
ripping? Sites like hdtracks.com 

and linnrecords.com let you download 
studio master-quality files in various 
formats including WAV and FLAC. Just 
don’t expect to find Katy Perry.

1
If you’re a PC user, download 
dBPoweramp (£24, dbpoweramp.

com) or MediaMonkey (£20, 
mediamonkey.com). For Macs use 
XLD (£free, bit.ly/macupdateXLD), or 
iTunes if you’ve got mostly Apple kit.

So you’ve got all of these 
albums in uncompressed  
CD form. But how to convert 
them into digital fles? 

Top Tools for 
audiophiles

the SoFt 
Bulletin 

the FlAming 

liPS 

Boom! Boom! 
Subwoofers at 
the ready – it’s 
the high point of 
Te Flaming Lips’ 
31-year career. 
Tis is also the 
fnest moment for 
Dave Fridmann, 
who turns drums 
and cymbals into 
weapons of mass 
destruction.

ABBey roAD

the BeAtleS

Recorded on eight 
tracks rather than 
the then-usual 
four, this was the 
frst of the Fab 
Four’s records  
to be originally 
released in stereo. 
In 2009, along 
with most Beatles 
albums, it was 
remastered and 
re-released; this 
version is the best 
for audio quality. 

AFter the 
golD ruSh

neil young

You could argue 
for days about 
which of Young’s 
40-odd LPs is  
the best, but few 
showcase his 
songwriting range 
like this all-killer- 
no-fller record.  
A Blu-ray reissue 
with 24-bit/ 
192kHz versions 
of these songs 
might top the lot.

rAge AgAinSt 
the mAchine

rAge AgAinSt 

the mAchine

While most were 
angry at their 
parents, Rage 
were angry about 
the entire Western 
world. Politically 
charged lyrics and 
squealing guitar 
make for an 
incendiary mix, 
but Bob Ludwig’s 
mastering keeps it 
from boiling over.
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lamBorghini CountaCh 
500S triple white  1984
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british 
beauty

classic 
supercar

ClaSSiC CarS
Super
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t
he more modern cars 
embrace plastic and 
play-it-safe design,  

the easier it is to explain why  
I love classics. They really take 
you back to a pure, artistic 
automotive world. Preserving 
them isn’t an indulgence or an 
investment; it’s really important. 
Classic cars reflect the cultures 
and ages that produced them. 
What I love is the artistry that 
classic cars represent. 

There’s no right definition of 
what makes a car ‘classic’. To me, 
a classic car is simply a timeless 
car. It’s design-led with immense 

attention to the details. The first 
one I remember buying was the 
VW Golf Mk 1. It was unique, with 
clean lines – a fresh and different 
masterpiece. I really enjoy being in 
it, cruising it. It’s a privilege to drive, 
not just own.

My passion soon turned into 
an obsession. I started buying 
cars just because I’d feel bad that 
they might be sent to junkyards, 
and parked them in lock-up 
because I had too many. One day 
a friend’s dad came to look at my 
collection and said, “Wow, this is 
like a museum!” That’s when the 
London Motor Museum was born.

Though we have lost some 
ground to Germany, the UK is an 
extremely rich and diverse place 
for classic cars. And the internet, 
particularly eBay, is the best 
thing to have happened to 
collectors. Now you can find 
parts so easily it’s amazing – 
I order parts from as far away as 
Venezuela and Turkey. At worst, 
you’ll meet like-minded people to 
help you on your journey. 

It’s a myth that all classic cars 
cost a fortune. More mechanically 
simple than modern cars, they’re 
straightforward to maintain. 
There are scores of ‘how to’ 

videos online – as long as you 
have a logical mind, you can do 
everything yourself. They’re 
also a good investment: I’ve 
seen people recoup double, 
triple or even ten times their 
initial investment. 

Still, no investment is 
guaranteed, and the rule for 
buying is the same as always: 
buy what you like and want to 
drive, not what might earn you  
a few quid. The next place I’m 
looking to go is 1950s racing. 
I really love that era, when racing 
was raw, passionate and very 
real. See you on the circuit. 

Well-heeled C-list celebrities might have 
since dented its finely buffed allure, but 
Bentley is what made the UK such a 
prominent force in luxury coachbuilding.  
The S2 originally came with electric windows, 
air-con, a power hood and a radio, all far from 
standard in 1962. This particular model was 
in need of major restoration, with rebuilding 
work of the engine and beneath the chassis 
costing £158,000. It’s now been rebuilt to 
factory specification and can often be seen 
attracting crowds at the UK’s classic car and 
concours events.

Estimated current market value: £250,000

When it first appeared in 1974, the angular 
Countach looked as if it had been beamed  
in from outer space by ruler-loving aliens. 
‘Countach’ is Italian slang that roughly 
translates as ‘wow’, and it still lives up to 
its name. The brilliantly impractical scissor 
doors (an industry first for a production 
car) need to be open while reversing so you 
can actually see whose shrubbery you’re 
decimating. This particular model, one of just 
321 built, has the sought-after triple-white 
colour combination and had only covered 
12,000 miles when it was bought at auction. 

£150,000

Jargon 
buster 

■ drophead

An alternative  

word for convertibles, 

this means the  

fabric roof can be 

‘dropped’ or folded 

back without 

disassembly. 

■ Fastback coupé

A coupé that doesn’t 

have a boot line. The 

line of the car goes 

from cabin to trunk 

without interruption 

to create a sporty, 

elegant look.  

■ Wire Wheels

Designed to reduce 

weight, wire wheels 

contained spokes 

made from a strong 

and light steel. First 

seen in the ’50s, they 

became popular on 

British sports cars as 

they enabled quick 

tyre changes. 

■ coachbuilder

A manufacturer  

of car bodies,  

once known as 

‘coachworks’.  

The shell covered 

a factory-supplied 

chassis, until unibody 

construction made 

these specialists 

redundant. 

Tired of today’s clone-mobiles? London Motor 
Museum founder Elo King explains why it’s 
time to drive headlong into a mid-life crisis 
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KuStom  1959

space-age 
icon
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get 
inspired…

■ The TV Show

UlTimaTe wheelS

This weekly History 

Channel show sees Elo 

and ‘guerilla engineer’ 

Will Trickett transform 

and restore one car per 

episode into a unique 

ride. Cars include 

classics like Mustangs 

and VW Campers, plus 

you get a peek at the 

London Motor Museum 

where it’s filmed. On 

9pm every Thursday.

history.co.uk

■ The eVenT

Goodwood 

FeSTiVal oF SPeed, 

26-29 JUne 2014

This British summer 

staple is renowned  

for hosting lashings  

of classic car glamour  

on its lawns outside 

Goodwood House. 

Maserati will be 

particularly well 

represented this year 

as it looks to celebrate 

its 100th birthday. 

But the real draw 

will be the sight of 

supercars tackling 

the show’s 1.16-mile 

hill-climb for the 

first time.

goodwood.co.uk

■ The book

The GenTleman’S

GUide To moTorinG

The perfect book for 

the glove compartment, 

this tongue-in-cheek 

guide to etiquette and 

roadsmanship includes 

helpful rules like this: 

“A gentleman motorist 

recognises only two 

speeds – a moderate 

tootle and a fair old 

lick.” As indispensable 

as your tweed cap. 

amazon.co.uk

The pinnacle of American space-age design, 
the Coupe de Ville’s rocket tail-fins and 
thruster tail-lights scream ’50s excess. 
The added weight also made it a bit of a 
gas-guzzler, with many sadly sent to the 
crusher in the 1970s when fuel prices soared 
in the US. Luckily, some survived, and 
this particular model was imported from 
California, given air suspension to lower the 
ride height and fitted with a Corvette 350cu 
engine to make it effortless at freeway 
speeds. A ‘lollipop green’ re-trim completes 
the flamboyant look. 

£50,000 
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Mountain biking

6 instant upgrades 

remember when you and your bike were like the 
lone ranger and silver? it’s time to hit the trails 
again – with this mud-loving, bump-absorbing kit…
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Fort William
Early summer is the time 
to visit this lift-assisted 
mix of cross-country and 
downhill trails. it’s hosted 
the mountain Bike World 
Cup since 2001 (7-8 June 
2014), but is just as good 
for a half-day tootle in 
the Glen Garry forest. 
ridefortwilliam.co.uk

DalBy ForEst,  
North yorkshirE
England’s largest trail 
centre has hosted the 
Cross-Country World Cup, 
and you can test yourself 
on the same 6.5km route 
the pros used. Te 37km 
red trail is also good for 
an afternoon ride. 
forestry.gov.uk/dalbyforest

BikEPark WalEs, 
mErthyr tyDFil 
a Whistler for Uk bikers, 
this new resort has brill 
riding you’ll need to book 
well in advance for. if you 
miss out on the lifts (and 
have Xl lungs), there’s 
a good uphill climb before 
choosing your route down. 
bikeparkwales.com

maBiE ForEst, 
sCotlaND 
mabie’s ‘kona Dark side’ 
is the longest and most 
challenging trail in the  
Uk. For something less 
technical, the forest also 
has superb singletrack 
riding for all abilities.
7stanesmountainbiking.com

2 teva Links 

Nope, these aren’t just fashy 
skate shoes – the Links are  
also technical, freeriding friends 
that are perfect for muddy 
trails. Forefoot armour protects 
your toes from stray rocks, 
while the sole pattern matches 
the shape of fat pedals to give 
you better grip. While they’re 
not fully waterproof, an ‘ion 
mask’ coating helps keeps mud 
and splashes at bay. A rubber, 
leather and mesh upper is also 
on hand (well, on foot) to add 
durability. Te only problem 
is resisting the temptation to 
wear them to work.
£85 / teva.co.uk

1 Orange Five 29 s

Teir oversized look might 
divide opinion, but 29in wheels 
are a growing force on Planet 
MTB and ensure a smooth, 
mile-gobbling ride. Te Five 
throws in Orange’s renowned 
single-pivot suspension for 
extra bump-softening powers 
plus larger shock-mounts 
for distributing your weight 
evenly. Trow in a monocoque 
construction for keeping fex to 
a minimum, plus its race-proven 
frame geometry, and you’ll 
get one of the best-looking 
(and best-value) mountain 
bikes around.
£2500 / orangebikes.co.uk

6 CameLbak vOLt 13 
Lr hydratiOn paCk 

Unlike most hydration systems, 
the Volt’s 3-litre reservoir sits at 
the bottom of the pack around 
your lower back, which makes it 
more comfortable and better for 
balance. Tere’s extra comfort 
with well-padded back, hip 
and shoulder straps, along with 
a combination of lightweight 
materials to ease the burden 
(520g without the reservoir). 
Te 10-litre capacity provides 
plenty of room for back issues 
of Stuf, while handy pockets 
look after your car keys, phone 
and emergency Lion bar. 
£90 / www.zyro.co.uk

bESt tRaiL 
CEntRES

4 Crank brOthers 
5050-2 pedaLs 

Pedals are probably the most 
abused bit of kit on your 
mountain bike, so it’s worth 
investing some big bucks  
in a pair that will last. Aside 
from looking very dapper, the 
5050s weigh just 433g per pair 
and have a tough, two-piece 
aluminium composite structure. 
Ten adjustable traction pins 
on each side provide excellent 
and customisable grip, and 
you get a fve-year warranty 
too – impressive, bearing in 
mind the amount of stick 
they’ll be given. 
£65 / crankbrothers.com

3 pOC trabeC
heLmet

Cross-country lids ofer the 
most ventilation, but this enduro 
helmet has more protection 
while still including 16 vents for 
keeping your bonce cool. Te 
construction is based on your 
head’s bone structure, which 
ensures excellent resistance 
during a wipeout, and is further 
reinforced by an inner EPS core. 
Add to that a sturdy outer PC 
shell, and the Trabec defnitely 
inspires confdence in its ability 
to protect your noggin. You also 
get a detachable visor, extra 
ft-pads and a cover.
£130 / pocsports.com

5 nOrrOna Fjørå 
shOrts 

Maybe it’s because they spend 
so much of the year in the dark, 
but the Scandis like their outdoor 
gear bright. Tese shorts are no 
exception, coming in eye-searing 
orange, green and blue (though 
there is also a subdued black 
version). Hard-wearing and 
well-built, the Fjørås come with 
three pockets and a below-knee 
cut for protection. Tey also 
have articulated knees, meshed 
side venting and stretch panels 
on the rear, while looking good 
enough to wear home after a 
day blasting down muddy trails.
£120 / snowandrock.com
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Stream 25million songs plus hundreds of curated music channels on iPhone, Android, iPad and web

always on call

Mail of the Month

Q nas to see you
I have been looking for a 

way to store all my multimedia 
files on a hard drive that can  
be accessed from my games 
consoles, laptops, etc. I have 
done some research but there 
are just too many options. Help!
Ryan Patel

a
 You’ll need something 
attached to your network  

if you want to access it from 
across all your kit, R-Patz. Our 
favourite NAS drive at the 
moment is QNAP’s TS-212P 
(£150, qnap.com). Just pop  

in a drive or two to fill and its 
built-in apps make sharing  
stuff ridiculously simple.  

Q waaaaaaaaaaah! 
Me and the missus have just 

got one of those baby things and 
it’ll soon be time for her to sleep in 
her own bedroom, so we want to 
purchase a baby monitor. So far 
I’m considering the all-in-one 
Angelcare AC1100, but I also like 
the look of the Babyping camera 
system. What do you suggest? 
Stu Reeves

a
Stuff Towers is a baby-free 
zone, Stu, so we haven’t 

tested either. However, we  
do have experience with the 
Withings Smart Baby Monitor 
(£240, withings.com), which  
will also work with stupid babies. 
It has an iOS or Android app for 
keeping an eye on the sprog, plus 
it also measures temperature, 
humidity and noise in their room.

Q presentable tab?
I’m after a tablet for doing 

Powerpoint presentations  
when out visiting clients. I don’t 
get much time to set up so 
something quick and convenient 
is essential, plus built-in 3G 

would prevent having to  
faff around with dongles. 
Can you help? 
Lisa Crowe 
a

Good timing, Lisa. 
Microsoft has just 

released Office for iPad as 
three separate apps: Word, 
Excel and Powerpoint. 
They’re all free but you can 
only create and edit documents 
with an Office 365 subscription 
(prices vary), which also adds 
cloud saves. Paired with a 3G iPad 
Air, you’ve got quite a team. Get 
work to pay for it. 

Q ghost rIder
I’m looking for an action 

cam. Obviously the GoPro is an 
option, but I’m also considering 
the Drift HD Ghost, as I need 
something that shoots at 60fps 
and allows you to replace the lens. 
I ride enduro, so if I don’t fall I’m 
probably not trying hard enough! 
Gary Roebuck

a
We haven’t tested the Drift 
HD Ghost, Rozzer, but it 

looks like a very close rival to 
Garmin’s Virb Elite (£350, garmin.
com). That’ll also let you replace 
the lens and it’ll shoot at 60fps if 
you bump it down to 720p. With 

cameras of this size there’s often 
little difference in quality between 
1080p and 720p anyway. 

Q lethal In the boX
I’m in the market for a 

home-cinema-in-a-box system 
in time for the World Cup but the 
Sony at the top of your Top 10 
can nearly remember England’s 
dismal performance at South 
Africa 2010. Is there anything 
newer that I should be looking at 
for this year’s disappointment? 
Miles Chickwell

a
 Well spotted, Chickers. Our 
friends at What Hi-Fi? are 

keen on the Sony BDV-N7100W 
(above). It sounds great and 
supports 4K upscaling, plus it  
has Sony’s new football mode, 
which turns the volume down  
on the commentary and up  
on the atmosphere.

Q slog and blog
My father-in-law is 

embarking on a walking trip  
from Dover back to his house  
in Penzance and he has asked  
me to help him find something  
he could use to blog as he travels. 
He’d also like some sort of live map 
to track his progress and show 
where he currently is, so people 

can look up his location and join 
him at various points. He’s got 
an Android phone, plus an iPad.
Layth Tameem

a
Couldn’t you drive down and 
pick him up, Layth? Seems a 

bit mean to make him walk all the 
way. Anyway, there’s a WordPress 
app for both iOS and Android that 
allows you to geo-tag blogs from 

a phone or tablet, allowing people 
to see where they were posted 
from, while an app such as 
Glympse or Google+ (both free) 
will allow him to share his location 
in real time. Have a free Rara 
subscription for your trouble. With 
25 million songs available, you’ll 
probably have just enough to listen 
to while he completes his walk.

Speak your brains at us and you could win a 6-month RARA SUBSCRIPTION worth £60

facebook.com/joinstuff l @stuffTV 
google.com/+stufftv l stuff@haymarket.com
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if nothing else, at least...5-minute 
hacks

...speedread 
the web

...solve 
scientific 
mysteries

...embrace 
visual 
search

06.14 | ProjeCts

1

2

tune in next month to...

You’ve got a daunting wodge  
of longform articles in your 
pocket and only 10 minutes  
to read them in. Time to learn 
speed reading:

1. Go to squirt.io then enable 
your bookmarks bar (in Chrome, 
Firefox or Safari) and drag the 
Squirt bookmarklet into it.

2. Head to your article and click 
on the bookmarklet. Use the 
arrows to change the ‘words 
per minute’ speed, or hit rewind 
if you got distracted.

3. If you want to speed read
a specific part of text, just 
highlight it before clicking 
the bookmarklet.  

Our smartphones are more 
powerful than the 1990s’ most 
advanced supercomputers. 
Let’s use them for something 
more than New Star Soccer:

1. If you have an Android phone 
(check htc.com/ptg for a list of 
supported devices), download 
HTC’s free Power To Give app.

2. Open the app and choose 
which project you’d like to tap 
into your idle CPU power.

3. Register with your project,
connect to a Wi-Fi network and 
plug your phone into the mains. 
Watch your computation credits 
and warm glow increase. 

Google Images might be 
comprehensive, but it’s about  
as nuanced as a T-1000. For 
real creative inspiration, try 
these visual search engines:

1. For a quick ideas brainstorm, 
head to niice.co – powered by 
design sites like Behance, it lets 
you search by product or colour 
(for example, the lovely shade 
of green known as #bada55).

2. If you want royalty-free 
photos for your blog, go to 
search.creativecommons.org 
– all its results are available 
for re-use with a credit to the 
image’s creator.

3. Looking for home/gadget/
gift inspiration? Download 
Amazon Windowshop or go 
to windowshop.com for a stroll 
through its vast warehouse. 

● Turn any campsite into your feld of dreams  ● Create the 
ultimate running playlist  ● Become an expert on RC cars*
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best for

free spirits

For the Full reviews and our smartphone buying guide, visit stuFF.tv/top-10s/smartphones

Oppo N1
The upstart brand barges its way into the Top Ten with an Android phone that’s as 
impressive in performance as it is in size. The distinctive swivelling 13MP camera is 
great, the 5.9in screen is beautiful and you can even change the OS. 

samsung Galaxy Note 3
Verily, ’tis indicative of the age in which we live, when a supercharged superphone 
gets five glowing stars, but only makes No7. By Crumbles, though, it’s good. Blistering 
processor, 5.7in screen and stylus smarts. It’s the best gigantophone there is. 

Motorola Moto G
Google’s sprinkled some magical Nexus dust over its latest Motorola blower: the Moto G 
costs a mere £140 yet has a distinctly non-budget 4.5in 720p screen and quad-core 
processor. Paltry storage and poor camera count against it – but then again: £140!

Google Nexus 5
Delivering top-end spec at a mid-range price, the new Nexus has a bigger 4.95in 
screen, faster processor and satisfactory 8MP snapper. But the biggest improvement 
is its chocolatey-smooth Android KitKat 4.4 OS. Astounding value.

Apple iphone 5s
A curious blend of tried-and-tested – 4in screen, design, huge cost – with new-and-
exciting features like a 64-bit processor, fingerprint-sensing home button and iOS 7. 
What it adds up to is an easy purchase for most… but we’re ready for iPhone 6.

LG G2
Only just pipped by the new HTC. Its 5.2in screen is razor-sharp, its quad-core 
Snapdragon 800 processor handles demanding tasks with ease and its 13MP camera 
takes amazing photos. The new G Pro 2 is bigger, but could it possibly be better?

HtC One M8
How to solve a problem like the LG G2? If you’re HTC, you take your already 
gorgeous phone and add more metal, more screen and more power. Enough 
power to take it to the top of the AnTuTu benchmarks, in fact. It’s a beaut to look 
at and to use, and it’s even got a whole load of Lytro-style post-snap refocus 
features for photographic fun. It’s an awesome phone, and the new benchmark 
for LG, Apple and Samsung to aim for. 

best for

priCe tAG

stuff sAys
HtC fres frst in the 2014 
fagship smartphone war, 
and draws blood – the new 
One is an absolute killer

£550 ★★★★★

from £530
★★★★★

from £140 
★★★★★

£320 
★★★★★

from £320
★★★★★

£410
★★★★✩

£430 
★★★★★

£375 
★★★★★
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fiNGers

best for

superpHONe 
vALue

best for

AppLe
fANs

best for

CAMerA 
Obsessives

1

128 smartphones

best for

reCessiON 
bustiNG

Nokia Lumia 1020
Finally, a cameraphone worthy of the name. The WP8-running 1020 takes superb 38MP 
snaps, or super-detailed 5MPers. Optical stabilisation and xenon flash too. We also like 
the 1520 – a 6in WinPhone phablet with plenty of power, good looks and stamina too. 

hot

buy

NeW
samsung Galaxy s5
Big, bold and stuffed with tech, the Galaxy S5 is a bona fide superphone that will 
delight Samsung fans, although it has some very stiff competition. It has a faster 
processor, a slightly bigger screen and a more solid (if not quite stylish) feel than the S4. 

best for

fuN  
feAtures 

£540
★★★★★

sony Xperia Z1 Compact
With a 4.3in, 720p screen, Snapdragon-powered performance, solid, waterproof body 
and a 20.7MP camera, the Z1 Compact is the first small superphone that delivers with 
no ifs or buts. If you’re small of hand but demanding of phone, it’s the Android for you.

best for

dAiNty HANds
£400
★★★★★6

iT7x2 available from: m: 



You’ve Not Heard 

Tunes This Good Before!

best for

CREATIVITY  
ON THE MOVE

For the Full reviews and our tablet buying guide, visit www.stuFF.tv/top-10s/tablets

LG G Pad 8.3 
Life’s good for the LG team at the moment, with their G2 smartphone making a genuine 
impression. A good time, then, to bring out a decent tablet, sensibly pitching it out of the 
all-sewn-up Nexus 7 territory. Great 8.3in screen, quad-core power; merely OK price.  

Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 (2014) 
The new 10.1 is fit to bursting with clever tricks, comes with the note-tastic S Pen and 
has a stunning 2560x1600 screen. But while we can forgive it its tacky looks, minor 
performance glitches deny it that fifth star; we hope firmware updates will fix them.

Asus Transformer Pad
The Transformers have always been more about laptop relacement than tableteering, 
and this one is the laptopiest yet. A 2560x1600 screen, two-day battery life (with 
keyboard dock) and quad-core Tegra processor all work Android up into a frenzy.

Amazon Kindle Fire HDX 7in 
The Fire HDX presents a sanitised version of Android cloaked in a user-friendly Amazon 
skin. There’s even a ‘Mayday’ button for instant video help. A great build, fast processor 
and stunning screen round off a package that’ll appeal to families and less techy types.

Microsoft Surface Pro 2
The hardware boys and girls at Megahard do try awfully hard. But it’s taken a second 
iteration of the Surface Pro for us to raise a languid eyebrow. Improved ergonomics 
and a battery-saving Haswell processor finally make the superslate a worthy buy.

Asus FonePad
Where once the FonePad was £20 more than a Nexus 7, it’s now £50 less and still  
has Intel gubbins, 3G and a microSD slot. But, sad news: the Nexus 7 has grown up  
into a 1080p screen, leaving this other Asus-made tablet looking positively archaic.

Google Nexus 7 
The Nexus has moved further ahead of the Android pack by virtue of getting an 
update to OS 4.4 KitKat. It’s now smoother, faster and more battery-friendly than 
ever, while its 323 pixel-per-inch 1080p screen and quad-core power still impress.

Apple iPad Mini With Retina Display
Apple’s baby tab has been in for a nip and a tuck and emerged with a youthful-looking 
2048x1536 screen. The flawless build quality, creativity-friendly 7.9in form and oodles 
of apps remain; only a few colour inaccuracies keep it behind the Air.

Apple iPad Air
The more things change, the more they stay the same. As the addition of the 
‘Air’ moniker implies, the iPad’s been slimmed down on the outside and beefed 
up on the inside, while retaining all the other goodies that made previous 
versions great. So it now rocks the 64-bit A7 chip and M7 motion coprocessor 
that debuted with the iPhone 5s, while keeping the gorgeous screen, quality 
build and abundance of tablet-optimised apps that first won our hearts.

best for

SUITED ROAD 
WARRIORS

STUFF SAYS
Now thinner, lighter and 
more powerful than ever,  
the iPad Air is a beautiful 
sliver of gadget heaven 

from £400 ★★★★★

£150 
★★★★★

from £180
★★★★★

£450
★★★★I

from £280 
★★★★★

from £200
★★★★★

from £750
★★★★★

£430
★★★★★

£180
★★★★I10
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Asus Transformer Book T100
This 10.1in tab-and-dock combo has enough grunt to run full Win 8.1 thanks to Intel’s 
new Baytrail CPU. The 1366x768 screen is a good’un, with crisp text, great contrast 
and colours that pop, while dual-band Wi-Fi and a day-long battery are also welcome.

from £350 
★★★★★

best for

ALL-ROUND 
EXCELLENCE

best for

VALUE AND 
PERFORMANCE

best for

SAFE & SIMPLE 
TABLETEERING

best for

DESKTOP 
VERSATILITY

tablets 129

hot

buy



For the Full reviews and our hi-Fi buying guide, jump over to www.stuFF.tv/top-10s/hi-Fi

Sony NWZ-ZX1
The latest Walkman is a premium high-res audio player, and it’s the best-sounding 
portable device we’ve ever heard: you’ll notice parts of songs you never knew were 
there. We’re not so keen on the high price and lack of expandable storage, though.

Sony SRS-BTM8
Forget that this Sony looks uncomfortably like a handbag because it’s actually one of the 
biggest bargains in hi-fi right now. Pop in four AA batteries (old-school, right?) and it will 
power a party in the park. It’s got fancy NFC too, but the best thing is that it sounds ace.

Audio Pro Addon T10
Available in orange, white or black, the Addon T10 is a Bluetooth speaker that also has 
analogue inputs and a USB socket for charging your MP3 player. Sound-wise it’s 
punchy and deep, with just a little too much bass. It sounds best in orange, obviously.

Bowers & Wilkins Z2
The baby of B&W’s AirPlay range is a little belter, and it adds a proper Lightning dock  
to Apple’s wireless tech. It’ll easily fill a small to medium-sized room with chunky bass, 
punchy beats and lovely, clear vocals. You’ll buy it for the look, but love it for the sound.

Q Acoustics BT3
These ultra-versatile Bluetooth speakers have an optical input for waking up the 
audio of your flatscreen TV. The styling is simple and so is the sound – brilliantly  
so, with perfect hi-fi balance and an impressive focus to the stereo image.

Libratone Zipp
A fuzzy, cylindrical, colourful AirPlay dock that will deliver detailed, punchy 360-degree 
sound anywhere at all, thanks to a built-in battery that gives it four hours of outdoor life. 
Direct Wi-Fi skills free you from cables, routers and everything but the boogie.

Denon CEOL Piccolo
This diminutive standard-bearer for next-gen micro hi-fi has Spotify and a control app, 
and it’ll stream your own tunes, right up to 24-bit. The dock’s 30-pin, but who cares 
when you’ve also got AirPlay? Add Q Acoustics 2020i speakers for awesome sound.

Naim UnitiQute 2
Awarded ‘Best Music System £800-£1500’ by our friends at What Hi-Fi? Sound And 

Vision, this punchy little system delivers a superb performance. With streaming 
smarts, DAB+ and internet radio it’s highly capable. Just don’t feed it low-quality music.

Cambridge Audio Stream Magic 6
Our favourite music streamer is only kept from the top spot by the brilliant flexibility  
of the full Sonos system; as a single player, we’d go for this every time. Team it with the 
Azur 651A amp (£350), feed it high-resolution 24-bit tunes and you’ll never look back.

Sonos multiroom system
Who needs to drill holes and re-plaster walls to get a multiroom music system? Not 
you. With the addition of the cracking little Play:1 (£170) Sonos has made it easier 
than ever to start spreading your tunes around. Then maybe hook up a Connect to 
your existing hi-fi and router, and add speakers to a Connect:Amp in another room, 
or a SUB for a bass boost. You’ll run out of rooms before you run out of options. For 
a further upgrade, the Arcam rSeries SonLink DAC works a treat with the Connect.

best for

TOP SOUND 
QUALiTy

best for

VERSATiLiTy 
AND VALUE

STUff SAyS
infnite music in every  
room without the need  
for custom installers?  
Sign us up now, please

from £340 ★★★★★ 

£1150
★★★★★

£300
★★★★★

£350 
★★★★★

£700
★★★★★

£230 
★★★★★

£55
★★★★★

£330
★★★★★

£370
★★★★★

£550
★★★★I10
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P3  Bowers & Wilkins have been established as masters of sound 

engineering for almost 50 years. We are now able to bring that 

same expertise to the world of headphones; the same precision, 

the same care, the same extraordinary range and depth of detail is 

now available from an ultra-light, highly portable set of headphones 

superbly designed to ft into your life.

Hear the full spectrum

For the Full reviews and our headphone buying guide, visit stuFF.tv/top-10s/headphones

Sol Republic Master Tracks
Really tough things are usually really ugly, which is why the lovely styling of the 
“virtually indestructible” Master Tracks headphones is so refreshing. Loud, punchy, 
fast and controlled, the sound is just as attractive as the design. Worth every penny.

Sennheiser Momentum 
Classily styled, cushion-comfortable and smooth-sounding, the Momentums are  
the perfect over-ears for the dapper man about town. There’s also an on-ear version  
– smaller and cheaper at £170, available in pink, blue, green and, um, ivory/brown.

Klipsch Image X10i
A perennial favourite at Stuff Towers, these tiny buds sound superb and are more 
comfortable than they look. The “i” on the end signifies that it has a mic and 3-button 
remote – great for the iPhone, see? They launched at £230, so they’re a bargain now. 

Sony XBA-4iP
These chunky in-ears have four drivers pumping exceptionally punchy, detailed 
sound into your gloriously spoilt lugholes, but despite the fairly hefty design they’re 
surprisingly comfortable too. They were £400 at launch, so £150 is a fantastic deal.

Final Audio Design Adagio III
Calling a pair of headphones Adagio seems a bit pretentious, but these decidedly 
affordable in-ears from a Japanese company that usually occupies the most bonkers 
reaches of high-end earn it with brilliantly detailed and endlessly attacking sound.

PSB M4U2
Yes, the M4U2s have got great noise-cancelling, but that’s only half the story. Using 
the built-in amp produces a sound that’s almost unbelievably punchy, clean and 
exciting. They might be a bit heavy, but that audio quality really is worth the weight.

Bose AE2w
We’re not going to pretend that the protruding Bluetooth module isn’t a rather ugly 
touch, but what’s most important is that these Bose headphones deliver wireless 
sound of superb quality. We’ll put up with looking a wee bit daft for musical magic.

SoundMagic E10
Yes, we also gave the very similar SoundMagic ES20s in-ears five stars. And they 
thoroughly deserve it. But we chose to keep these here because the more expensive 
E10s still represent a killer smiles-per-pence, sound-per-pound ratio.

Bowers & Wilkins P3
Superb sound and a solid and achingly stylish design make these the best portable 
on-ears around. The fact that two cables come in the box – one with a mic and 
remote for iPhones, one without – only sweetens the already candyfloss-like deal.

AKG K451
They’ve actually been around a little while now, but what put the K451 on-ears 
back on to our radar was an official price drop from £130 to £80, and a real-world 
price of just £50. For that money they’re unbeatable – awesomely agile and 
punchy sound wrapped up in a subtly stylish and foldable design. Add both 
standard and three-button control cables for maximising compatibility and 
there’s practically no excuse for not getting brilliant sound from your phone.

best for

IN-EAR 
EXcEllENcE

best for

QUAlITy AND 
STylE IN oNE

best for

ShUTTING oUT 
ThE WoRlD 

STUFF SAyS
Fantastic sound and great 
portability at an almost 
unbeatable price: the  
perfect PMP upgrade

£50 ★★★★★ 

£28 
★★★★★

£100 
★★★★★

£70 
★★★★★

£125 
★★★★★

£200 
★★★★★

£155
★★★★★

£150 
★★★★★

£300 
★★★★★

£170 
★★★★★
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Humax DTR-T1010 YouView
Delivering free-to-air TV with the convenience of Sky or TiVo, the Humax lets you 
browse the last week’s catch-up TV direct from the EPG or record your own on its HDD. 
The iOS/Android app’s remote record is handy, and it’s all without a costly subscription.

Denon DHT-T100
Soundbases – deep soundbars that you put your TV on top of – are all the rage, 
because they are bassier than soundbars but still fairly space-efficient. The Denon  
is our favourite right now for its sweeping musicality in addition to its movieness.

Marantz UD7007
Pricey like an Aston Martin is pricey and about as satisfying to own, this Marantz can 
play any disc you like, streams music at high-def resolutions and can withstand an 
earthquake. If you really, really take movies and music seriously, this is your player.

Virgin TiVo
Hardware-wise, the taste-learning TiVo is a Sky+HD-beater, but it loses out on 
content. Mind you, subscribers to the ‘XL’ package now have free access to all the  
BT Sport channels: Premier League kickyball, MotoGP and more, in lovely HD.

Sonos Playbar
A characteristically Sonos take on the soundbar, the Playbar hooks up to your TV via its 
single optical input and fills your room with a big, detailed sound. And as with all Sonos 
kit, it can stream your own music files, Spotify and more wirelessly around the house.

Panasonic DMP-BDT330
Panny’s latest Blu-ray player just pips the Sony above on pure picture and sound 
quality, but loses out on smart features and on-demand options. So if disc-based 
viewing is more your thing than streaming, go for this one. Plus it looks great too.

Sky+HD
The new Sky boxes come with built-in Wi-Fi, to make it easier to access on-demand 
programming, and you can opt for a 2TB drive. Which, with more than 65 channels of 
HD, might well be worth the outlay. On the move, the Sky Go app is supremely slick. 

Sony BDV-N590
The biggest bargain in home cinema, the Blu-ray-packing N590 has a massive spec 
but a micro price. Picture and sound are excellent, Sony’s smart services are immense 
and its stylish curves and touch-sensitive controls add a dash of premium quality.

Sony BDP-S790
A quite remarkable device, this Sony sounds great, has a wonderful picture in 2D or 
3D and is crammed with on-demand content including Sony’s own Movies Unlimited. 
Its trump card is 4K video upscaling: you may not need it yet, but you soon will.
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lg 55la860w
From its super-slim, near-bezel-less design to its excellent picture and clever, app-
stuffed smart TV hub, the 860W does many things right. Even better, the price has 
now dropped to around £1200 – but act fast, as it won’t be around for much longer.

sony Kd-55X9005a
Welcome to the cheap end of the 4K spectrum. Yes, it’s all relative. This 55in Sony looks 
amazing when tasked with proper 4K content, but its main drawback is that very little 
of that exists yet. That said, normal HD stuff looks wonderful too. But close to £3000?

panasonic tX-l32e6B 
Time was when buying a budget bedroom TV meant making major sacrifices on 
performance and features. Not any more. This 32in Panasonic serves up a vibrant, 
detailed picture and comes with on-demand treats such as iPlayer and Netflix built in.

philips 55pfl8008
Picture-wise this Philips LED set is nearly the equal of the brilliant Panasonic at No1, 
which is high praise indeed. It can’t quite match it for smart content, but it does have 
Netflix and iPlayer, plus a very special skill all of its own in the immersive Ambilight.

samsung ue55f8000
Yep, the F8000 has taken one hell of a fall from its previous position at the top of this 
tree. Has it suddenly got worse? No. But now that it’s been tested against newer sets, 
its picture flaws are more apparent. If not for its price it’d be higher, though.

samsung ue46f7000
The F7000 might just be the sweetest spot in Samsung’s current range – the same 
spectacular performance as the F8000 series but without the show-off design. 
Great picture quality and slick online functionality in one box.

panasonic tX-p42gt60
Panasonic replaced last year’s brilliantly accomplished GT50 with the GT60 and 
guess what? It’s brilliantly accomplished. But this time around it’s even better online, 
even better in 3D, has an even better control app and is even better value.

panasonic tX-p55Vt65B
Wow. The picture is nothing short of exceptional, with rich colours, deep blacks and 
outstanding depth in 2D or 3D. It’s packed with clever tech, from voice commands that 
actually work to multiple homescreens and smart apps. The TV of your dreams. 

sony Kdl-50w829B
If you’d suggested two years ago that a 50in, edge-lit LED LCD TV as good as 
this would soon be available for less than a grand, you’d have been burnt as a 
witch. Or at least laughed at. It excels in almost every regard, from its stylish 
design to its bright, vivid picture and well-thought-out smart TV offering.  
Would we buy one? You bet we would. And if you’re in the market for a smart  
TV this year, we recommend you give it a look too.

stuff says
thank you, sony. a great 
picture and tons of smarts 
for less than a grand –  
what’s not to like?
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samsung Ke55s9c
A TV with a twist – well, a bend, actually. This beautiful OLED set’s curve divides opinion 
– some find it immersive, some find it annoying – but boy does it have a great picture. Its 
preposterous price and lack of future-proofing 4K are the only things that let it down.

£7000 
★★★★I

hot
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Telegram 
£free / Android, iOS 
Want WhatsApp without 
Zuckerberg peering at your 
atrocious e-flirting? Telegram’s 
Snapchat-style ‘secret chat’ 
feature, end-to-end encryption 
and multi-device support make 
it a winner. Some kinks need to 
be ironed out, but we’re inviting 
our mates to mutiny right now.
★★★★★

AccuWeather
£free / Android, iOS, WP, BB
This meteorological prophet 
provides hourly, daily and up  
to 15-day forecasts, pinpointed 
to the street you’re on, with 
umbrella icons and storm 
warnings. Handy for confirming 
that you’re in The Truman 

Show and that rain cloud 
really is following you. 
★★★★★

Type Machine
£1.24 / Android 
App crash. Text MIA. Cry. 
Repeat. You know the drill. 
Luckily, Type Machine is on 
hand to save every word – plus 
the time it would take trying  
to rewrite that witty reply. 
Twitter doesn’t play nice but 
text in Gmail, WhatsApp and 
Chrome is safely captured.
★★★★I

Don’t Pause
from £free / Android
Don’t Pause hijacks your  
sound settings so you can 
listen to music without 
interruptions harshing your 
favourite jam. When you’re 
listening to music, notifications 
are muted or come through  
on vibrate. The cassette tape 
icon is a nice touch. 
★★★★I

in case  
you  

missed...
aPPs
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Asus S200E
The touchscreen makes it ideal for Windows 8, but the S200E’s also got a top keyboard, 
bags of connectivity and enough power for 3D gaming. Specs aren’t top notch, but with 
an i3 Sandy Bridge core, 4GB RAM and a 500GB HDD, it’s good enough at this price.

Asus Zenbook UX302
Asus has done a wonderful job of creating an ultra-slim laptop that’s as far removed 
from Apple’s influence as possible, while maintaining a stylish and unique aesthetic. 
The 13.3in display is razor-sharp and colourful – this is our favourite Ultrabook.

Acer C720 Chromebook
Bargain Chromebooks are everywhere right now, but the C720 stands out even so. 
It’s well made, well specced (for a Chromebook) and crucially, has proper ports: HDMI, 
USB3.0 and SD are all here. The HP at No.8 is prettier, but the Acer’s the one we’d buy.

Alienware 17
A brute of a machine in every way, the Alienware 17 weighs as much as four MacBook 
Airs and probably frags harder than 10 of them. Core i7 Haswell processor at 3.4GHz, 
Nvidia GeForce graphics, up to 32GB of RAM… Our trigger finger’s already itching.

HP Chromebook 11
HP’s done a fine job with the 11 (ignoring the recent faulty power supply recall): it’s 
small, light and everything a neo-netbook should be. However, the Chromebook 14  
has since launched on the HP store and is worth a look if you want a larger screen.

Acer Aspire S7
The Aspire S7 is almost the perfect Ultrabook – it matches the MacBook Air for weight, 
beats it for slimness by 6mm, and has a gorgeous 1920x1080 touch-friendly screen. 
Only its battery, which lasted a mere 5hrs on test, prevents it getting that fifth star.

Samsung Ativ Book 9 Plus (13in) 
Everything about the Ativ Book 9 Plus screams quality, from its sleek, Air-rivalling 
build to its staggeringly sharp, Retina-beating 3200x1800 touchscreen and Core i5 
Haswell processor. Only its high price and slightly below-par graphics cost it a star.

Apple MacBook Pro with Retina Display 13in (2013)
We’re all agreed that the best laptop is a MacBook, but choosing between Air and Pro 
is getting steadily harder. Both now run on Haswell chips, but the Pro is faster. It also 
gets a 4K-capable Thunderbolt 2 port, and then there’s that Retina screen. Tough call.

Apple MacBook Air 13in (2013)
The Air has had its annual spruce up, which means our favourite old laptop is  
now our favourite new laptop. So what’s changed? Nothing on the outside, but a 
whole lot of lovely stuff on the inside. For starters, it gets one of Intel’s new Haswell 
chips (i5 or i7), plus HD5000 graphics and improvements to RAM and SSD speeds. 
Couple that with its new 802.11ac Wi-Fi and you have one super-fast laptop. And 
somehow, despite all that power, it now has a 12-hour battery to boot. Crazily good.
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the 2013 Air is powerful, 
fast, sexy and has bags of 
stamina. if it was any better, 
we’d think we were dreaming 
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Maingear Pulse 17
The brazen Maingear is fire engine red and at a colossal 17 inches, it certainly stands 
out. For gaming, its dedicated mode, smooth frame rate and storage make it a winner, 
but an unresponsive keyboard and average battery life hold it back from greatness.

£1589
★★★✩✩10
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Tomy i-Sobot
£200
Stuff said Just 16.5cm 
high, yet with over 200 
remote-controlled actions 
(including impersonating a 
Western gunfight) as well as 
user-generated scripts and 
voice-control, it’s a tiny bundle 
of action. It has that elusive 
perfect gadget X-factor.
★★★★★

Fujifilm Z100fd
£200
Stuff said There’s something 
a little art-deco about the 
design and the diagonally  
sliding lens cover is a delight,  
but the flash clothes are by no 
means there to hide a lack of 
substance. Within the pretty 
20mm-thin body is a 5x zoom 
and optical image stabiliser. 
★★★★★

Sony NWZ-A820 series 
from £145
Stuff said Do we need MP3 
players any more? Music 
phones are so talented the 
answer just might be ‘no’. But 
Sony’s Walkmans, with their 
unique functionality and form 
factor, have a thing or two to 
say about that. Your next MP3 
player might not be an iPod. 
★★★★✩

Nokia 8800 Sapphire 
£850 
Stuff said Outside of stupid-
money luxury brand Vertu, you 
won’t find a more upmarket 
phone than the Sapphire. The 
posher of the new Arte duo,  
it retains the bullet-proof 
stainless armour of the  
8800 series but sports leather 
panelling and gemstone joypad. 
★★★★✩
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action-junkie 
filmmakerS

Gopro hero3+ Silver edition
You may well wonder why the flagship Black Edition of the Hero3+ isn’t in this slot, but 
for our money the extras don’t quite justify the extra expense. We reckon the Silver 
Edition is the current, umm, hero of the range, and a killer cam for your killer stunts.

Garmin nüvi 3598lmt-d
Still pricier than the TomTom, the flagship Garmin has a similarly crisp (if only 5in) 
800x480 screen, with clever photo-realistic junctions and 3D terrain. The DAB  
traffic works fine, but the extra cable is a faff too far for us. 

Sapphire edge vS8
This mini-PC may look like Terminator’s lunchbox, but instead it houses AMD’s 1.6GHz A8 
APU and dedicated HD7600G graphics with 4GB of RAM. A capable little fellow, the VS8 
even does a decent job with the latest gaming titles (with the detail dialled back a little).

canon Xa10
Canon’s ultra-compact XA10 handles fine detail superbly due to its f/1.8 lens and 2.37MP 
chip. It might not look big enough to play with the big boys, but twin XLR inputs on its 
detachable handle give would-be filmmakers professional prowess right out of the box.

Google maps navigation 
Apple’s Maps app remains pretty, but flawed. With Google Nav now back in the iTunes 
Store, there really is one solid choice for both iOS and Android users and this is it. Street 
View, accurate public transport info, cycle maps and decent traffic warnings. Bingo.

alienware X51
As happy by a TV as it is under a desk, this PC is the size of an Xbox 360 but it runs  
a whole lot faster – and quieter – with a Core i5 Ivy Bridge processor, 8GB of RAM  
and 1GB Nvidia GTX 660 graphics card. We’ll be testing the Haswell update soon.

Sony hdr-cX410ve
Our choice for full-fat filming at non-professional prices, the Sony records razor-sharp 
footage at a TV-style 50fps, has a monster 55x zoom, a three-hour battery and image 
stabilisation that lets you run and shoot handheld simultaneously. Just don’t trip up.

tomtom Go 6000
The four-figure model name marks this an ‘Always Connected’ device with a SIM card 
for live traffic updates, while the ‘6’ in the name refers to its crisp 6in, 800x480 screen. 
It’s rather good, if huge. Smartphone-connected versions (600, 500, 400) are cheaper.  

apple imac
The iMac is thinner and more powerful than ever: Core i5 or i7 and at least 8GB RAM 
running the none-more-elegant OS X Mountain Lion. A 2013 update brought Intel’s 
Haswell CPU, a hybrid storage option, speedy 802.11ac Wi-Fi and a price increase.
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For the Full reviews and our Game-buyinG Guide, visit stuFF.tv/top-10s/apps-Games/Games

Forza Motorsport 5 Xbox One
In amongst fanboy twickering about Xbox One resolution levels comes Forza 5, 
showing levels of car design and detail that’ll make the heart sing. As well as handling 
physics that’ll make any petrolhead’s glands swell with sheer challenge and delight.

Batman: Arkham Origins PC/PS3/Xbox 360/Wii U
The third game in the Arkham series sees the caped crusader go back to the beginning 
for a not-so-merry Christmas in Gotham. New multiplayer mode and new gadgets 
freshen things up, but otherwise it’s more of the same. For once that’s no bad thing.

Bioshock Infinite PC/PS3/Xbox 360
From its achingly gorgeous setting in the skies to a super-intelligent story that tackles 
religion, racism and metaphysics, Infinite is an innovative tour de force. None of that would 
matter if the gameplay lagged – but it barely puts a foot wrong either. Stunning.

Titanfall Xbox One
The biggest Xbox One game launch so far, this FPS robot-fighting sim came with high 
expectations… and just about lives up to them. It’s a brilliant smash-fest, in a world 
where it rains massive ‘Titan’ robots to board and attack. The storyline is weak, though.

Tomb Raider PC/PS3/Xbox 360
Yes, it’s a Franchise Reboot, but the well-paced mixture of puzzles, action sequences, 
gun fights and stealth make the latest Lara Croft adventure an immersive, cinematic 
experience. Possibly the best fun we’ve ever had pretending to be a 21-year-old girl.

The Last Of Us PS3
The best zombie-apocalypse game ever? Definitely. The Last Of Us looks magnificent 
and plays even better, with a genuinely moving story and frights aplenty. It’s tough – 
but then a real-life zombie apocalypse would be. Think of this as essential prep.

Grand Theft Auto 5 PS3/Xbox 360
You probably think you already know everything there is to know about GTA 5. After 
all, if you’ve been alive anywhere in the world for the past few months you’ll have read 
all about life in Los Santos. So you’ll already know that it shines a satirical torch on the 
21st century religion of celebrity. And that everything from social media to self-help 
gurus gets a kicking. And that it’s better-looking than ever. But really you only need 
to know one thing about it: it’s the most fun you’ll have on a console this month.
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FIFA 14 PS4/Xbox One
The next-gen edition of FIFA 14 is, perhaps unsurprisingly, better than the PS3/Xbox 
360 version, thus its recent leap a couple of places up the table. Players and crowd are 
more realistically presented, and there are improvements in gameplay and flow.

Resogun PS4
‘The best things in life are free.’ Hmm, mildly disagree. Resogun is ostensibly free, but only 
if you take up a PlayStation Plus subscription for £40 a year. You probably were anyway, 
and if so you’ll get this retro, beautifully designed space shooter for free. Kind of. 

dark Souls II PC/PS3/Xbox 360
You might never play a tougher game than this old-school action-RPG sequel, which 
drops you into the mystical land of Drangleic and lets you figure things out for yourself. 
Mostly by being killed… but that just makes it all the more rewarding when you get it right.
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PC Specialist Nvidia GTX Titan Battlebox
This powerhouse delivers mind-blowing 4K gaming, bringing eye-searing detail to 
Arkham Origins in our test. But twin Nvidia GTX Titan graphics cards and liquid cooling 
don’t come cheap, and neither will the 4K monitor you’ll need to go with it.

£3900 
★★★★✩

For Full reviews oF all the consoles Featured here, visit stuFF.tv/top-10s/games-machines

Nvidia Shield
Like an Xbox controller with a 5in screen stuck to it, this Android console is (just about) 
portable enough to play on the bus. As well as having access to hundreds of games 
via Google Play, the Shield can stream full PC titles from your PC – pretty damn cool.

Sony PlayStation Vita Slim
The Slim (aka PCH-2000) is comfier to hold than the original Vita, it lasts longer, it no 
longer relies on proprietary cables and the screen is an improvement… but Sony could 
have gone so much further, not least by adding more than 1GB of internal storage.

Microsoft Xbox One
The new Xbox aims for the stars and, if it falls short on occasion, it should be applauded for 
trying. Next-gen games run beautifully – albeit in 720p, in some cases – and it’s packed 
with tricks such as Kinect voice control. Once the minor UI flaws are fixed it’ll get 5 stars.

Sony PlayStation 3 
The PS3 has been around a while, but, like the Xbox 360, that just means it has plenty 
of great games. Online gaming via PlayStation Network is still brilliant and still free 
(it’s £40/yr for PS4), and it’s worth buying for its Blu-ray and media streaming alone.

Nintendo Wii U
While it hasn’t had the same impact as the original Wii, don’t underestimate the Wii U’s fun 
factor. Nintendo’s bottomless bag of superb game franchises rolls on, with the excitement 
of Mario Kart 8 (with its anti-gravity karts and submarine racing) coming later this year.

Nintendo 3DS XL
The bigger version of Nintendo’s latest handheld serves up a larger 3D sweetspot and 
slightly more premium finish than its smaller sibling. There’s still only one thumb stick, 
but it’s a tried-and-tested design that’s served Nintendo titles very well over the years.

Alienware X51
This PC is as happy sat by a TV as it is under a desk. It’s the size of an Xbox 360 but  
it runs a whole lot faster – and it’s whisper-quiet. With a Core i5 Ivy Bridge processor, 
8GB of RAM and a 1GB Nvidia GTX 660 graphics card, it’s got more welly than ever.

Microsoft Xbox 360
Yes, it’s been succeeded by the One, but the years have been kind to the 360. With an 
amazing catalogue of recent games that use its full potential, brilliant media streaming 
skills and a low, low price it’s impossible not to recommend it to cash-strapped gamers.

Sony PlayStation 4
Sony’s next-gen console may not quite be the finished article, but it’s already the 
best games machine on the planet. With whisper-quiet operation and a sleek form, 
it’ll slot neatly into your lounge setup, but more importantly it offers bags of power, 
with full 1080p on all titles and not a whiff of lag. The controller’s vastly improved, 
too, while remote streaming to PS Vita is a nice bonus. All that and it’s also cheaper 
than the Xbox One. When proper media streaming arrives, it’ll be unstoppable.
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1 Moves 
Auto-tracking of walking and 
running at its circliest, Moves 
really gets how simple fitness 
monitoring should be for 
simple people like me. Steps, 
distance, time: just press the 
circles which (joy!) get bigger 
with more moving. iOS users 
get calories too, but they’re 
bad for you anyway, right? 
£free / Android (£1.99 / iOS)

2 Cast Store 
Instead of a fancy smart TV,  
I have a lovely little £30 Google 
Chromecast, mainly used for 
Netflix. I keep Cast Store – a list 
of Chromecast apps – on hand 
for when I’ve overdosed on 
four-year-old documentaries. 
It has apps such as PhotoCast 
for beaming pics onto the telly. 
Then I open up Netflix again. 
£free / Android

3 Twickets 
I like to be last-minute, finding 
gigs via Twickets, Songkick 
and my flatmate. With Twickets, 
you can arrange to pay face  
value for a sold-out gig with 
someone who can’t go – within 
minutes. And unlike my flatmate, 
it doesn’t wave kitchen knives  
at me because I hate the Manic 
Street Preachers.
£free / iOS, Android



Canon PowerShot S120
Replacing the S110, the S120 is a compact camera for DSLR users on their days off. Its 
12.1MP stills, low-light prowess and useful long-exposure modes are welcome, while 
its slightly laggy lens-ring control and hit-and-miss Wi-Fi features take the shine off.

£360
★★★★✩

For the Full reviews and our camera buying guide, visit stuFF.tv/top-10s/compact-cameras

Nikon Coolpix S6700
Your phone can probably match it for wide-angle photos in good conditions, but if you 
want to go equipped with a bit more creative control without loading yourself down 
with kit, the S6700 will be a useful addition to your gadget arsenal.

Canon PowerShot G16
The G16 packs a lot into its sturdy body: optical viewfinder, loads of manual controls 
and an f1.8-2.8, 28-140mm (equivalent) zoom lens. Upgrades over the G15 include 
Wi-Fi and faster burst shooting of up to 12fps, while image quality is as good as ever.

Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ200
If you want a superzoom cam, the Lumix FZ200 wipes the floor with its rival snoopy 
snappers. A small and solid build is coupled with a 24x optical zoom, an excellent auto 
mode and spot-on exposure abilities. The downside is the video, which is a mixed bag.

Nikon Coolpix AW110 
With a metallic body, sturdy locking mechanism and optional camo finish, our new 
favourite tough cam has got that whole military chic thing nailed. Its army – geddit? – of 
features includes excellent 16MP stills, 1080p@30fps video and glove-friendly controls.

Samsung Galaxy Camera
The king of snap-sharing has a 4.8in screen, Android 4.1 and lots of filter and editing apps. 
Its 16.3MP images aren’t the best, but it’s a sexy slice of the future. Alternatively, there’s 
the flawed-but-still-good S4 Zoom cameraphone, also awarded 4 stars.

Fujifilm FinePix X100S
Fujifilm’s souped-up its fixed lens retro shooter, with faster focusing and a big APS-C 
sensor. It’s not all new though, keeping the 35mm-equivalent f/2 lens and hybrid 
viewfinder from the X100. A less retro version with black finish is now available too.

Sony DSC-RX100
The 20MP RX100 is just what we’re looking for in an advanced compact: pocketable 
with a huge 1in sensor that serves up great images. After something a bit different? 
Sony’s crazy lens-without-a-body, the QX100, has much of the same tech.

Fujifilm X20
The X20 isn’t all retro looks and no trousers. It excels in Advanced Auto mode and has 
manual controls and RAW shooting for creative days. The optical viewfinder, though 
small, is linked to the 4x zoom and frames well. All this, and it looks damn cool.

Sony DSC-HX50
In the blink of an eye in which Fujifilm elected to update its Top 10-topping X10, 
the HX50 jumped in its seat and declared itself king of the castle. And, despite 
protestations from the lowly rascal X20 below, the Sony’s position is justified. Its 
20.4MP CMOS sensor and 24-270mm (35mm equiv.) lens combine to produce 
awesome images in a wide range of situations. There’s also a hot shoe for a flash 
or an electronic viewfinder, so its lack of RAW shooting is its only real flaw.

best for

ADveNtuRouS 
SNAPPeRS

best for

DSLR PiCS iN  
A SMALL boDy

best for

At-A-DiStANCe 
SHootiNG

StuFF SAyS
unassuming looks hide  
an amazingly capable 
camera to suit beginners  
or burgeoning bailey-ettes 

£230 ★★★★★

£330 
★★★★★

£250
★★★★✩

£350 
★★★★★

£330 
★★★★★

£450
★★★★★

£180 
★★★★★

£900 
★★★★★
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sennheiser X 320
These gaming cans – with a noise-cancelling mic, bass boost and controls for in-game 
and voice channels – are aimed at Xbox 360 users. Not of the Xbox persuasion? 
Look out for the U 320s, which will play nicely with your PS3, PC and Mac.

3Doodler
Essentially a 3D printer nozzle in a pen. Sticks of plastic are fed through like a glue gun 
and extruded at 200ºC into thin air, where it immediately cools and solidifies, letting 
you ‘draw’ 3D structures. Amazing, and we’ve only burnt ourselves once. Maybe twice.  

Korg Volca Beats
This Roland TR-808-aping drum machine uses analogue and digital beats to amazing 
effect given the bargain price, offering a studio’s worth of wizardry in a tablet-sized 
package. If this doesn’t get the nation’s youth making amazing music, nothing will.

DJi phantom 2 Vision
Want to recreate those Apocalypse Now sequences at your local lido? This quadcopter 
offers great filming potential thanks to its 14MP/1080p HD camera and videolink, 
built-in GPS and ability to beam images to your smartphone from 300m away.

Leap Motion
Huge Kickstarter funding and promises of Minority Report-style PC input have come 
to this: a silent, KitKat-sized block of tech. It is very accurate, and the taster games 
are a blast, but it’ll need more consistency between apps to become truly useful.

amazon Kindle paperwhite 
There’s a new Paperwhite out on the streets of the world, and it’s brighter, 
whiter, faster and no more expensive. Contrast is improved, making your text 
blacker and the background less grey, while a claimed 25% faster processor 
goes largely unnoticed because it was always the fastest of the e-readers.  
A handy new Page Flip feature lets you keep your current page while flicking 
through the chapter in a pop-up window: finish the chapter, or go to sleep now?

BEST FOR

high-fLying 
fiLMers

BEST FOR

anaLogUe 
Maestros

stUff says
the best screen, the best 
ebook store and new  
book-challenging features: 
Kindle’s still on top

£100 ★★★★★ 

£815 
★★★★I

Us$100 
★★★★★

£50
★★★★I

£25
★★★★★

£120
★★★★★
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BMw i3
Finally, an electric car that doesn’t feel like a compromise. Far from it – the i3 is in 
many ways the ultimate urban runabout, thanks to its superb handling, astounding 
acceleration and great fuel economy. It’s packed with gadgets too. Only its price rankles.

smart ebike
This electric bike may be heavy and expensive, but its futuristic design, 250W motor 
and range of up to 62 miles make it ideal for the daily commute. And don’t get hung up 
over the price anyway – petrol and car insurance for a year would cost you way more.

Up! plus
Not since the early days of video encoding has a Stuff test caused such emotional 
rollercoastering. The Up! is the least frustrating – and least commercial – of the 3D 
printers we’ve tried. The Plus 2 (£1620) adds a helpful auto-levelling build platform.

from 
£25,680
★★★★I

£2500
★★★★★

£1620
★★★★I
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Moga ace power
This click-on controller adds two analogue sticks, a D-pad and all the usual buttons  
to an iPhone 5/5c/5s or 5th-gen iPod Touch. It’s not brilliantly built and only works 
with selected games, but dedicated iOS gamers will swiftly get their money’s worth.

BEST FOR

igaMing 
aDDicts

£80 
★★★★I
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For the Full reviews and our digital slr buying guide, visit stuFF.tv/top-10s/digital-slrs

sony Alpha a7
The smallest and lightest of all compact system cams crams in a full-frame sensor that 
pumps out 24.3MP pics. Image quality is stunning and it’s great at high ISO, but it feels 
unbalanced with the bigger full-frame lenses, and the autofocus struggles in low light.

Canon eos 6D
Canon’s cheapest ever full-framer is an awesome little SLR with a few clever tricks up its 
lens. As well as its all-new 20.2MP sensor, it boasts a GPS receiver for geotagging your 
pics and Wi-Fi for direct uploading or remote control from an iPhone or Android device.

Fujifilm X-t1
There’s lots to love about this snapper, from its clever viewfinder and lightning-speed 
focus to the weatherproof body. One for the analogue lovers, it has actual buttons and 
dials with no touchscreen. The lack of in-cam image stabilisation is our only complaint.

Canon eos 70D
The 70D is Canon’s best camera in years. It’s the first ‘proper’ DSLR to nail autofocus in 
videos and Live View, offers a multitude of manual controls and can take stunning pics in 
almost any situation. Amateurs who’ve outgrown the entry level should look no further.

panasonic lumix DMC-g5
The G5 is one of the few snappers with the pace to keep up with the Olympus E-M1’s 
autofocus. Beginner-friendly controls, decent 16MP pics, touchscreen control and 
superb full HD 60fps AVCHD video recording all add up to a compelling package.

pentax k-3
With a 24MP APS-C sensor, advanced autofocus system, snappy burst shooting and 
clever anti-aliasing simulator, the K-3 is a stills snapper par excellence. A weatherproof 
body and in-camera stabilisation are welcome, too, but it’s not quite so hot with video.

nikon D600
Pro power has never come at such a reasonable price. A full-frame 24.3MP sensor 
combines with accurate 39-point autofocus for stunning results. Dual SD card slots, 
built-in flash and 5.5fps shooting speed complete a seriously powerful proposition.

Canon eos 700D
Look, it’s a new Canon at No2. No, wait, it’s the old one. Actually, it’s kind of both. The 700D 
is a minor upgrade over the 650D, keeping the latter’s 18MP sensor, flip-out touchscreen 
and autofocus during video and adding little beyond a new kit lens. It’s still great though.

olympus oM-D e-M1
Olympus’ new flagship is armed with the same excellent 16.3MP sensor as its 
predecessor the E-M5, but now has an improved autofocus system, a startlingly 
good electronic viewfinder and masses of direct controls. Look out soon for the 
E-M10: pretty much an E-M5 minus the weatherproofing and with only 3-axis 
stabilisation, but with an improved EVF, better metering, enhanced Wi-Fi and 
built-in flash in a smaller, cheaper body. 

best for

All-roUnD 
VAlUe

best for

FUll FrAMe 
Fetishists

stUFF sAys
take the e-M5’s amazing 
speed and quality, then add 
pro controls and you get  
the best system cam so far

£1300 ★★★★★
(body only)

£1099
(body only) 
★★★★★

£1050
(body only) 
★★★★★

£290
(w/ 14-42 lens) 
★★★★★

£485
(body only) 
★★★★★

£1090
(body only)

★★★★★

£699
(body only)

★★★★★

£800
(body only)

★★★★★

£980
(body only)

★★★★✩
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panasonic lumix DMC-gX7
The 16MP Panasonic is a versatile beast that, while not being much of a looker, has 
added tricks such as a tilting EVF and a handy touchscreen LCD. It’s great for smooth 
hi-def video recording and, with the bijou 20mm f/1.7 lens, is a great travel companion. 

£620
(body only)

★★★★★

hot

buy

NeW



Samsung Galaxy Gear
Now making way for the slimmer Gear 2 and Gear 2 Neo models, Samsung’s  
first smartwatch has a 1.9MP camera built into the strap. It’s let down by lack  
of compatibility with non-Samsung devices, but the price has lowered.

£170 
★★★✩✩

For Full reviews oF all the kit on this page, visit stuFF.tv/top-10s/wearable-tech

Sony Smartwatch 2
With businesslike looks, decent battery life and the biggest app selection of any 
smartwatch, Sony’s Android ‘smartphone remote’ shows plenty of promise. However, 
an unresponsive touchscreen and crippling software glitches dumb it down.

Nike Fuelband SE
The original Fuelband was early to the fitness tracker scene, doling out Nike Fuel 
points like slices of fitness carrot. Though now updated, it’s still easier to fool than other 
fitness bands and its high price and iOS-only app mean it comes in at three stars.

Garmin Forerunner 620
Garmin’s wealth of experience in wrist-mounted GPS shines through, offering up a 
cacophony of stats, including vertical oscillation (how much you jiggle while running) 
thanks to the smart heart-rate belt. Could be cheaper and more user-friendly, though.

Jawbone UP 
The most stylish wrist-clinging fitness tracker we’ve seen, the UP is as much fashion 
accessory as gym companion. No wireless syncing, but comprehensive sleep tracking 
and smart wake-up functions are brilliant. The Bluetoothin’ UP24 is on its way soon.

Adidas MiCoach Smart Run
Brainier than your average gym buddy, the Smart Run serves up stats on its 1.45in colour 
touchscreen and will even show exercise videos. Its built-in heart-rate monitor is great, 
but its bulk, terrible battery life and walled garden approach to workout data hold it back.

TomTom Multi-Sport
The first sporty-nav with TomTom’s name on it is a fine one indeed. It has fewer extras 
than competitors but an innovative menu system, stylish monochrome screen and 
wide-ranging syncing options make it a great choice for swimmers, bikers and runners.

Nike Lunar TR1+
The TR1+s are the smartest gym clogs we’ve seen, packed with pressure sensors and 
accelerometers. The Nike+ training app tracks your exertions and helps refine your 
technique, for example telling you to shift more weight to your heels during squats.

Fitbit Flex
The Flex delivers all of Fitbit’s activity-tracking smarts but in a form factor that’s less 
fiddly than its belt-clip counterparts. It’s packed with Bluetooth, NFC, vibratamotor and 
a display. America already has the new Force band, with a proper display. Here soon.

Pebble Steel
Unveiled at CES 2014, the Steel keeps the straightforward looks, crisp display 
and five-day battery life that helped the standard Pebble win our hearts. But it 
holds more RAM, apps and customisable faces this time, and swaps the plastic 
for either a ‘Steel’ silver or matte black stylish suit, making it look and feel more 
like an actual watch. The Steel goes beyond the gimmicks and into the world of 
real-world wearable tech. Pop it on your wristwear wish-list.

best for

TRACkiNG 
yoUR LiFE

best for

MULTi-SPoRT
MASoChiSTS

best for

STEPPiNG UP 
yoUR STATS

STUFF SAyS
The best smartwatch money 
can buy… and the original 
plastic Pebble is still 
available for £50 less

£150 ★★★★★

£320 
★★★★✩

£300
★★★✩✩

£70 
★★★★★

£125
★★★★★

£130
★★★✩✩

from £80 
★★★★★

£180 
★★★★✩
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Belkin WeMo
It started as an unassuming Wi-Fi-enabled socket that let you set lights or other 
mains-powered items on a schedule via an app. Now the range includes a motion 
sensor and a baby monitor (left), while a Hue-style lightbulb was announced at CES.

from £40
★★★★✩

For Full reviews oF everything on this page, visit stuFF.tv/top-10s/connected-home

Sky Now TV Box
Smart TV for a tenner? Appealing, no? This is essentially a rebranded Roku box, but Sky 
hopes it will tempt you to pay for premium content including Sky’s Sports and Movies. 
For on-demand services with no monthly sub, it’s still a good, very cheap buy.

Koubachi Wi-Fi Plant Sensor
Why have real plants when you can 3D print space-age fake plastic trees? Because if 
you have real plants you can use this Wi-Fi-connected thingternet device to monitor 
their vitals and relay their photosynthetic desires back via an iOS app. That’s why.

Ninja Blocks
This little box is a hacker’s dream. With everything from temp/humidity sensors to 
remotely switched power points, it has boundless potential for giving your home 21st 
century smarts. It’s open-source and has a devoted developer community, too.

QNAP TS-212P
A refreshingly straightforward entry into the complex world of NAS drives: easy to 
use, packed with handy apps for backup and sharing, and it even looks nice. Just add  
a hard drive (or two), fill with digital goodies and stream to your heart’s content.

Netatmo
With an indoor and an outdoor module, the Netatmo monitors the conditions all around 
you, checking temp, humidity, air pressure, CO2 levels and noise. Use the info to fine-
tune your sleeping conditions, or just tap into the global community of Netatmo users.

Google Chromecast
Finally available in the UK, this USB memory stick-sized cord-cutter is compatible 
with Netflix, YouTube, Google Play movies and BBC iPlayer. It’s a cheap, simple way  
of getting web-sourced movies and shows onto your living-room TV. 

Devolo dLAN 500 Wi-Fi
Not that sexy, perhaps, but the Devolo system is faultless in its execution. Putting  
the ‘Internet’ in your ‘Internet of things’, it pipes broadband from your router, through 
your mains wiring and into the farthest reaches of your home, no messin’ ’bout.

Sonos Play:1 
You don’t need to be planning a multi-room system to buy the Play:1, as it’s a stellar 
speaker in its own right, streaming from Spotify et al at the command of your phone 
or tablet. But team it up with another Sonos and you’ll be multi-rooming in minutes.

Philips Hue
It might seem like a gimmick, but having Wi-Fi-enabled, colour-changing 
lightbulbs isn’t just good for impressing mates and spooking guests at seance 
parties. These smart LED bulbs come into their own when paired with ‘recipes’ 
on ifttt.com – set them to change colour with the weather or when it’s time to 
run to the train. They also tie in neatly with Philips’ own Ambilight TVs, casting 
the colours from the screen across your entire room. A great thingternet starter.

best for

MuLTi-rooM 
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best for
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best for

BACKuP AND 
STreAMiNG

STuFF SAyS
The humble lightbulb is 
reborn as a net-connected, 
colour-changing, mood-
sensing smart device

from £50 ★★★★★

uS$200
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£140
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£170 
★★★★★

from £55
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don’t miss tHE nExt issuE! on salE 4 junE

s that where you go when  
it’s virtually raining at the  
virtual seaside?
Yep. And get told to finish your virtual 

chips outside, where you see that virtual girl 
from the next chalet in virtual Butlins, and she 
looks at you just as you blob virtual ketchup 
down your virtual shirt, and she laughs. Virtual 
horror! But you make up for it by spending all your 
virtual money playing virtual X-Wing and virtual 
OutRun, and insisting that the virtual tears in 
your virtual eyes are just the virtual cigarette 
smoke in this authentically retro arcade.

Is it, though?
No. It is, arguably, better than that. See, the 
thing with yon fancy Oculus Rift VR headset,  
and possibly Sony’s recently announced copycat, 
is that they only have enough sensors to track 
your head position. That in itself is very clever, 
but you still stand or sit relatively stationary, 
using control inputs to run/fly/waddle – 
whatever suits your virtual environment. The 
chaps at VRcade (vrcade.com) lay out a gaming 
space in which your physical self is tracked using 
motion cameras. Run and shoot, duck and cover, 
cower and die – it’ll all be so much more real.

Sounds exhausting.
Good! Exhaustion means dopamine, which 
means happy times. And there’s more good 
news: VRcades will become the new laser tag. 
Watching one person play inside an Oculus  
Rift headset is boring. You and your friends all 
playing with headsets on, in your own tracked 
spaces – now that’s entertainment. Spectators 
can watch on big screens, while eating actual 
chips. There’s no way you’d be able to afford all 
that equipment yourself, so troop down to the 
VRcade and pay for an hour-long hoot-fest.  
It’s the future, mark ye. [ W
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